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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

EASTERN DIVISION 

JERMAINE MILLER; SHANE LUNDY-BEY; ) 
DWAYNE SMITH; ZACHARY HENRY; ) 
VELISA EISON; GREGORY BOGGS; SEAN ) 
WASHINGTON; AARON BEALS; L YDARA ) 
TURNER; JEROME GREENE; TIMOTHY ) 
NORTHCROSS; and SEDALIA PEOPLES , ) 

) 
Plaintiffs, ) No.: 

) 
¼ ) 

) 
THE CITY OF CHICAGO, a Municipal Corp., ) 

) 
Defendant. ) 

PLAINTIFFS' COMPLAINT AT LAW AND JURY DEMAND 

NOW COMES Plaintiffs, JERMAINE MILLER ("MILLER"), SHANE LUNDY-BEY 

("LUNDY-BEY"), DWAYNE SMITH ("SMITH"), ZACHARY HENRY ("HENRY"), VELISA 

EISON ("EISON"), GREGORY BOGGS ("BOGGS"), SEAN WASHINGTON 

("WASHINGTON"), AARON BEALS ("BEALS"), L YDARA TURNER ("TURNER"), JEROME 

GREENE ("GREENE"), TIMOTHY NORTHCROSS ("NORTHCROSS"), and SEDALIA 

PEOPLES ("PEOPLES") ( collectively refe1Ted to as "PLAINTIFFS"), by and through their 

attorneys, MA YER & MARSH, and for their Complaint at Law against Defendants, THE CITY OF 

CHICAGO ("CHICAGO"), a Municipal Corporation, allege and state as follows: 

JURISDICTION 

I. This action for legal relief and money damages arises under, and the jurisdiction of 

this Court is invoked pursuant to, Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 ("Title VII"), as amended, 
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42 U.S.C. Section 2000e, et seq.; the Civil Rights Act of 1991 ("CRA '91"); the Thirteenth and 

Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution, the violation of which is actionable 

pursuant to 42 U.S.C. §1983, and 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331 and 1343(a)(4), and the laws of the State of 

Illinois. Plaintiffs also invoke the supplemental jurisdiction of this Court to decide ancillary and 

pendent claims arising under state law. 

VENUE 

2. Venue is proper in this Court as all acts complained of occurred in the City of 

Chicago, County of Cook, State of Illinois. 

PARTIES 

3. Plaintiff, MILLER is an African American male citizen of the United States of 

America and a resident of the City of Chicago, County of Cook, State of Illinois. MILLER was hired 

by Defendant, CHICAGO as a Chicago Fire Department ("CFD") Firefighter on May 16, 1996, and 

during the course of his career has been promoted to his current position of Fire Lieutenant by 

passing the examinations and promotion processes established by CHICAGO. In November, 2016, 

MILLER applied for the position of Fire Captain in response to an announcement made by 

CHICAGO, and timely submitted his Fire Captain Promotion Exam application with supporting 

documentation by the required date. On January 31, 2017, MILLER completed the written 

examination portion of the Fire Captain Promotion Exam, and on February 26, 2017, completed the 

oral assessment portion of the Fire Captain Promotion Exam. On October 19, 2018, CHICAGO 

advised MILLER he scored a total of 67 .143 on the Fire Captain Promotion Exam and was "ranked" 

number 316 on the eligibility list. MILLER initially filed a timely charge of discrimination with the 

Equal Employment Opportunity Commission ("EEOC"), on or about March 27, 2019, identified as 

Charge No. 440-2019-03588 (a copy of which is attached hereto as Ex. "A," and incorporated by 
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reference herein), alleging CHICAGO's scoring of the Fire Captain Promotion Exam discriminated 

against African Americans. On or about June 3, 2022, MILLER received a "Notice of Right to Sue," 

issued by the United States Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division (a copy of which is attached 

hereto as Ex. "B, "and incorporated by reference herein). This action was commenced by the filing 

of this Complaint within ninety (90) days after MILLER's receipt of the aforesaid Notice of Right 

to Sue and, therefore, MILLER has met all the administrative and time requirements ofCRA '91. 

4. Plaintiff, LUNDY-BEY is an African American male citizen of the United States of 

America and a resident of the City of Chicago, County of Cook, State of Illinois. LUNDY-BEY was 

hired by Defendant, CHICAGO as a CFD Firefighter on March 4, 1997, and during the course ofhis 

career has been promoted to his current position of Fire Lieutenant by passing the examinations and 

promotion processes established by CHICAGO. In November, 2016, LUNDY-BEY applied for the 

position of Fire Captain in response to an announcement made by CHICAGO, and timely submitted 

his Fire Captain Promotion Exam application with supporting documentation by the required date. 

On January 31,2017, LUNDY-BEY completed the written examination portion of the Fire Captain 

Promotion Exam, and on February 26, 2017, completed the oral assessment portion of the Fire 

Captain Promotion Exam. On October 19, 2018, CHICAGO advised LUNDY-BEY he scored a total 

of 64.910 on the Fire Captain Promotion Exam and was "ranked" number 329 on the eligibility list. 

LUNDY-BEY initially filed a timely charge of discrimination with the EEOC, on or about March 

27, 2019, identified as Charge No. 440-2019-03589 (a copy of which is attached hereto as Ex. "C," 

and incorporated by reference herein), alleging CHICAGO's scoring of the Fire Captain Promotion 

Exam discriminated against African Americans. On or about June 3, 2022, LUNDY-BEY received 

a "Notice of Right to Sue," issued by the United States Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division 
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(a copy of which is attached hereto as Ex. "D, "and incorporated by reference herein). This action 

was commenced by the filing of this Complaint within ninety (90) days after LUNDY-BEY' s receipt 

of the aforesaid Notice of Right to Sue and, therefore, LUNDY-BEY has met all the administrative 

and time requirements ofCRA '91. 

5. Plaintiff, SMITH is an African American male citizen of the United States of America 

and a resident of the City of Chicago, County of Cook, State of Illinois. SMITH was hired by 

Defendant, CHICAGO as a CPD Firefighter on May 16, 1996, and during the course of his career 

has been promoted to his current position of Fire Lieutenant by passing the examinations and 

promotion processes established by CHICAGO. In November, 2016, SMITH applied for the 

position of Fire Captain in response to an announcement made by CHICAGO, and timely submitted 

his Fire Captain Promotion Exam application with supporting documentation by the required date. 

On January 31, 2017, SMITH completed the written examination portion of the Fire Captain 

Promotion Exam, and on February 26, 2017, completed the oral assessment portion of the Fire 

Captain Promotion Exam. On October 19, 2018, CHICAGO advised SMITH he scored a total of 

66.423 on the Fire Captain Promotion Exam and was "ranked" number 320 on the eligibility list. 

SMITH initially filed a timely charge of discrimination with the EEOC, on or about March 27, 2019, 

identified as Charge No. 440-2019-03590 (a copy of which is attached hereto as Ex. "E," and 

incorporated by reference herein), alleging CHICAGO's scoring of the Fire Captain Promotion 

Exam discriminated against African Americans. On or about June 3, 2022, SMITH received a 

"Notice of Right to Sue,'' issued by the United States Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division 

(a copy of which is attached hereto as Ex. "F," and incorporated by reference herein). This action 

was commenced by the filing of this Complaint within ninety (90) days after SMITH' s receipt of the 
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aforesaid Notice of Right to Sue and, therefore, SMITH has met all the administrative and time 

requirements ofCRA '91. 

6. Plaintiff, HENRY is an African American male citizen of the United States of 

America and a resident of the City of Chicago, County of Cook, State of Illinois. HENRY was hired 

by Defendant, CHICAGO as a CFD Firefighter on February 16, 1999, and during the course of his 

career has been promoted to his current position of Fire Lieutenant by passing the examinations and 

promotion processes established by CHICAGO. In November, 2016, HENRY applied for the 

position of Fire Captain in response to an announcement made by CHICAGO, and timely submitted 

his Fire Captain Promotion Exam application with supporting documentation by the required date. 

On January 31, 2017, HENRY completed the written examination portion of the Fire Captain 

Promotion Exam, and on February 26, 2017, completed the oral assessment portion of the Fire 

Captain Promotion Exam. On October 19, 2018, CHICAGO advised HENRY he scored a total of 

57.934 on the Fire Captain Promotion Exam and was "ranked" number 374 on the eligibility list. 

HENRY initially filed a timely charge of discrimination with the EEOC, on or about March 27, 

2019, identified as Charge No. 440-2019-03585 (a copy of which is attached hereto as Ex. "G, "and 

incorporated by reference herein), alleging CHICAGO's scoring of the Fire Captain Promotion 

Exam discriminated against African Americans. On or about June 7, 2022, HENRY received a 

"Notice of Right to Sue," issued by the United States Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division 

(a copy of which is attached hereto as Ex. "H, "and incorporated by reference herein). This action 

was commenced by the filing of this Complaint within ninety (90) days after HENRY's receipt of 

the aforesaid Notice of Right to Sue and, therefore, HENRY has met all the administrative and time 

requirements ofCRA '91. 
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7. Plaintiff, EISON is an African American female citizen of the United States of 

America and a resident of the City of Chicago, County of Cook, State of Illinois. EISON was hired 

by Defendant, CHICAGO as a CFD Firefighter on December 3, 1990, and during the course of her 

career has been promoted to his current position of Fire Lieutenant by passing the examinations and 

promotion processes established by CHICAGO. In November, 2016, EISON applied for the position 

of Fire Captain in response to an announcement made by CHICAGO, and timely submitted her Fire 

Captain Promotion Exam application with supporting documentation by the required date. On 

January 31, 2017, EISON completed the written examination portion of the Fire Captain Promotion 

Exam, and on February 26, 2017, completed the oral assessment portion of the Fire Captain 

Promotion Exam. On October 19, 2018, CHICAGO advised EISON she scored a total of 51.766 on 

the Fire Captain Promotion Exam and was "ranked" number 395 on the eligibility list. EISON 

initially filed a timely charge of discrimination with the EEOC, on or about March 27, 2019, 

identified as Charge No. 440-2019-03586 (a copy of which is attached hereto as Ex. "l" and 

incorporated by reference herein), alleging CHICAGO's scoring of the Fire Captain Promotion 

Exam discriminated against African Americans. On or about June 7, 2022, EISON received a 

"Notice of Right to Sue," issued by the United States Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division 

(a copy of which is attached hereto as Ex. "J, "and incorporated by reference herein). This action 

was commenced by the filing of this Complaint within ninety (90) days after EISON's receipt of the 

aforesaid Notice of Right to Sue and, therefore, EISON has met all the administrative and time 

requirements ofCRA '91. 

8. Plaintiff, BOGGS is an African American male citizen of the United States of 

America and a resident of the City of Chicago, County of Cook, State of Illinois. BOGGS was hired 
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by Defendant, CHICAGO as a CFD Firefighter on February 2, 1998, and during the course of his 

career has been promoted to his current position of Fire Lieutenant by passing the examinations and 

promotion processes established by CHICAGO. In November, 2016, BOGGS applied for the 

position of Fire Captain in response to an announcement made by CHICAGO, and timely submitted 

his Fire Captain Promotion Exam application with supporting documentation by the required date. 

On January 31, 2017, BOGGS completed the written examination portion of the Fire Captain 

Promotion Exam, and on February 26, 2017, completed the oral assessment portion of the Fire 

Captain Promotion Exam. On October 19, 2018, CHICAGO advised BOGGS he scored a total of 

60.858 on the Fire Captain Promotion Exam and was "ranked" number 363 on the eligibility list. 

BOGGS initially filed a timely charge of discrimination with the EEOC, on or about March 27, 

2019, identified as Charge No. 440-2019-03587 (a copy of which is attached hereto as Ex. "K, "and 

incorporated by reference herein), alleging CHICAGO's scoring of the Fire Captain Promotion 

Exam discriminated against African Americans . On or about June 3, 2022, BOGGS received a 

"Notice of Right to Sue," issued by the United States Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division 

(a copy of which is attached hereto as Ex. "L, "and incorporated by reference herein). This action 

was commenced by the filing of this Complaint within ninety (90) days after BOGGS' s receipt of 

the aforesaid Notice of Right to Sue and, therefore, BOGGS has met all the administrative and time 

requirements ofCRA '91. 

9. Plaintiff, WASHINGTON is an African American male citizen of the United States 

of America and a resident of the City of Chicago, County of Cook, State ofillinois. WASHINGTON 

was hired by Defendant, CHICAGO as a CFD Firefighter on December 1, 1999, and during the 

course of his career has been promoted to his current position of Fire Lieutenant by passing the 

examinations and promotion processes established by CHICAGO. In November, 2016, 
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WASHINGTON applied for the position of Fire Captain in response to an announcement made by 

CHICAGO, and timely submitted his Fire Captain Promotion Exam application with supporting 

documentation by the required date. On January 31,2017, WASHINGTON completed the written 

examination portion of the Fire Captain Promotion Exam, and on February 26, 2017, completed the 

oral assessment portion of the Fire Captain Promotion Exam. On October 19, 2018, CHICAGO 

advised WASHINGTON he scored a total of 69 .765 on the Fire Captain Promotion Exam and was 

"ranked" number 291 on the eligibility list. WASHINGTON initially filed a timely charge of 

discrimination with the EEOC, on or about March 27, 2019, identified as Charge No. 440-2019-

03580 (a copy of which is attached hereto as Ex. "M, " and incorporated by reference herein), 

alleging CHICAGO's scoring of the Fire Captain Promotion Exam discriminated against African 

Americans. On or about June 3, 2022, WASHINGTON received a "Notice of Right to Sue," issued 

by the United States Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division, a copy of which is attached hereto 

as Ex. "N," and incorporated by reference herein. This action was commenced by the filing of this 

Complaint within ninety (90) days after WASHINGTON's receipt of the aforesaid Notice of Right 

to Sue and, therefore, WASHINGTON has met all the administrative and time requirements ofCRA 

'91. 

I 0. Plaintiff, BEALS is an African American male citizen of the United States of 

America and a resident of the City of Chicago, County of Cook, State of Illinois. BEALS was hired 

by Defendant, CHICAGO as a CFD Firefighter on December I, 1989, and during the course of his 

career has been promoted to his current position ofFire Lieutenant by passing the examinations and 

promotion processes established by CHICAGO. In November, 2016, BEALS applied for the 

position of Fire Captain in response to an announcement made by CHICAGO, and timely submitted 

his Fire Captain Promotion Exam application with supporting documentation by the required date. 
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On January 31, 2017, BEALS completed the written examination portion of the Fire Captain 

Promotion Exam, and on February 26, 2017, completed the oral assessment portion of the Fire 

Captain Promotion Exam. On October 19, 2018, CHICAGO advised BEALS he scored a total of 

69.852 on the Fire Captain Promotion Exam and was "ranked" number 289 on the eligibility list. 

BEALS initially filed a timely charge of discrimination with the EEOC, on or about March 27, 2019, 

identified as Charge No. 440-2019-03582 (a copy of which is attached hereto as Ex. "O," and 

incorporated by reference herein), alleging CHICAGO's scoring of the Fire Captain Promotion 

Exam discriminated against African Americans. On or about June 3, 2022, BEALS received a 

"Notice of Right to Sue," issued by the United States Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division 

( a copy of which is attached hereto as Ex. "P, " and incorporated by reference herein). This action 

was commenced by the filing of this Complaint within ninety (90) days after BEALS 's receipt of the 

aforesaid Notice of Right to Sue and, therefore, BEALS has met all the administrative and time 

requirements ofCRA '91. 

I 1. Plaintiff, TURNER is an African American male citizen of the United States of 

America and a resident of the City of Chicago, County of Cook, State of Illinois. TURNER was 

hired by Defendant, CHICAGO as a CPD Firefighter on July 17, 2000, and during the course of his 

career has been promoted to his current position of Fire Lieutenant by passing the examinations and 

promotion processes established by CHICAGO. In November, 2016, TURNER applied for the 

position of Fire Captain in response to an announcement made by CHICAGO, and timely submitted 

his Fire Captain Promotion Exam application with supporting documentation by the required date. 

On January 31, 2017, TURNER completed the written examination portion of the Fire Captain 

Promotion Exam, and on February 26, 2017, completed the oral assessment portion of the Fire 
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Captain Promotion Exam. On October 19, 2018, CHICAGO advised TURNER he scored a total of 

60.760 on the Fire Captain Promotion Exam and was "ranked" number 365 on the eligibility list. 

TURNER initially filed a timely charge of discrimination with the EEOC, on or about March 27, 

2019, identified as Charge No. 440-2019-03583 (a copy of which is attached hereto as Ex. "Q, "and 

incorporated by reference herein), alleging CHICAGO's scoring of the Fire Captain Promotion 

Exam discriminated against African Americans. On or about June 3, 2022, TURNER received a 

"Notice of Right to Sue," issued by the United States Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division 

(a copy of which is attached hereto as Ex. "R," and incorporated by reference herein). This action 

was commenced by the filing of this Complaint within ninety (90) days after TURNER' s receipt of 

the aforesaid Notice ofRight to Sue and, therefore, TURNER has met all the administrative and time 

requirements ofCRA '91. 

12. Plaintiff, GREENE is an African American male citizen of the United States of 

America and a resident of the City of Chicago, County of Cook, State ofillinois. GREENE was hired 

by Defendant, CHICAGO as a CFD Firefighter on October 16, 2001, and during the course of his 

career has been promoted to his current position of Fire Lieutenant by passing the examinations and 

promotion processes established by CHICAGO. In November, 2016, GREENE applied for the 

position of Fire Captain in response to an announcement made by CHICAGO, and timely submitted 

his Fire Captain Promotion Exam application with supporting documentation by the required date. 

On January 31, 2017, GREENE completed the written examination portion of the Fire Captain 

Promotion Exam, and on February 26, 2017, completed the oral assessment portion of the Fire 

Captain Promotion Exam. On October 19,2018, CHICAGO advised GREENE he scored a total of 

65.353 on the Fire Captain Promotion Exam and was "ranked" number 324 on the eligibility list. 

GREENE initially filed a timely charge of discrimination with the EEOC, on or about March 27, 
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2019, identified as Charge No. 440-2019-03584 (a copy of which is attached hereto as Ex. "S, "and 

incorporated by reference herein), alleging CHICAGO's scoring of the Fire Captain Promotion 

Exam discriminated against African Americans. On or about June 3, 2022, GREENE received a 

"Notice of Right to Sue," issued by the United States Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division 

(a copy of which is attached hereto as Ex. "T, "and incorporated by reference herein). This action 

was commenced by the filing of this Complaint within ninety (90) days after GREENE' s receipt of 

the aforesaid Notice of Right to Sue and, therefore, GREENE has met all the administrative and time 

requirements ofCRA '91. 

13. Plaintiff, NORTHCROSS is an African American male citizen of the United States 

of America and a resident of the City of Chicago, County of Cook, State of Illinois. NORTHCROSS 

was hired by Defendant, CHICAGO as a CFD Firefighter on October 1, 1991, and during the course 

of his career has been promoted to his current position of Fire Lieutenant by passing the 

examinations and promotion processes established by CHICAGO. In November, 2016, 

NORTHCROSS applied for the position of Fire Captain in response to an announcement made by 

CHICAGO, and timely submitted his Fire Captain Promotion Exam application with supporting 

documentation by the required date. On January 31, 2017, NORTHCROSS completed the written 

examination portion of the Fire Captain Promotion Exam, and on February 26, 2017, completed the 

oral assessment portion of the Fire Captain Promotion Exam. On October 19, 2018, CHICAGO 

advised NORTHCROSS he scored a total of 65.599 on the Fire Captain Promotion Exam and was 

"ranked" number 322 on the eligibility list. BOGGS initially filed a timely charge of discrimination 

with the EEOC, on or about March 27, 2019, identified as Charge No. 440-2019-04007 (a copy of 

which is attached hereto as Ex. "U, "and incorporated by reference herein), alleging CHICAGO's 

scoring of the Fire Captain Promotion Exam discriminated against African Americans. On or about 
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June 7, 2022, NORTHCROSS received a "Notice of Right to Sue," issued by the United States 

Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division (a copy of which is attached hereto as Ex. "V," and 

incorporated by reference herein). This action was cor:unenced by the filing of this Complaint 

within ninety (90) days after NORTHCROSS' receipt of the aforesaid Notice of Right to Sue and, 

therefore, NORTHCROSS has met all the administrative and time requirements ofCRA '91. 

14. Plaintiff, PEOPLES is an African American female citizen of the United States of 

America and a resident of the City of Chicago, County of Cook, State of Illinois. PEOPLES was 

hired by Defendant, CHICAGO as a CFD Firefighter on December 1, 1992, and during the course 

of her career has been promoted to his current position of Fire Lieutenant by passing the 

examinations and promotion processes established by CHICAGO. In November, 2016, PEOPLES 

applied for the position of Fire Captain in response to an announcement made by CHICAGO, and 

timely submitted her Fire Captain Promotion Exam application with supporting documentation by 

the required date. On January 31, 2017, PEOPLES completed the written examination portion of 

the Fire Captain Promotion Exam, and on February 26, 2017, completed the oral assessment portion 

of the Fire Captain Promotion Exam. On October 19, 2018, CHICAGO advised PEOPLES she 

scored a total of 49.562 on the Fire Captain Promotion Exam and was "ranked" number 403 on the 

eligibility list. PEOPLES initially filed a timely charge of discrimination with the EEOC, on or 

about April 12, 2019, identified as Charge No. 440-2019-04008 (a copy of which is attached hereto 

as Ex. "W," and incorporated by reference herein), alleging CHICAGO's scoring of the Fire 

Captain Promotion Exam discriminated against African Americans. On or about June 8, 2022, 

PEOPLES received a "Notice of Right to Sue," issued by the United States Department of Justice, 

Civil Rights Division (a copy of which is attached hereto as Ex. "X "and incorporated by reference 

herein). This action was commenced by the filing of this Complaint within ninety (90) days after 
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PEOPLES' receipt of the aforesaid Notice of Right to Sue and, therefore, PEOPLES has met all the 

administrative and time requirements of CRA '91. 

15. Defendant, CHICAGO, is a municipality organized pursuant to the laws of the State 

of Illinois and the public employer of the individually named Defendants. CHICAGO is an 

"employer" as defined in 42 U.S.C. § 2000e(b) in that it had 15 or more employee for each working 

day in twenty or more calender weeks in the preceding year. 

16. CFD is a municipal department of Defendant, CHICAGO, organized pursuant to the 

laws and ordinances of the State of Illinois and City of Chicago. CFD maintains a number of offices 

and fire stations in the City of Chicago. PLAINTIFFS worked at various CFD fire houses located 

in the City of Chicago, County of Cook, State of Illinois. 

FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

17. Defendant, CHICAGO has historically engaged in unlawful racial discrimination in 

the CFD in the employment and promotion of firefighters which has resulted in the employment and 

advancement of far less minority firefighters relative to their proportion of CHICAGO' s population. 

18. Since approximately 1980, Defendant, CHICAGO's unlawful racial discrimination 

in the CFD has been the subject of numerous lawsuits, court settlements, and consent decrees 

designed to eradicate such discriminatory practices and promote equality of opportunity for 

minorities, including PLAINTIFFS herein, in the hiring, promotion and other employment policies 

within the CFD. 

19. Since approximately 1980, CFD firefighters, including PLAINTIFFS herein, through 

their Union, have engaged in collective bargaining with Defendant, CHICAGO to address the 

unlawful racial discriminatory conduct it perpetuated within the CFD. 
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20. The current collective bargaining agreement (hereinafter "Agreement") covering the 

term of July 1,2012, through June 30, 2017, became effective on or about August 1, 2014, and 

remains in full force and effect while a successor Agreement is negotiated. 

21. To address the unlawful racial discriminatory conduct Defendant, CHICAGO 

perpetuated within the CFD, "Article XIII. No Discrimination" was included and made a part of the 

Agreement which stated in pertinent part as follows: 

Section 13.1 - No Discrimination 

In accordance with applicable law, neither the Employer nor the Union shall discriminate 
against any employee covered by the Agreement because of race, creed, color, national 
origin, sex, age, religion or political affiliation. 

* * * 

Section 13.4 - Affirmative Action 

A. The Parties agree to establish and implement an affirmative action program in accordance 
with the terms and conditions of the IAFF recruitment and equal opportunity programs as 
further described in Appendix G of the Agreement. 

(See "Article XIII No Discrimination, " attached hereto as Ex. "Y. ") 

22. To address the unlawful racial discriminatory conduct Defendant, CHICAGO 

perpetuated within the CFD, "Appendix G- Equal Opportunity" was included and made a part of 

the Agreement which stated in pertinent part as follows: 

Appendix G - Equal Opportunity 

Section 1 - Compliance with Court Settlements and Decrees 

The City of Chicago will immediately take all action necessary to assure compliance with 
agreements reached and decrees issued in court proceedings affecting hiring, promotion and 
other employment policies of the Fire Department. In addition, to the extent not specifically 
required by, and not inconsistent with, such agreement or decrees, and to the fullest extent 
consistent with applicable law, the Department will implement the policies and programs set 
forth in the following paragraphs. 

* * * 
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Section 3 - Transfers and Promotions 

A. Goal 

The parties agree that the transfer and promotion policies of the Fire Department shall have, 
as a goal, the inclusion of Black and Hispanic personnel in all categories and all ranks in 
order to reach as quickly as is reasonably possible a level as close to 45% as is reasonably 
achievable. 

B. Programs 

1. Training 

All members of the force shall be given the training and special educational 
opportunity necessary to qualify them for promotion. This shall include in service 
training and educational programs as well as opportunity for attendance at education 
institutions, where necessary with adequate arrangements for paid time to permit the 
individual to participate in such programs. 

2. Equality of Opportunity 

Promotional and transfer oppo1iunities shall be made available to all available to all 
qualified members of the force. Examinations, where used, and any other standards 
and descriptions of required qualifications, shall be reviewed and any elements 
which have the effect of discrimination against Blacks and Hispanics shall be 
eliminated. The Department will take all reasonable steps, by posting and other 
means, to encourage Black and Hispanic members of the force and applicants for 
employment to apply for positions for which they show potential or desire, and are, 
or can within a reasonable time, become qualified. 

3. Remedying Past Discrimination 

There shall be an immediate review of the status of all Black and Hispanic 
firefighters in order to determine those whose time in grade would made them 
eligible for promotion had not discriminatory practices existed in the past. Within 
90 days of each anniversary date of the signing of this contract, the Department shall 
review the status of all Black and Hispanic members of the force and prepare a 
written report stating whether there is any reason other than past racial discrimination 
for the failure of such individual to achieve promotion, and, if so, the facts supporting 
the conclusion. Where it is found that there is a reason for non-promotion which can 
be remedied by appropriate training or educational opportunity, special arrangements 
shall be offered to enable such individual to have the necessary training or 
educational opportunity. Where no reason other than past discrimination is found 
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for non-promotion of such individuals, preference will be given for the next 
promotion or promotions available. Where promotions are made on the basis of 
examination, such past discrimination shall be remedied by giving, in the case of 
those who achieve a passing grade in such examinations and otherwise qualified, 
preference over candidates for promotion with equal or lesser length of service. 

a. Establish of Responsibility for Implementation. The City shall assign 
special Department Affirmative Action Officer to assure implementation fo 
the Chicago Fire Department Affirmative Action Plan. The Affirmative 
Action Officer shall be of equivalent rank as an Assistant Commissioner. It 
is within the Officer's scope of duties to assign responsibilities for the 
implementation of the plan on an intra departmental basis to assure that it is 
carried out in every phase of Department operations. The Officer will report 
to the Mayor, initially on a bi-monthly basis for six months, thereafter 
monthly. The Officer is mandated from time to time to make "on the spot 
audits" of the effectiveness of the Affirmative Action Plan and shall 
recommend remedial and corrective action where such is needed. This 
Officer will serve as a liaison between the City of Chicago and the 
Community Advisory Board of the Chicago Fire Department, apprising that 
body of the progress of the Affirmative Action Plan through periodic reports 
of areas which need attention and corrective action. 

Section 4 - Community Advisory Board 

A. Composition 

The City of Chicago shall invite each of a reasonable number of community and church 
organizations representing a broad segment of the Black, Hispanic, Native American and 
Asian communities to designate a representative to serve on a Fire Department Community 
Advisory Board which shall have a total of eleven members. The Board shall include at least 
four ( 4) representatives named by organizations identified with the Black communities of 
Chicago and at least two (2) named by organizations identified with the Hispanic 
communities of Chicago and two (2) named by Local 2 of the International Association of 
Fire Fighters. 

B. Duties and Powers 

The Community Advisory Board shall have the duty of monitoring the progress of the Fire 
Department in the implementation of this affirmative action section of this contract, reporting 
the facts with respect to such progress to the public and to the parties of this contract, and 
making suggestions for more effective implementation. The Department agrees to make a 
Progress Report to the Board at least once a year, containing full data as to the nature of the 
recruitment, hiring, transfer and promotion programs in effect, the progress made during the 
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year toward achievement of the goals described herein, the number and percentage ofBlacks 
and Hispanics hired, transferred or promoted during the year, and the number, percentage and 
geographical distribution of Blacks and Hispanic holding positions in each category and rank. 
Copies of written examinations will be made available to the Board for review and for such 
recommendations as the Board may make for modifications to eliminate or prevent 
discriminatory impact. The Department will cooperate with the Board by making available 
such other iriformation, records and statistics c.s the Board may reasonably request for 
performance of its duties. The Department will also make available such facilities as may 
be needed for performance of the Board's funct:ons; including meeting room, secretarial 
assistance, office supplies and assistance of research, technical assistance or research, 
technical assistance of research, technical assistance specialists and other personnel. 

(See "Appendix G - Equal Opportunity, " attached herero as Ex. "Z, " (emphasis added).) 

23. To address the unlawful racial discriminatory conduct Defendant, CHICAGO 

perpetuated within the CFD, Section 9.3 was included and made a part of the Agreement which 

provides, in large part, the procedure for administering promotional exams within the CFD and how 

vacancies and promotions within the bargaining unit are filled, including Fire Captains, in a non

discriminatory fashion, and states in pertinent part as foLows: 

Section 9.3 - Vacancies and Promotions 

A. Vacancies 

Promotional vacancies within the bargaining unit created as a result of death, resignation, 
retirement and discharge for just cause, and which the Employer must fill to maintain the 
minimum manning agreed to in this Agreement, shall be filled within forty-five ( 45) days of 
the last day the employee actually worked on duty or was discharged. Promotions which are 
required to fill vacancies shall be made from established lists resulting form job related 
examinations given to the employees in the class:fication immediately below the vacancy. 

B. Promotional Eligibility Lists 

1. No employee shall be eligible to take a promotional examination until the employee has 
completed the probationary period. The ranking of employees on promotional lists shall be 
based upon the employee's ascertained merit which shall be determined by promotional 
examinations consisting of the following three (3) criteria: written, seniority and 
oral/proficiency (hereinafter referred to as the "administered examination"). Promotions 
shall be made on the basis of the administered examination, and effective for administered 
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examinations given after January 1, 1997, promotions may also be made pursuant to ta 
performance selection process as set fortb in subparagraph 4. 

The weights to be accorded the criteria of the administered examination shall be consistent 
with the requirements of federal law, and subject to review by the Justice Department. The 
City will announce the weights of the criteria of the administered examination at the time the 
Department of Personnel officially announces the examination. 

Effective for administered examination given after January 1, 2003, the total weight assigned 
to the written criteria shall be no less than twenty-five percent (25%); the total weight 
assigned to the oral/proficiency criteria shall be no less than twenty-five percent (25%); and 
the total weight assigned to the seniority criteria shall be no less than thirty percent (30%) 
of the final score of the administered examination. 

* * * * 

4. Performance Selection Process 

a. Up to sixteen percent (16%) of the promotions to the rank of Lieutenant, up to 
sixteen percent (16%) of the promotions to the rank of Captain, and up to sixteen 
percent (16%) of the promotion to the rank of Battalion Chief on each promotional 
order may be made by the Fire Commissioner on the basis of performance. The 
following criteria must be met by any applicant prior to being eligible for 
performance promotion: 

(i) passing the appropriate administered examination with a grade of seventy 
(70) or better; 

(ii) meeting the following time in rank requirement at the time of the 
promotion: 

(a) One hundred twenty (120) months in the classification of 
Firefighter and/or Engineer for promotion to the position of 
Lieutenant; 

(b) Seventy-two (72) months in the classification of Lieutenant for 
promotion to the position of Captain; 

( c) Seventy-two (72) months in the classification of Captain for 
promotion to the position of Battalion Chief. 

(.See "Section 9 .3 - Vacancies and Promotions" attached hereto as Ex. "AA. '') 
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24. In 2017, a Fire Captains Promotional Exam was administered by Defendant, 

CHICAGO and taken by PLAINTIFFS. 

25. Pursuant to Section 9.3 of the Agreement, the ranking of employees taking the 2017 

Fire Captains Promotional Exam, including PLAINTIFFS, was based upon total scores determined 

by three weighted criteria: written criteria, oral criteria, and seniority criteria. Each of these three 

weighted criteria were assigned a designated weight in accordance with the directions of Section 9.3, 

and the weights on the 2017 Fire Captains Promotional Exam were 35% for written criteria, 35% 

for oral criteria, and 30% for seniority. Pursuant to Section 9.3 of the Agreement, in order to be 

promoted to the rank ofFire Captain, an applicant was required to achieve a passing score of seventy 

(70) or better on the 2017 Fire Captains Promotional Exam. 

26. On October 19, 2018, Defendant, CHICAGO posted PLAINTIFFS' results of the Fire 

Captain Promotional Exam as follows: 

PLAINTIFF 

MILLER 
LUNDY-BEY 
SMITH 
HENRY 
EISON 
BOGGS 
WASHINGTON 
BEALS 
TURNER 
GREENE 
NORTHCROSS 
PEOPLES 

67.143 
64.910 
66.423 
57.934 
51.766 
60.858 
69.765 
69.852 
60.760 
65.353 
65.599 
49.562 

27. Defendant, CHICAGO's method of scoring PLAINTIFFS' Fire Captain Promotional 

Exam results was improper and did not comply with Sections 9.3, 13.1 and 13.4, and Appendix G 

of the Agreement. Specifically, CHICAGO separately calculated PLAINTIFFS' written and oral 

component scores using a "linear transformation re-scaled" method which awarded a maximum 
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"transformed" score of thirty-five (35) points to the individual who achieved the "highest" raw score 

or "most correct" answer on a particular written a..,d oral component, while awarding a 

"transformed" minimum score of one (1) point to the individual who scored the "lowest" raw score 

or "least correct" answer on a particular written and oral component, even though said "lowest" or 

"least correct" response was still deemed "correct." 

28. Pursuant to Defendant, CHICAGO's "linear transformation" methodology, the 

highest raw score achieved by a participant of the 2017 Fire Captain Promotional Exam on the 

written component is assigned thirty-five (35) points regardless of the number of questions answered 

correctly. Similarly, the lowest score achieved on the written component of the Exam is assigned 

one (1) point regardless of the number of questions answered correctly. 

29. The written exam component of the 2017 Fire Captains Promotional Exam contained 

120 items. All items were equally weighted one (1) point apiece and the maximum achievable raw 

score was 120 points. The highest achieved raw score by a participant on the written component of 

the Exam was 117 points out of a possible 120 points, and, using Defendant, CHICAGO's "linear 

transformation" scoring methodology, this(these) participant(s) received a perfect "transformed" 

score of thirty-five (35) points on a thirty-five (35) point scale despite not achieving a perfect score 

on the written component. The minimum achieved raw score by a participant on the written 

component of the Exam was 64 points out of a possible 120 points, and, using CHICAGO' s "linear 

transformation" scoring methodology, this raw score was assigned a "transformed" score of one (I) 

point on a thirty-five (35) point scale despite earning approximately 53% of the available raw points 

employing a pro-rata scoring method. 
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30. The maximum available points for the oral component of the 2017 Fire Captains 

Promotional Exam was 227. The maximum raw score achieved by a participant of the Exam was 

195.0 out of a possible 227 points, and, using Defendant, CHICAGO's "linear transformation" 

methodology, this(these) participant(s) was assigned a perfect transformed score of thirty-five (35) 

points on a thirty-five (35) point scale despite not achieving a perfect score on the oral component. 

The minimum achieved raw score by a participant on the oral component of the Exam was 68.0 

points out of a possible 227 points, and, using CHICAGO's "linear transformation" scoring 

methodology, this raw score was assigned a "transformed" score of one (1) point on a thirty-five (3 5) 

point despite earning approximately 30% of the available raw points employing a pro-rat a scoring 

method. 

31. By re-scaling PLAINTIFFS' written and oral component scores separately using a 

"linear transformation re-scaled" method, and more importantly by awarding a set number ofthirty

five (3 5) points to the individual who was graded as having the "most correct" answers and a set 

number of one (1) point to the individual who was graded as having the "least correct" answers, 

rather than using their raw scores based on a pro-rata scoring method, Defendant, CHICAGO de 

facto curved the scores of all the participants of the 2017 Fire Captains Promotional Exam. 

Moreover, this curve inflated scores of some applicants while simultaneously deflating scores of 

other applicants. 

32. Additionally, CHICAGO' s applicant eligibility list was ranked in order of applicants' 

final "linear transformation scaled score" rather than their actual "raw" scores, which resulted in 

individuals with higher "raw" final scores being ranked below individuals with lower "raw" final 

scores. In other words, CHICAGO's ranking of PLAINTIFFS on the Fire Captain Promotional 

Exam was improperly determined, in part, by the performance of other applicants. 
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33. Upon information and belief, Defendant, CHICAGO' s "lineartransformation scaled" 

scoring method caused PLAINTIFFS to receive scores below 70 even though their percent correct 

out of35 points each on the written and oral criteria provided them scores equal to or above 70. Had 

CHICAGO scored PLAINTIFFS' written and oral components based upon the percentage of answers 

deemed "correct" to the total possible points and then applied the relative weight of 35% to the 

results, PLAINTIFFS' scores would have been at 70 or above. 

34. The scoring method implemented by Defendant, CHICAGO violated Sections 9.3, 

13.1 and 13.4, and Appendix G of the Agreement and discriminated against PLAINTIFFS as it 

artificially deflated PLAINTIFFS' scores and thus did not accurately measure their performance on 

the 2017 Fire Captain Promotion Exam. 

35. Defendant, CHICAGO was advised of the discriminatory nature ofits scoring method 

of the 2017 Fire Captains Promotion Exam in its Technical Manual for Fire Caption Promotional 

Process, which stated in pertinent part as follows: 

ADVERSE IMPACT CONCERNS 

The Uniform Guidelines stresses the importance of searching for a procedure that could 
minimize adverse impact, stating: 

where two or more selection procedures are available which serve the user's 
legitimate interest in efficient and trustworthy workmanship, and which are 
substantially equally valid for a given purpose the user should use the procedure 
which has been demonstrated to have lesser adverse impact. (Section 3.B) 

Accordingly, an alternate selection procedure that results in less adverse impact must be used 
when it meets the following conditions: (a) it serves the user's legitimate interest, (b) it 
shows substantially equal validity for the given purpose, and ( c) it has demonstrated less 
adverse impact. 

(See CFD Fire Captain Technical Manual, Volume 1 - Job Analysis, attached hereto as Ex. "BB, " 

at p. 42 (emphasis added).) 

* * * 
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TRANSFORMED WRITTEN EXAMINATION SCORE DESCRIPTIVE RESULTS 

In addition, means and standard deviations were calculated for protected subgroup based on 
the raw and transformed Written Examination scores. Adverse impact for each subgroup 
also was evaluated using multiple methods. . .. To statistically compare mean differences 
between racial subgroups, a one-way ANOV A was conducted. The overall model for the 
ANOV A showed a statistically significant effect in the differences between the subgroup 
means. A post hoc analysis using the Tukey method for pairwise comparisons showed 
statistically significant differences between Whites and Blacks and Hispanics and Blacks, but 
no statistically significant difference between Whites and Hispanics. Accordingly, White and 
Hispanic subgroups scored significantly higher than the Black subgroup. 

(See CFD Fire Captain Technical Manual, Volume 2 - Test Development, attached hereto as Ex. 

"CC," at p. 58 (emphasis added).) 

* * * 

ADVERSE IMPACT STATISTICS (OVERALL AND DECILES) FOR THE WRITTEN 
EXAMINATION 

Analyses found that Four-Fifths Rule (80% Rule) violations were present for Black test 
takers in all deciles. In other words, adverse impact based on the Four-Fifths rule was 
observed in the top 90% oftest takers. Similarly, when using the Binomial, Fisher's, and 
Chi-Square statistics, adverse impact was present for Blacks in all deciles. 

(See CFD Fire Captain Technical Manual, Volume 2 - Test Development, attached hereto as Ex. 

"CC," at p. 60 (emphasis added).) 

* * * 

TRANSFORMED ORAL ASSESSMENT SCORE DESCRIPTIVE RESULTS 

Comparisons of mean scores were performed only on White, Black, and Hispanic subgroups 
to avoid disclosure of individual candidate scores for Asians and American Indians. To 
statistically compare mean differences between racial subgroups, a one-way ANOV A was 
conducted. The overall model for the ANOV A showed a statistically significant effect in the 
differences between the subgroup means. A post hoc analysis using the Tukey method for 
pairwise comparisons showed statistically significant differences between Whites and Blacks 
and Hispanics and Blacks, but no statistically significant difference between Whites and 
Hispanics. Accordingly, White and Hispanic subgroups scored significantly higher than 
Black subgroup. 
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(See CFD Fire Captain Technical Manual, Volume 2 - Test Development, attached hereto as Ex. 

"CC, " at p. 100 (emphasis added).) 

* * * 

ADVERSE IMPACT STATISTICS (OVERALL AND DECILES) FOR THE ORAL 
ASSESSMENT 

Analyses found that Four-Fifths Rule (80% Rule) violations were present for the Black 
subgroup throughout all of the deciles. In other words, adverse impact was detected in all 
deciles including the top 90%. 

(See CFD Fire Captain Technical Manual, Volume 2 - Test Development, attached hereto as Ex. 

"CC," at p. 106 (emphasis added).) 

* * * 

MEAN PROPORTIONS AND CORRECTED ITEM-TOTAL CORRELATIONS FOR 
ORAL ASSESSMENT 

These item-level results, in general, indicate that most a/the items were discriminating in the 
assessment of candidate performance. 

(See CFD Fire Captain Technical Manual, Volume 2 - Test Development, attached hereto as Ex. 

"CC," at p. I 09 (emphasis added).) 

* * * 

ADVERSE IMPACT STATISTICS (OVERALL AND DECILES) FOR RANK ORDER 

[ A]nalyses of the 2017 Eligibility List for the Fire Captain Promotional Process revealed that 
adverse impact calculated by the Four-Fifths Rule was present/or the Blacks in all deciles. 

(See CFD Fire Captain Technical Manual, Volume 2 - Test Development, attached hereto as Ex. 

"CC, " at p. 120 (emphasis added).) 

36. Because the scoring methodology of the written and/or oral criteria of the 2017 Fire 

Captains Promotional Exam was discriminatory in nature due to having an adverse impact on 

African Americans, Defendant, CHICAGO could have increased the weight of the seniority criteria 
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and lowered the weight of the written and oral criteria to eliminate said discriminatory impact. 

However, CHICAGO chose not to do so in violation of Sections 9.3, 13.1 and 13.4, and Appendix 

G of the Agreement. 

37. Because the scoring methodology of the written and/or oral criteria of the 2017 Fire 

Captains Promotional Exam was determined to be discriminatory in nature due to having an adverse 

impact on African Americans, Defendant, CHICAGO could have promoted applicants, including 

PLAINTIFFS, to the rank of Fire Captain even though they achieved a score below seventy (70), 

because a score of seventy (70) has no bearing on a particular applicant's ability to perform the job 

duties of a Fire Captain, nor can it be proven an applicant who scored below seventy (70) is less 

qualified than an applicant who scored a seventy (70) or better. However, CHICAGO chose not to 

do so in violation of Sections 9.3, 13.1 and 13.4, and Appendix G of the Agreement. 

38. Because the "linear transformation re-scaled" scoring methodology of the written 

and/or oral criteria of the 2017 Fire Captains Promotion Exam was determined to be discriminatory 

in nature due to having an adverse impact on African Americans, Defendant, CHICAGO could have 

changed the scoring methodology to a "raw pro-rata" scoring method which did not adversely 

impact African Americans. However, CHICAGO chose not to do so in violation of Section 9.3 and 

Appendix G of the Agreement. 

39. Despite knowing its "linear transformation re-scaled" method of scoring the 2017 Fire 

Captains Promotion Exam discriminated against African Americans, including PLAINTIFFS, 

Defendant, CHICAGO wilfully failed to eliminate it in favor of a "raw pro-rata" scoring method in 

violation of Sections 9.3, 13.1 and 13.4, and Appendix G of the Agreement, which clearly call for 

the elimination of any such examination procedures which have the effect of discriminating against 

Blacks. 
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40. Defendant, CHICAGO' s actions as set forth above is consistent with its long standing 

pattern and practice of routinely ignoring the provisions and mandates of "Appendix G - Equal 

Opportunity" which was included and made a part of the Agreement in order to rectify and address 

years of unlawful racial discriminatory conduct CHICAGO perpetuated within the CFD. 

41. Defendant, CHICAGO's actions as set forth above are directly contrary to how it 

promoted applicants who took the 2017 Fire Battalion Chief Promotion Exam. Specifically, 

CHICAGO re-scored the results of the 2017 Fire Battalion Chief Promotion Exam using a "raw pro

rata" method instead of a "linear transformation re-scaled" method, and promoted African American 

Fire Captions to the position of Battalion Chief even though they scored below seventy (70) on the 

2017 Fire Battalion Chief Promotion Exam, in accordance with Sections 9.3, 13.1 and 13.4, and 

Appendix G of the Agreement which calls for the elimination of any such examination procedures 

which have the effect of discriminating against Blacks. 

42. Defendant, CHICAGO, by its actions as set forth above, wilfully failed achieve its 

goal as stated in the Agreement's "Appendix G - Equal Opportunity" of having Black personnel 

represent 45% of all categories and all ranks of the CFD. To the contrary, CHICAGO achieved just 

the opposite - its actions significantly lowered the scores of and discriminated against African 

American Fire Lieutenants, including PLAINTIFFS, who sat for the 2017 Fire Captains Promotion 

Exam and excluded them from the rank of Fire Caption in violation of Sections 9.3, 13.1 and 13.4, 

and Appendix G of the Agreement, Title VII, CRA '91, and 42 U.S.C. § 1983. 
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COUNTI 

43. As Paragraph43 ofCountI of this Complaint, PLAINTIFFS re-allege and incorporate 

Paragraphs 1-42 as though fully set forth herein. 

44. At all relevant times, PLAINTIFFS were treated less favorably than similarly situated 

Caucasian employees and discriminated against on the basis of their race by Defendant, CHICAGO. 

45. PLAINTIFFS reported the above racial discrimination to Defendant, CHICAGO and 

filed grievances as a result thereof, however, the racial discrimination continued despite 

PLAINTIFFS' objections and protestations. 

46. Defendant, CHICAGO's racial discrimination of PLAINTIFFS was unwarranted, 

unwanted and unwelcome. 

47. Defendant, CHICAGO's racial discrimination of PLAINTIFFS as alleged herein 

created a hostile and intimidating work environment, substantially interfered with PLAINTIFFS' 

ability to perform their jobs, and constitutes a violation ofTitle VII, CRA '91, and 42 U.S.C. § 1983. 

48. As a direct and proximate result of Defendant, CHICAGO's actions in violation of 

Title VII, CRA '91, and 42 U.S.C. § 1983 as set forth herein, PLAINTIFFS suffered great monetary 

and compensatory damages, including but not limited to pain and suffering, stress, embarrassment, 

humiliation, lost wages, and lost benefits. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs, JERMAINE MILLER, SHANE LUNDY-BEY, DWAYNE 

SMITH, ZACHARY HENRY, VELISA EISON, GREGORY BOGGS, SEAN WASHINGTON, 

AARON BEALS, L YDARA TURNER, JEROME GREENE, TIMOTHY NORTHCROSS, and 

SEDALIA PEOPLES pray for judgment against Defendant, THE CITY OF CHICAGO, a Municipal 

Corporation, and award Plaintiffs the foJlowing relief: 
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a. An amount in excess of$500,000.00, plus punitive damages, their costs, reasonable 
attorneys fees; 

b. Promote Plaintiffs to the position of Fire 2aptains, award them their commensurate 
back-pay, benefits, and make them whole; 

c. Grant Plaintiffs a permanent injunction ei:joining Defendant and its officers, agents, 
successors, employees, attorneys, assigns and other representatives and those acting 
in concert with them at their discretion, from engaging in any employment policies 
or practices which discriminate against Plaintiffs; and 

d. Such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and appropriate. 

Respectfully submitted, 

MAYER & MARSH 

Marc S. Mayer 
Michael V. Marsh 
MA YER & MARSH 
123 West Madison Street 
Suite 700 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 
Phone: (312) 980-0462 
Facsimile: (312) 980-0465 

By: 

E-Mail: mmayer@mayerandmarshlaw.com 
E-Mail: mmarsh@mayerandmarshlaw.com 

Isl Michael V. Marsh 
One of Plai::J.tiffs' Attorneys 
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DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 

Plaintiffs hereby demand a jury trial as provided by Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 38(a). 

DATED: _ 0 i_,_1/_J_,_1 /_~_;z_ 
, I 

Marc S. Mayer 
Michael V. Marsh 
MA YER & MARSH 
123 West Madison Street 
Suite 700 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 
Phone: (312) 980-0462 
Facsimile: (312) 980-0465 

Respectfully submitted, 

MAYER & MARSH 

By: Isl Michael V. Marsh 
One of Plaintiffs' Attorneys 
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CHARGE OF DISCRIMINATION 

Complainant: 

JERMAINE MILLER RECEIVED EEOC 
MAR 2 7 2019 Respondent: 

CHICAGO DISTRICT OFFICE County I- Discrimination based on Race-
Background and History of the City of Chicago Departmert of Fire 

1. The City of Chicago Fire Department has two main bureaus- Emergency Medical Services (hereinafter EMS) and Fire Suppression (hereinafter Suppression). Complainant attaches hereto Exhibit 1 the organizational chart for the Chicago Fire Department. 

2. In Fire Suppression, the entry level position is that of a firefighter/EMT. The City of Chicago requires candidates for the Firefighter/EMT position to take a written test and then pass a physical performance test among other requirements for hire. 

After hire, the first promotion for which a Firefighter EMT can apply is that of the Fire Engineer or Fire Lieutenant. Those promoted to Lieutenant can thereafter apply for promotion to the position of Fire Captain and thereafter Battalion Chief. 

3. Once one achieves the rank of Battalion Chief, all fLrther promotions are considered by the City as "exempt", i.e. positions which are not covered by civil service rules and to which one can be appointed at the discretion of the Fire Commissioner. 

4. On the EMS side of the operations, licensed paramedics are periodically invited to apply for hire. Thereafter, the licensed paramedics are required, among other conditions, to take and pass a physical performance test for hire as a Fire Paramedic-the entry position for sworn personnel in EMS. 
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5. Thereafter, the promotion progression in the Chicago Fire Department for EMS personnel is to the position of Paramedic in Charge, Ambulance Commander, Paramedic Field Chief. 

CFO History of Race Discrimination 

6. Beginning in 1995, the City of Chicago utilized a written examination which had a disparate impact on African American applicants forthe position of firefighter/EMT. That test reduced although it did not eliminate African American men and women from hire. When challenged, it was found that because of thai test, 134 African American men and women were not hired as firefighters. Lewis vs. City of Chicago, Cite. The City was ordered to and finally did hire 111 additional African American as firefighter/EMS, but this did not occur until 2012. 

7. The City has acknowledged that prior to the 1995 test, the fire department had a history of discrimination in hiring which adversely affected African American candidates for hire. The City has stated that it was aware and acknowledged the fact that until 1997, African Americans were systemically discriminated against in hiring and promotions in the Chicago Fire Department. (Cite to Horn, McNamara and Biondo) 

8. Thus, from 1977 until at least 2012, the number of African Americans hired by the City as firefighters and therefore eligible to seek further promotions was depressed by at least 134 persons. 

9. Beginning around the same time, tile City of Chicago adopted a pre-hire physical test which had a demonstrated adverse impact upon fe,iale candidates for Fire Suppression. That physical test therefore reduced the number of women hired as Firefighters many of whom were African American women who had made it past the discriminatory written test. The double effect of the discriminatory pre-hire written test and the discriminatory pre~hire physical test therefore reduced the number of African American women hired by CFO and therefore eligible to seek promotions to higher positions. 

10. On the EMS side, from 2000 until 2012, the CFO continued to utilize a discriminatory prehire physical performance test which substantially reduced the number of women hired as paramedics by the City of Chicago and which was subsequently found unlawful. Ernst vs. City of Chicago, 837 F 3d 788 (7th Cir. 2016). 
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The same company which developed the EMS tes: was responsible for the Fire Suppression pre-hire test. Indeed, when the City was deciding whether to retain this company and the developer was asked whether the test would disparately impact female paramedics, the response was that it would but net as much as the currently used prehire test for firefighter applicants. 

11. Because of the City's decades long practice of discrimination, the number of African Americans eligible to compete for promotions within the Chicago Fire Department was substantially reduced. 

12. The City recognized this fact. It therefore included as part of every contract with the union since at least 2003 a statement that it would endeavor "as quickly as possible" to take action so that the department achieved a "goal" of being at least 30% African American and at least 155 Latino (Appendix G). 

13. The City further stated that it would review promotion and hiring processes and procedures and those processes and procedures with "any elements which have the effect of discrimination against Blacks and Hispanics will be eliminated". 

14. It further stated and has for every year since 2003 that it would audit and review all such procedures which would be submitted to and reviewed by a Community Advisory Board consisting of at least 11 members at least annually. 

15. On information and belief, the City and Department never implemented the provisions of Appendix G. 

Effect of Continued City Discrimination 
16. In 1996, the Fire Department prepared strength reports which identified the numbers of African Americans in various positions within the department. 
17. Similar reports are prepared at least annually by the Fire Department and are known and available to City and Fire Department senior management. 
18. In 1996, the Fire Department reported that overall, o' those employed as firefighters, 26% were African American. 

19. In 2006, the Fire Department reported that the percentage of those employed as Firefighters who were African Americans was 22%. 
20. In 2014, the Fire Department strength report found that 19.72% of those employed as Firefighters were African Americans. 
21. The 2014 number of African Americans employed as Firefighters was increased because 
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the City was required to hire certain individuals because Court orders and judgements. a) In March 2012, pursuant to Court order, the City hired 111 African American individuals as Firefighters. These individuals were denied hire based upon a 1995 test which discriminated against African Americans. 
b) In November 2013 and March 2014, :he City hired additional individuals who had previously been eliminated from hire due to a pre-hire test which discriminated against women. (Vasich). A number of those candidates were African American and Hispanic. 
c) But for hiring that the City was required to do by court order and settlements, the number of African Americans and Latinos in career service positions would be even lower than stated above. 

22. In 2015, the Fire Department reported to the City.Council that the department personnel 
were 17 .68% African American. 

23. In 2015, the City of Chicago was again required, pursuant to a settlement of a discrimination case, to hire additional African American women. These women were member of the Lewis class who, although they attempted to be hired, were rejected due 
to a pre-hire physical test that discriminated against them as women. 24. In 2016, the Fire Department reported to City Cou~cil that the Department personnel was 
17.55% African Americans. 

25. Despite demographic changes in the population of the City of Chicago since 2003 which 
increased the percentage of minority residents and decreased the percentage of nonminority residence, the Chicago Fire Department has never met the commitment made 
prior to or at least by 2003 that at least 30% of those employed by the Fire Department were African Americans. 

26. Instead, over the past 15 years, the percentage of African Americans hired by the Chicago Fire Department has declined even without adjusting the number for those hired 
only because of court orders and settlements of discrimination cases. 

Career Progression of African Americans hired by the CFD. 27. Some African American men and women did manage to be hired by the City of Chicago 
as firefighters. 

28. Over the years, some of this reduced cohort of African American men and women took and past the tests for promotion to Fire Engineer, F,re Lieutenant and Fire Captain. 29. According to Fire Department procedures, to be eligible to apply to take a promotional examination, one must hold the lower rank at the tirie of the announcement, i.e. to apply 
for promotion to Fire Captain, as applicant must be and existing Fire Lieutenant. 30. In 2016, the CFD announced a new examination for the position of Battalion Chief. Thirty 
African American Fire Captains applied and completed the examination process. 31. By the close of the application period. The City was aware of the fact that a substantial 
number of African Americans had applied for the promotion. 
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32. By the close of application period, the City was also aware of the fact that all of the 
applicants had maximum seniority meaning all of them were going to receive 30 points n 
their final score for seniority. 

33. The City hired an outside consultant to develop additional tests to be given to the FIRE 
CAPTAIN candidates. The scope of the authorized work of that consultant did not include 
setting or determining a "cut" or "minimum" score for the promotion process. 

Individual Complainant 

34. I am an African American male. I am currently employed by the City of Chicago in the Fire 
Department as a Fire Lieutenant. 

35. I was hired by the City of Chicago as a Firefighter en May 16, 1996. During my career with 
the Chicago Fire Department, I have been promoted to the Position of Fire Lieutenant by 
passing examination and promotion processes est<1blished by the City. 36. In November 2016, in response to an announcement by the City, I applied for the position 
of Fire Captain. 

37. The announced procedure stated that the promoticn process would include a written 
examination and oral assessment, each of which v,ould count for 35% of the final score. 
The remaining 30% of the score was to be determined by seniority pursuant to Section 
9.3 of the Collective Bargaining Agreement between the City of Chicago and Local 2, 
Firefighters Union. 

38. The announcement stated that applications with sLpporting documents needed to be 
submitted by a fixed date and time. I submitted m 2pplication within the stated and 
required period. 

39. In 2017, I completed the written examination portio, of the testing process. 40. Subsequently, pursuant to notice from the City, I completed the oral assessment portion 
of the testing process. 

41. On October 19 2018, the City finally announced the ~esults of the testing. Unlike prior 
examinations I have taken where I have scored well on the written and oral examinations 
l was informed that I scored a total of __ 67.143 on the examination and was "ranked" 
number 316 on such eligibility listing. 

42. The technical report for the examination process noted that both written and oral assessment test for Fire Captain has an adverse imJact upon African American 
Candidates. 

43. The oral assessment process utilized for the 2017 test was a new process and procedure which the City has never utilized before for any other promotion testing. The 
City revised the testing protocol and practice for the oral assessment after the announcement and applications. 

44. Although study guides for promotion examinations are supposed to be made available at 
the time of announcement, the study guide for the oral assessment section was not 
made available until late January 17, 2017. 
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45. One method of reducing adverse impact in such new testing procedures is to provide 
candidate with an opportunity to practice with the new equipment and materials. This 
permits the candidates to become familiar with the computer and recording equipment 
to be utilities and further permits the employer an opportunity to pilot test problems that 
might otherwise arise during test administration. 

46. The City did not provide any such practice opportunity for the oral assessment portion of 
the test. 

47. The results of this were particularly found on the African American candidates where the 
consultant found the scores of the African American test takers showed statistically 
significant differences than those of white candidates (Technical Report, Volume 2, 
Table; 28, pgs. 122-124) 

48. The City also permitted its consultant to "curve" to exam results and reported scores for 
the written and oral examination as "transformed" scores. The City utilized a linear "curve 
"which had the effect of increasing the disparate i-npact of the test on African American 
candidate and raising the scores of the mostly white candidates at the head of the 
eligible list. The "curve" operated as follows: 

a) First the consultant determined which candidate had achieved the highest and lowest scores on the written examination. 
b) The consultant then gave the candidate with the highest score on the written examination - without regard to how many questions he or she had answered correctly or incorrectly - 35 points or the highest possible point score. c) The consultant then gave the candidate with the lowest recorded score a single point of 1 - again without regard to how many questions he or she had answered correctly or incorrectly. 

d) All other candidates were then given scores between 35 and 1 based upon their relative position on a graph of scores. 
e) This procedure, which was also followed as to the "oral" portion of the test had the effect of inflating the numeral score of those at the head of the list while deflating the scores of those at the lowest sections of the list. 

49. Had the City either not "curved" the results or curved the results in a more standard, pro 
rata format my score would have exceeded 70 and the scores of those at the head of the· 
list would have been reduced. 

50. The City then increased the discriminatory effect of that decision by the way it chooses 
to select candidates from this list. The consultant had initially recommended that the City 
consider "banding" scores. The reasons for this sug;;iestion is as follows: a) All test- even those without flaws- have a measurement error factor. Often, there is no meaningful statistical differerce between scores within a range. b) In the written test at issue in Lewis vs. Ci:y of Chicago, the City's own expert reported that there was no statistically significant difference between a score of 65 and a score of 89. Yet, the City deci::led to classify those achieving 89 as "highly qualified" and those below 89 as merely "qualified". Based upon that error, the City hired significantly fewer African Americans during the time it 
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utilized that test. 
c) In this instance, the consultant and City rejected banding because it would not 

eliminate adverse impact until after a substantial number of promotions were 
made. Thus, the City decided not to utilize a technique which would reduce adverse impact not because it was incorrect but because it would merely reduce adverse impact. 

d) This decision moreover was and is affected by the scores which, because of the linear transformation, gave lower scores than would otherwise be the case. 

51. The City further increased the discriminatory effect of the testing process by determining 
- despite the fact that its consultant was not asked to determine a minimum or cut score 
-that it would utilize the results of the test by promoting individuals in strict rank order. a) The City elected to utilize a content validation format for its study. b) The Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection of the EEOC state that when one conducts a content validation study, and choses to proceed on a rant order basis, the user (City) is required to show that a higher score on the selection procedure is likely to result in better job performance. (Uniform Guidelines 14,D9). 

c) The City of Chicago generally requires candidates to achieve a total score including seniority points - of 70 or more to be deemed eligible for promotion. d) Given that all of the candidates in the group were entitled to maximum seniority points, the City process, which it did not request the consultant to analyze- effectively meant that any person with a score of 40 would be considered to have "passed" the test. 
e) The City has previously utilized rank order for the promotion of captains to Battalion Chiefs based upon a 2012 test and promoted or offered the promotion to all candidates who score 70 or more. 
f) The City has not measured the performance of those who passed the test in 

2012 and were promoted to determine whether there was any difference in the job performance of those who "passed" with of score of 70. g) Neither the City nor its consultants have any data or analysis that there is any 
meaningful connection between the scores on the test and subsequent job performance particular when a straight rank order selection is utilized and the 
City imposes a "cut off score" of 70. 

52. Because of the City's use of a promotional process which discriminates against African 
Americans candidates, I have been harmed in that I will be denied promotion to the 
position of Fire Captain. 

53. Because of the City's actions, I will suffer lost wages, benefits, further promotional 
opportunities and have and will sustain emotional distress, humiliation and 
embarrassment. 
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CHICAGO FIRE FIGHTERS .UNION I.A.F.F. AFL-CIO-CLC GRIEVANCE REPORT NUMBER 1 tJ ~J J rl\ 

2019 MAR 11PM12:12 

TO: CITY OF CHICAGO FIRE DEPARTMENT 
FROM: Miller 

(Last Name) 

HOME Address: 5243 W. Crystal 

DATE: 

Jermaine 
(First Name) 

3/11/2019 

(Middle Name) 

Chicago, IL 606 51 
---File No. 17800 Company/District E72 / 5 Shift/Daily Day 2 / C Rank LT HOME Phone No. ( 773 ) 317-3305 ----------SUBJECT: Grievance against City of Chicago and the Chicago Fire Department Facts pertaining to Grievance (Who, When, Where, Why, What): 

CFD miscalculated the scores for the 2017 Captains Eligibility List. Scores given were not 
reflective of scores achieved. 

(attach additio11a/ pages if 11er:,ssary) This violates Contract Article(s) and/ or Secti.on(s): Section 9. 3 and all others 

but not limited thereto. 

Suggested Correction: Make whole, and 
Adjust eligibility list to accurately reflect actual scores achieved 

Release of Personnel Records Attached 0 Yes 

(Signature of U~on Officer) 
. {f!/lvtt/1'1_; 

□ No 
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2017 Chicago Fire Department Fire Captain Promotional Exam Grievance 
I, Jermaine Miller am writing this grievance to dispute the methodology employed by CEB 
consultants to calculate the overall and component scores of the 2017 Chicago Fire 
Department Fire Captain Promotional Exam (2017 Fire Captain Promotional Exam). CEB Consultants inappropriately employed a Linear Trarisformation methodology to all 
components (Written Test Examination, Oral Assessment, and Seniority) of the 2017 Fire 
Captain Promotional Exam with particularly detrimental effects on the Written Examination 
score and Oral Assessment score calculations. 
The Linear Transformation equations employed by CEB Consultants have produced an 
inaccurate rank order on the 2017 Fire Captain Eligibility List. More importantly, a heretofore 
undetermined number of members who otherwise would have scores above 70% do not have 
scores above 70% pursuant to the use of CEB Consultant's Linear Transformation equations. As 
currently calculated by CEB Consultants, the distribution of scores above 70% has been 
unnecessarily 'narrowed' to exclude approximately 130 Are Captain Candidates. This 'narrowing' of the distribution of passing scores can be easily demonstrated using the 
lowest raw scores for the Written Examination and the Oral Assessment. The lowest raw score achieved on the Written Examinaticn is 65. The maximum available raw 

score points on the Written Examination is 120. Given an earned raw score of 65, and 120 
points as the maximum available raw score points for the Written Examination, the following 
pro-rata equation yields the proper score: 

X 
W35 = 120 {35} 
W3s = 18.9583 

However, CEB Consultants assigned a value of 1 'transforrred' point to the raw score of 65. 
Members achieving the raw score of 65 have had their composite score reduced by 17.9583 
points using the Linear Transformation methodology. 
The same detrimental effect of the Linear Transformation methodology can be illustrated 
regarding the calculation of the Oral Assessment score. The proper equation (used to obtain the 

Oral Assessment score shown on Fire Captain candidate's individual score report) is: X 
035 = 227 {35} 
The maximum attainable Oral Assessment raw score is 227 :JOints. The highest earned Oral 
Assessment raw score is 195.0 points or 85.9031% of available points for the Oral Assessment. 

The lowest Oral Assessment raw score points earned by a Fire Captain candidate was 68 or 
29.9559% of the available points for the Oral Assessment. Using the above pro-rata equation 
for the Oral Assessment component of the Fire Captain Exar, should yield 10.4846 Oral 
Assessment points for a member(s) with an Oral Assessment raw score of 68. 
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2017 Chicago Fire Department Fire Captain Promotional Exam Grievance 
However, CEB Consultants assigned a value of 1 'transformed' Oral Assessment point to the 
Oral Assessment raw score of 68-a negative differer\ce of 9.4846 points. Adding together the negative effects of CEB Consultants application of Linear Transformation 
equations to the Oral Assessment component and Written Test component can yield a reduced 
and substantial difference of 27.4429 points with respect to a member's composite score. In summary, the appropriate equation to calculate composite scores for the 2017 Fire Captain's 
Exam is: 

W O S Total Score= - (35) +- (35) + - (30) 120 227 144 
WHERE: 
W=Written Exam Raw Score 
O=Oral Assessment Raw Score 
S=Months of Seniority 

Using the above equation, my correct composite score is 77 .136, instead of 67 .140, the 
composite score determined using the Linear Transformation equations used by CEB 
Consultants. 

The above information and grievance is based upon the information currently available. I 
reserve the right to supplement this grievance with additional information, including 
information regarding errors in the scoring process. 

RECEIVED EEOC 
MAR 2 7 2019 

CHICAGO DISTRICT OFFICE 
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VIA EMAIL 

Mr. J e1maine Miller 
clo Michael V. Marsh, Esquire 
Law Offices of Mayer & Marsh 
123 W. Madison Street 
Suite 700 
Chicago, IL 60602 

U.S. Department of Justice 
Civil Rights Division 
NOTICE OF RIGIIT TO SUE WITHIN 90 DAYS 

150 M Street, N.E. 
Karen Ferguson, EMP, 4CON, Room 9.514 
Washington, DC 20530 

June 03, 2022 

Re: EEOC Charge Against City of Chicago, Chicago Fire Dept. 
No. 440201903588 

Dear Mr. Miller: 

Because you filed the above charge with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, and more than 180 days have elapsed since the date the Commission assumed jurisdiction over the charge, and no suit based thereon has been filed by this Department, and because you through your attorney have specifically requested this Notice, you are hereby notified that you have the right to institute a civil action under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 2000e, et seq., against the above-named respondent. 

If you choose to commence a civil action, such suit must be filed in the appropriate Court within 90 days of your receipt of this Notice. 

The investigative file pertaining to your case is located in the EEOC Chicago District Office, Chicago, IL. 

This Notice should not be taken to mean that the Department of Justice has made a judgment as to whether or not your case is meritorious. 

cc: Chicago District Office, EEOC 
City of Chicago, Chicago Fire Dept. 

Sincerely, 

Kristen Clarke 
Assistant Attorney General 

Civil Rights Division 

by Isl Karen L. Ferguson 
Karen L. Ferguson 

Supervisory Civil Rights Analyst 
Employment Litigation Section 

EXHIBIT 

l G -----
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CHARGE OF DISCRIMINATION 

Complainant: 

SHANE E. LUNDY BEY 

Respondent: 

CITY OF CHICAGO 

DEPARTMENT OF FIRE 

Count I- Discrimination based on Race-

Background and History of the City of Chicago Department of Fire 

1. The City of Chicago Fire Department has two main bureaus- Emergency Medical Services (hereinafter EMS) and Fire Suppression (hereinafter Suppression). Complainant attaches hereto Exhibit 1 the organizational chart for the Chicago Fire Department. 

2. In Fire Suppression, the entry level position is that of a Firefighter/EMT. The City of Chicago requires candidates for the Firefighter/EMT position to take a written test and then pass a physical performance test among other requirements for hire.· 

After hire, the first promotion for which a Firefighter EMT can apply is that of the Fire Engineer or Fire Lieutenant. Those promoted to Fire Lieutenant can thereafter apply for pro.motion to the position of Fire Captain and thereafter Fire Battalion Chief. 

3. Once one ach.ieves the rank of Fire Battalion Chief, all further promotions are considered by the City as "exempt'', i.e. positions which are not covered by civil service rules and to which one can be appointed at the discretion of the Fire Commissioner. 

4. On the EMS side of the operations, licensed Paramedics are periodically invited to apply for hire. Thereafter, the licensed Paramedics are required, among other conditions, to take and pass a physical performance test for hire as a Fire Paramedic -the entry position for sworn personnel in EMS. 

1 
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5. Thereafter, the promotion progression in the Chicago Fire Department for EMS personnel is to the position of Paramedic in Charge, Ambulance Commander, Paramedic Field Chief. 

CFD History of Race Discrimination 

6. Beginning in 1995, the City of Chicago utilized a written examination which had a disparate impact on African American applicants for the position of Firefighter/EMT. That test reduced although it did not eliminate African American men and women from hire. When challenged, it was found that because of that test, 134 African American men and women were not hired as Firefighters. Lewis vs. City of Chicago, Cite. The City was ordered to and finally did hire 111 additional African Americans , but this did not occur until 2012. 

7. The City has acknowledged that prior to the 1995.test, the fire department had a history of discrimination in hiring which adversely affected African American candidates for hire. The City has stated that it was aware and acknowledged the fact that until 1997, African Americans were systemically discriminated against in hiring and promotions in the Chicago Fire Department. {Cite to Horn, McNamara and Biondo ) 
8. Thus, from 1977 until at least 2012, the number of African Americans hired by the City as Firefighters and therefore eligible to seek further promotions was depressed by at least 134 persons. 

9 .. Beginning around the same time,_ the City of Chicago adopted a pre-hire physical test which had a demonstrated adverse impact upon female candidates for Fire Suppression. That physical test therefore reduced the number of women hired as Firefighters many of whom were African American women who had made it past the discriminatory written test. The double effect of the discriminatory pre-hire written test and the discriminatory pre-hire physical test therefore reduced the number of African American women hired by CFD and therefore eligible to seek promotions to higher positions. 

10. On the EMS side, from 2000 until 2012, the CFD continued to utilize a discriminatory pre-hire physical performance test which substantially reduced the number of women hired as paramedics by the City of Chicago and which was subsequently found unlawful. Ernst vs. City of Chicago, 837 F 3d 788 (?'h Cir. 2016). 

2 
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The same company which developed the EMS test was responsible for the Fire Suppression prehire test. Indeed, when the City was deciding whether to retain _this company and the developer was asked whether the test would disparately impact female paramedics, the response was that it would but not as much as the currently used pre-hire test for Firefighter applicants. 

11. Because of the City's decades long practice of discrimination, the number of African Americans eligible to compete for promotions within the Chicago Fire Department was substantially reduced. 

12. The City recognized this fact. It therefore included as part of every contract with the union since at least 2003 a statement that it would endeavor "as quickly as possible" to take action so that the department achieved a "goal" of being at least 30% African American and at least 15% Latino {Appendix G). 

13. The City further stated that it would review promotion and hiring processes and procedures and those processes and procedures with "any elements which have the effect of discrimination against Blacks and Hispanics will be eliminated". 

14. It further stated and has for every year since 2003 that it would audit and review all such procedures which would be submitted to and reviewed by a Community Advisory Board consisting of at least 11 members at least annually. 

15. On information and belief, the City and Department never implemented the provisions of Appendix G. 

Effect of Continued City Discrimination 
16. In 1996, the Fire Department prepared strength reports which identified the numbers of African Americans in various positions within the department. 17. Similar reports are prepared at least annually by the Fire Department and are known and available to City and Fire Department senior management. 18. In 1996, the Fire Department reported that overall, of those employed as Firefighters, 26% were African American. 

19. In 2006, the Fire Department reported that the percentage of those employed as Firefighters who were African Americans was 22%. 
20. In 2014, the Fire Department strength report found that 19.72% of those employed as Firefighters were African Americans. 
21. The 2014 number of African Americans employed as Firefighters was increased because the City was required to hire certain individuals because of previous court orders and judgements. 
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a) In March 2012, pursuant to court order, the City hired 111 African American individuals as Firefighters. These individuals were denied hire based upon a 1995 test which discriminated against African Americans. b) In November 2013 and March 2014, the City hired additional individuals who had previously been eliminated from hire due to a pre-hire test which discriminated against women. {Vasich). A number of those candidates were African American and Hispanic. 
c) But for hiring that the City was required to do by court order and settlements, the number of African Americans and Latinos in career service positions would be even lower than stated above. 

22. In_ 2015, the Fire Department reported to the City Council that the department personnel were 17 .68% African American. 
23. In 2015, the City of Chicago was again required, pursuant to a settlement of a discrimination case, to hire additional African American women. These women were members of the Lewis class who, although they attempted to be hired, were rejected due to a pre-hire physical test that discriminated against them as women. 24. In 2016, the Fire Department reported to City Council that the Department personnel was 17 .55% African Americans. 
25. Despite demographic changes in the population of the City of Chicago since 2003 which increased the percentage of minority residents and decreased the percentage of non-minority residence, the Chicago Fire Department has never met the commitment made prior to or at least by 2003 , that at least 30% of those employed by the Fire Department were African Americans. 
26. Instead, over the past 15 years, the percentage of African Americans hired by the Chicago Fire Department has declined even without adjusting the number for those hired only because of court orders and settlements cif discrimination cases. 

Career Progression of African Americans hired by the CFD. 
27. Some African American men and women did manage to be hired by the City of Chicago as Firefighters. • 
28. Over the years, some of this reduced cohort of African American men and women took and passed the tests for promotion to Fire Engineer, Fire Jeutenant and Fire Captain. 29. According to Fire Department procedures, to be eligible to apply to take a promotional examination, one must hold the lower rank at the time of the announcement, i.e. to apply for promotion to Fire Captain, an applicant must be an existing Fire Lieutenant. 30. In 2016, the CFD announced a new examination for the position of Battalion Chief. Thirty African American Fire Captains applied and completed the examination process. 31. By the close of the application period. The City was aware of the fact that a substantial number of African Americans had applied for the promotion. 
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32. By the close of application period, the City was also aware of the fact that all of the applicants had maximum seniority meaning all of them were going to receive 30 points on their final score for seniority. 
33. The City hired an outside consultant to develop add'tional tests to be given to the Battalion Commander candidates. The scope of the authorized work of that consultant did not include setting or determining a "cut" or "minimum" score for the promotion process. 

Individual Complainant 

34. I am an African American male. I am currently employed by the City of Chicago in the Fire Department as a Lieutenant. 
35. I was hired by the City of Chicago as a Firefighter on March 4, 1997. During my career with the Chicago Fire Department, I have been promoted to the Position of Engineer and Fire Lieutenanteach time by passing examination and promotion processes established by the City .. 36. In November 2016, in response to an announcement by the City, I applied for the position of Captain. 
37. The announced procedure stated that the promotion process would include_ a written examination and oral assessment, each of which would count for 35% of the final score. The remaining 30% of the score was to be determined by seniority pursuant to Section 9.3 of the Collective Bargaining Agreement between the City of Chicago and Local 2, Firefighters Union. 38. The announcement stated that applications with supporting documents needed to be submitted by a fixed date and time. I submitted my application within the stated and required period. 39. In 2017, I completed the written examination portion of the testing process. 40. Subsequently, pursuant to notice from the City, I completed the oral assessment portion of the testing process. 

41. On October 19, 2018, the City finally announced the results of the testing. Unlike prior examinations that I have taken where I have scored well on the written and oral examinations I was informed that I scored a total of 64.910 on the examination and was "ranked" number 329 on such eligibility listing. 
42. The technical report for the examination process noted that both written and oral assessment test for Fire Captain would have an adverse impact upon African American Candidates. 43. The oral assessment process utilized for the 2017 test was a new process and proce_dure which the City has never utilized before for any other promotional testing. The City revised the testing protocol and practice for the oral assessment after the announcement and applications. 44. Although study guides for promotional examinations are supposed to be made available at the time of announcement, the study guide for the oral assessment section was not made available until late January 17, 2017. 

45. One method of reducing adverse impact in such ~ew testing procedures is to provide candidate with an opportunity to practice with the new equipment and materials. This permits the candidates to become familiar with the computer and recording equipment to be utilities and further permits the employer an opportunity to pilot test problems that might otherwise arise during test administration. 
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46. The City did not provide any such practice opportunity for the oral assessment portion of the test. 
47. The results of this were particularly found on the African American candidates where the consultant found the scores of the African American test takers showed statistically significant differences than those of white candidates {Technical Report, Volume 2, Table 28; pgs.122-124) 48. The City also permitted its consultant to "curve" to exam results and reported scores for the written and oral examination as "transformed" scores. The City utilized a linear "curve" which had the effect of increasing the disparate impact of the test on African American candidate and raising the scores of the mostly white candidates at the head of the eligible list. The Linear Equation "curve" operated as follows: 

a} First the consultant determined which candidate had achieved the highest and lowest scores on the written examination. 
b} The consultant then gave the candidate with the highest score on the written examination -without regard to how many questions he or she had answered correctly or incorrectly- 35 points or the highest possible point score. c} The consultant then gave the candidate with the lowest recorded score a single point of 1- again without regard to how many questions he or she had answered correctly or incorrectly. 

d} All other candidates were then given scores between 35 and 1 based upon their relative position on a graph of scores. 
e) This procedure, which was also followed as to the "oral" portion of the test had the effect of inflating the numerical score of those at the head of the list while deflating the scores of those at the lowest sections of the list. 

49. Had the City either not "curved" the results or curved the results in a more standard, pro rata format my score would have exceeded 70 and the scores of those at the head of the list would have been reduced. 
50. The City then increased the discriminatory effect of that decision by the way it chooses to select candidates from this list. The consultant had initially recommended that the City consider "banding" scores. The reasons for this suggestion is as follows: a) All test- even those without flaws- have a measurement error factor. Often, there is no meaningful statistical difference between scores within a range. b) In the written test at issue in lewis vs. City of Chicago, the City's own expert reported that there was no statistically significant difference between a score of 65 and a score of 89. Yet, the City decided to classify those achieving 89 as·"highly qualified" and those below 89 as merely "qualified". Based upon that error, the City hired significantly fewer African Americans during the time it utilized that test. c) In this instance; the consultant and City rejected banding because it would not eliminate adverse impact until after a substantial number of promotions were made. Thus, the City decided not to utilize a technique which would reduce adverse impact not because it was incorrect but because it would merely reduce adverse impact. 

d} This decision moreover was and is affected by the scores which, because of the linear transformation, gave lower scores than would otherwise be the case. 
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51. The City further increased the discriminatory effect of the testing process by determining -despite the fact that its consultant was not asked to determine a minimum or cut score- that it would utilize the results of the test by promoting individuals in strict rank order. a) The City elected to utilize a content validation format for its study. b) The Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection of the EEOC state that when one conducts a content validation study, and choses to proceed on a rank order basis, the user (City) is required to show that a higher score on the selection procedure is likely to result in better job performance. (Uniform Guidelines 14,D9). c) The City of Chicago generally requires candidates to achieve a total score including seniority points - of 70 or more to be deemed eligible for promotion. d) Given the fact that all of the candidates in the group were entitled to maximum seniority points, the City process, which it did not request the consultant to analyzeeffectively meant that any person with a score of 40 would be considered to have "passed" the test. 
e) The City has previously utilized rank order for the promotion of Fire Captains to Battalion Chiefs based upon a 2012 test and promoted or offered the promotion to all candidates who score 70 or more. 
f) The City has not measured the performance of those who passed the test in 2012 and were promoted to determine whether there was any difference in the job performance of those who "passed" with of score of 70. g) Neither the City nor its consultants have any data or analysis that there is any . meaningful connection between the scores on the test and subsequent job performance particular when a straight rank order selection is utilized and the City imposes a "cut off score" of 70. 

52. Because of the City's use of a promotional process, which discriminates against African Americans candidates, I have been harmed in that I will be _denied promotion to the position of Fire Captain. 
53. Because of the City's actions, I will suffer lost wages, benefits, further promotional opportunities and have and will sustain emotional distress, humiliation and embarrassment. 
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CHICAGO FIRE FIGHTERS UNION I.A.F.F. AFL-CIO-CLC 
1 ?.'1~ GRIEVANCEREPORTNUMBER IW,3cJ. 1 2.01sti.l-'!R1.ril-• ,_ 

TO: CITY OF CHICAGO FIRE DEPARTMENT DATE: FROM: Lutv!>/- :Sey SI-IAµe-£ (Last )\lame) ) 
(First Name) HOME Address: / l-Z~/ $, f,Qjjl.]C.-e,"-t--o.J 

(Middle Name) 

Chicago, IL 606 2,f; Fil~ No. I to S9 Company /District /;(vr;. }() r.t )5 Shift/Daily Day i ~ HOMEPhoneNo. ( 1 73 ). '?I.JS-· 7'Jhb SUBJECT: Grievance against City of Chicago and the Chicago Fire Department Facts pertaining to Grievance (Who, When, Where, Why, What): 
CFD miscalculated the scores for the 2017 Captains Eligibility List. Scores given were not 
reflective of scores achieved. 

(attnc/1 additiounl pages if necessary) This violates Contract Artic).e(s) and/ or Section(s): Section 9 .3 and all others 

but not limited thereto. 

Suggested Correction: Make whole, and Adjust eligibility list to accurately reflect actual scores achieved 

el Records Attached 

(Signature of Union Officer) 
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2017 Chicago Fire Department Fire Captain Promotional Exam Grievance 
I, Shane Lundy-Bey am writing this grievance to dispute the methodology employed by CEB 

··Consultants to calculate the overall and component scores of the 2017 Chicago Fire 
Department Fire Captain Promotional Exam (2017 Fire Captain Promotional Exam). CEB Consultants inappropriately employed a Linear Transformation methodology to all 
components (Written Test Examination, Oral Assessment, and Seniority) of the 2017 Fire 
Captain Promotional Exam with particularly detrimental effects on the Written Examination 
score and Oral Assessment score calculations. 
The Linear Transformation equations employed by CEB Consultants have produced an 
inaccurate rank order on the 2017 Fire Captain Eligibility List. More importantll?,():i.19!!mfb1eM2: Ul 
undetermined number of members who otherwise would have scores above 70% do not have 

scores above 70% pursuant to the use of CEB Consultant's Linear Transformation equations. As 

currently calculated by CEB Consultants, the distribution of scores above 70% has been 
unnecessarily 'narrowed' to exclude approximately 130 Fire Captain Candidates. This 'narrowing' of the distribution of passing scores can be easily demonstrated using the 
lowest raw scores for the Written Examination and the Oral Assessment. The lowest raw score achieved on the Written Examination is 65. The maximum available raw 

score points on the Written Examination is 120. Given an earned raw score of 65, and 120 
points as the maximum available raw score points for the Written Examination, the following 

pro-rata equation yields the proper score: 
• _ ".,~.<> 11?i.!:1S 21.J 1~, ,·m!'. -

X W35 ::: - (35) 120 
W3s = 18.9583 

However, CEB Consultants assigned a value of 1 'transformed' point to the raw score of 65. 
Members achieving the raw score of 65 have had their composite score reduced by 17.9583 

points using the Linear Transformation methodology. The same detrimental effect of the Linear Transformation methodology can be illustrated 
regarding the calculation of the Oral Assessment score. The proper equation (used to obtain the 

Oral Assessment score shown on Fire Captain candidate's individual score report) is: X 
035 = 227 (35) 
The maximum attainable Oral Assessment raw score is 227 points. The highest earned Oral 
Assessment raw score is 195.0 points or 85.9031% of available points for the Oral Assessment. 

The lowest Oral Assessment raw score points earned by a Fire Captain candidate was 68 or 
29.9559% of the available points for the Oral Assessment. Using the above pro-rata equation 

for the Oral Assessment component of the Fire Captain Exam should yield 10.4846 Oral 
Assessment ·points for a member(s) with an Oral Assessment raw score of 68. 
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2017 Chicago Fire Department Fire Captain Promotional Exam Grievance 

However, CEB Consultants assigned a value of 1 'transformed' Oral Assessment point to the Oral Assessment raw score of 68-a negative difference of 9.4846 points. 
Adding together the negative effects of CEB Consultants application of Linear Transformation equations to the Oral Assessment component and Written Test component can yield a reduced and substantial difference of 27.4429 points with respect to a member's composite score, In summary, the appropriate equation to calculate composite scores for the 2017 Fire Captain's Exam is: 

W O S Total Score= - (35) +- (35) + -(30) · 120 227 144 
WHERE: 
W=Written Exam Raw Score 

O=Oral Assessment Raw Score 

S=Months of Seniority 

Using the above equation, my correct composite score is 77 .632, instead of 64,910, the composite score determined using the Linear Transf:Jrmation .equations used by CEB Consultants. 

The above information and grievance is based upon the information currently available. I reserve the right to supplement this grievance with additional ir.iformation, including information regarding errors in the scoring process, • 

~[of ~-z7:r,,Q. 
3/ ({ I I 9 
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VIA EMAIL 

Mr. Shane Lundy-Bey 
clo Michael V. Marsh, Esquire 
Law Offices of Mayer & Marsh 
123 W. Madison Street 
Suite 700 
Chicago, IL 60602 

U.S. Department of Justice 
Civil Rights Division 
NOTICE OF RIGHT TO SUE WITHIN 90 DAYS 

150 M Street, N.E. 
Karen Fetguson, EMP, 4CON, Room 9.514 
Washington, DC 20530 

June 03, 2022 

Re: EEOC Charge Against City of Chicago, Chicago Fire Dept. 
No. 440201903589 

Dear Mr. Lundy-Bey: 

Because you filed the above charge with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, and more than 180 days have elapsed since the date the Commission assumed jurisdiction over the charge, and no suit based thereon has been filed by this Department, and because you through your attorney have specifically requested this Notice, you are hereby notified that you have the right to institute a civil action under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 2000e, et seq., against the above-named respondent. 

If you choose to commenc~ a civil action, such suit must be filed in the appropriate Court within 90 days of your receipt of this Notice. 

The investigative file pertaining to your case is located in the EEOC Chicago District Office, Chicago, IL. 

This Notice should not be taken to mean that the Department of Justice has made a judgment as to whether or not your case is meritorious. 

cc: Chicago District Office, EEOC 
City of Chicago, Chicago Fire Dept. 

Sincerely, 

Kristen Clarke 
Assistant Attorney General 

Civil Rights Division 

by Isl Karen L. Ferguson 
Karen L. Ferguson 

Supervisory Civil Rights Analyst 
Employment Litigation Section 

EXHIBIT 

b 
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CHARGE OF DISCRIMINATION 
This fonn Is affected by the Plivaoy Act of 1974; See Privacy Act Statement before oomplelin this form. 

AGENCY 

FEPA 

CHARGE NUMBER 

NAME(lnd;oata@), Ms., Mrs.) J,. 
HOME TELEPHONE (lno/ucle Area Code} U WO... 

STREETADDRESS I J 170 ( .50I.Jt1'. IL t;,oGl.f9 
DATE OF BIRTH 

I ~o3,-" NAMED IS THE EMPLOYER, LABOR ORGANIZATION, EMPLOYMENT A ENCY, APPRENT AGENCY WHO DISCRIMINATED AGAINST ME ff mora than one list below. 
HIP COMMITTEE, STATE OR LOCAL GOVERNMENT 

I 
, ylTY, ST. TE AND ZlP CODE L Cl..5a.. \ \e .S"t. • \V'- ) 00 C..h1cQ \l / l 

TELEPHONE (lno/ude Area Code) 
3tr2-1l/'-f- lf9b 

COUNTY 

C.oCJ NAME 
TELEPHONE NUMBER (Include Area Code) c_ \-_1 CC, 

STREET ADORES , STATE AND ZIP CODE 
COUNTY 

CAUSE OF DISCRIMINATION BASED ON {Check apprgptiate box/es)) DATE DISCRIMINATION TOOK PLACE 
l'SifRACE OcotoR Osex QRELIGION 0NATIONALORIGIN f ORETALIATION DAGE Oo1SABILITY OoTHER(Speclfy) 

CONTINUING ACTION THE PARTICULARS ARE (if additional paper ls needed, attach extra shaet(s}): 

\ 
' ii 1 .,,, \'. 

I wantlhls charge filed with both the EEOC and the State or local Agency, If any NOTARY. essaryfor 

ge and that It is true to the b , 

DATE 
Date O .3 - / ;J - / J1 Charging Party (Signature/ 

EEOC FORM 5 (REV. 3/01) 

EXHIBIT 

~ 
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CHARGE OF DISCRIMINATION 

Complainant: 

DWAYNE SMITH 

Respondent: 

County I- Discrimination based on Race-

Background and History of the City of Chicago Department of Fire 

1. The City of Chicago Fire Department has two main bLreaus- Emergency Medical Services (hereinafter EMS) and Fire Suppression (hereinafter Suppression). Complainant attaches hereto Exhibit 1 the organizational chart for the Chicago Fire Department, 

2. In Fire Suppression, the entry level position is that of a firefighter/EMT. The City of Chicago requires candidates for the Firefighter/EMT position to take a written test and then pass a physical performance test among other requirements for hire. 

After hire, the first promotion for which a Firefighter ~MT can apply is that of the Fire Engineer or Fire Lieutenant. Those promoted to Lieutenant can thereafter apply for promotion to the position of Fire Captain and thereafter Battalion Chief. 

3. Once one achieves the rank of Battalion Chief, all further promotions are considered by the City as "exempt", i.e. positions which are not covered by civil service rules and to which one can be appointed at the discretion of the Fire Commissioner. 

4. On the EMS side of the operations, licensed paramedi:s are periodically invited to apply for hire. Thereafter, the licensed paramedics are required, among other conditions, to take and pass a physical performance test for hire as a Fire Paramedic-the entry position for sworn personnel in EMS. 

1 
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5. Thereafter, the promotion progression in the Chicago Fire Department for EMS personnel is to the position of Paramedic in Charge, Ambulance Commander, Paramedic Field Chief. 

CFD History of Race Discrimination 

6. Beginning in 1995, the City of Chicago utilized a written examination which had a disparate impact on African American applicants for the position of firefighter/EMT. That test reduced although it did not eliminate African American men and women from hire. When challenged, it was found that because of that test, 134 African American men and women were not hired as firefighters. Lewis vs. City of Chicago, Cite. The City was ordered to and finally did hire 111 additional African American as firefighter/EMS, but this did not occur until 2012. 

7. The City has acknowledged that prior to the 1995 test, the fire department had a history of discrimination in hiring which adversely affected African American candidates for hire. The City has stated that it was aware and acknowledged the fact that until 1997, African Americans were systemically discriminated against in hiring and promotions in the Chicago Fire Department. (Cite to Horn, McNamara and Biondo) 

8. Thus, from 1977 until at least 2012, the number of African Americans hired by the City as firefighters and therefore eligible to seek further promotions was depressed by at least 134 persons. 

9. Beginning around the same time, the City of Chicago adopted a pre-hire physical test which had a demonstrated adverse impact upon female candidates for Fire Suppression. That physical test therefore reduced the number of women hired as Firefighters many of whom were African American women who had made it past the discriminatory written test. The double effect of the discriminatory pre-hire written test and the discriminatory pre-hire physical test therefore reduced the number of African American women hired by CFD and therefore eligible to seek promotions to higher positions. 

10. On the EMS side, from 2000 until 2012, the CFD continued to utilize a discriminatory pre-hire physical performance test which substantially reduced the number of women hired as paramedics by the City of Chicago and which was subsequently found unlawful. Ernst vs. City of Chicago, 837 F 3d 788 (7th Cir. 2016). 

2 
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The same company which developed the EMS test was responsible for the Fire Suppression prehire test. Indeed, when the City was deciding whether to retain this company and the developer was asked whether the test would disparately impact female paramedics, the response was that it would but not as much as the currently used pre-hire test for firefighter applicants. 

11. Because of the City's decades long practice of discrimination, the number of African Americans eligible to compete for promotions within the Chicago Fire Department was substantially reduced. 

12. The City recognized this fact. It therefore included as part of every contract with the union since at least 2003 a statement that it would endeavor "as quickly as possible" to take action so that the department achieved a "goal" of being at least 30% African American and at least 15% Latino (Appendix G). 

13. The City further stated that it would review promotion and hiring processes and procedures and those processes and procedures with "any elements which have the effect of discrimination against Blacks and Hispanics will be eliminated". 

14. It further stated and has for every year since 2003 that it would audit and review all such procedures which would be submitted to and reviewed by a Community Advisory Board consisting of at least 11 members at least annually. 

15. On information and belief, the City and Department never implemented the provisions of Appendix G. 

Effect of Continued City Discrimination 
16. In 1996, the Fire Department prepared strength reports which identified the numbers of African Americans in various positions within the department. 17. Similar reports are prepared at least annually by the Fire Department and are known and available to City and Fire Department senior management. 18. In 1996, the Fire Department reported that overall, of those employed as firefighters, 26% were African American. 

19. In 2006, the Fire Department reported that the percentage of those employed as Firefighters who were African Americans was 22%. 
20. In 2014, the Fire Department strength report found that 19.72% of those employed as Firefighters were African Americans. 
21. The 2014 number of African Americans employed as Firefighters was increased because the City was required to hire certain individuals because Court orders and judgements. 

3 
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a} In March 2012, pursuant to Court order, the City hired 111 African American individuals as Firefighters. These individuals were denied hire based upon a 1995 test which discriminated against African Americans. b) In November 2013 and March 2014, the City hired additional individuals who had previously been eliminated from hire due to a pre-hire test which discriminated against women. (Vasich). A number of those candidates were African American and Hispanic. 
c) But for hiring that the City was required to do by court order and settlements, the number of African Americans and Latinos in career service positions would be even lower than stated above. 

22. In 2015, the Fire Department reported to the City Council that the department personnel were 17.68% African American. 
23. In 2015, the City of Chicago was again required, pursuant to a settlement of a discrimination case, to hire additional African American women. These women were member of the Lewis class 

who, although they attempted to be hired, were rejected due to a pre-hire physical test that discriminated against them as women. 24. In 2016, the Fire Department reported to City Council that the Department personnel was 17.55% African Americans. 
25. Despite demographic changes in the population of the City of Chicago since 2003 which increased the percentage of minority residents and decreased the percentage of non-minority residence, the Chicago Fire Department has never met the commitment made prior to or at least by 2003 that at least 30% of those employed by the Fire Department were African Americans. 
26. Instead, over the past 15 years, the percentage of African Americans hired by the Chicago Fire Department has declined even without adjusting the number for those hired only because of court orders and settlements of discrimination cases. 

Career Progression of African Americans hired by the CFD. 
27. Some African American men and women did manage to be hired by the City of Chicago as firefighters. 
28. Over the years, some of this reduced cohort of African American men and women took and past 

the tests for promotion to Fire Engineer, Fire Lieutenant and Fire Captain. 29. According to Fire Department procedures, to be eligible to apply to take a promotional examination, one must hold the lower rank at the time of the announcement, i.e. to apply for promotion to Fire Captain, as applicant must be and existing Fire Lieutenant. 30. In 2016, the CFD announced a new examination for the position of Battalion Chief. Thirty African American Fire Captains applied and completed the examination process. 31. By the close of the application period. The City was aware of the fact that a substantial number of African Americans had applied for the promotion. 

4 
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32. By the close of application period, the City was also aware of the fact that all of the applicants had maximum seniority meaning all of them were going to receive 30 points in their final score for seniority. 
33. The City hired an outside consultant to develop additional tests to be given to the Fire Captain candidates. The scope of the authorized work of that consultant did not include setting or determining a "cut" or "minimum" score for the promotion process. 

Individual Complainant 

34. I am an African American male. I am currently employed by the City of Chicago in the Fire Department as a Fire Lieutenant. 
35. I was hired by the City of Chicago as a Firefighter on May 16, 1996. During my career with the Chicago Fire Department, I have been promoted to the Position of Fire Lieutenant by passing examination and promotion processes established by the City. 36. In November 2016, in response to an announcement by the City, I applied for the position of Fire Captain. 

37. The announced procedure stated that the promotion process would include a written examination and oral assessment, each of which would count for 35% of the final score. The remaining 30% of the score was to be determined by seniority pursuant to Section 9.3 of the Collective Bargaining Agreement between the City of Chicago and Local 2, Firefighters Union. 38. The announcement stated that applications with supporting documents needed to be submitted by a fixed date and time. I submitted my application within the stated and required period. 39. In 2017, I completed the written examination portion of the testing process. 40. Subsequently, pursuant to notice from the City, I completed the oral assessment portion of the testing process. 
41. On October 19, 2018, the City finally announced the results of the testing. Unlike prior examinations I have taken where I have scored well on the written and oral examinations I was informed that I scored a total of 66.423 on the examination and was "ranked" number 320 on such eligibility listing. 
42. The technical report for the examination process noted that both written and oral assessment test for Fire Captain has an adverse impact upon African American Candidates. 43. The oral assessment process utilized for the 2017 test was a new process and procedure which the City has never utilized before for any other promotion testing. The City revised the testing protocol and practice for the oral assessment after the announcement and applications. 44. Although study guides for promotion examinations are supposed to be made available at the time of announcement, the study guide for the oral assessment section was not made available until late January 17, 2017. 

45. One method of reducing adverse impact in such new testing procedures is to provide candidate with an opportunity to practice with the new equipment and materials. This permits the candidates to become familiar with the computer and recording equipment to be utilities and further permits the employer an opportunity to pilot test problems that might otherwise arise during test administration. 
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46. The City did not provide any such practice opportunity for the oral assessment portion of the test. 
47. The results of this were particularly found on the African American candidates where the consultant found the scores of the African American test takers showed statistically significant differences than those of white candidates (Technical Report, Volume2, Table 28; pgs. 122-124) 48. The City also permitted its consultant to "curve" to exam results and reported scores for the written and oral examination as "transformed" scores. The City utilized a linear "curve" which had the effect of increasing the disparate impact of the test on African American candidate and raising the scores of the mostly white candidates at rhe head of the eligible list. The "curve" operated as follows: 

a) First the consultant determined which candidate had achieved the highest and lowest scores on the written examination. 
b) The consultant then gave the candidate with the highest score on the written examination -without regard to how many questions he or she had answered correctly or incorrectly-35 points or the highest possible point score. c) The consultant then gave the candidate with the lowest recorded score a single point of 1- again without regard to how many questions he or she had answered correctly or incorrectly. 

d) All other candidates were then given scores between 35 and 1 based upon their relative position on a graph of scores. 
e) This procedure, which was also followed as to the "oral" portion of the test had the effect of inflating the numeral score of trose at the head of the list while deflating the scores of those at the lowest sections of the list. 

49. Had the City either not "curved" the results or curvea the results in a more standard, pro rata format my score would have exceeded 70 and the scores of those at the head of the list would have been reduced. 
50. The City then increased the discriminatory effect of that decision by the way it chooses to select candidates from this list. The consultant had initially recommended that the City consider "banding'' scores. The reasons for this suggestion is as follows: a) All test- even those without flaws- have a measurement error factor. Often, there is no meaningful statistical difference between scores within a range. b) In the written test at issue in Lewis vs. Cit'{ of Chicago, the City's own expert reported that there was no statistically significant difference between a score of 65 and a score of 89. Yet, the City decided to classify those achieving 89 as "highly qualified" and those below 89 as merely "qualified". Based upon that error, the City hired significantly fewer African Americans during the time it utilized that test. c) In this instance, the consultant and City rejected banding because it would not eliminate adverse impact until after a substantial number of promotions were made. Thus, the City decided not to utilize a technique which would reduce adverse impact not because it was incorrect but because it would merely reduce adverse impact. 

d) This decision moreover was and is affected by the scores which, because of the linear transformation, gave lower scores than would otherwise be the case. 
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51. The City further increased the discriminatory effect of the testing process by determiningdespite the fact that its consultant was not asked to determine a minimum or cut score- that it would utilize the results of the test by promoting individuals in strict rank order. a) The City elected to utilize a content validation format for its study. b) The Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection of the EEOC state that when one conducts a content validation study, and choses to proceed on a rant order basis, the user (City) is required to show that a higher score on the selection procedure is likely to result in better job performance. (Uniform Guidelines 14,D9). c) The City of Chicago generally requires candidates to achieve a total score including seniority points - of 70 or more to be deemed eligible for promotion. d) Given that all of the candidates in the group were entitled to maximum seniority points, the City process, which it did not request the consultant to analyzeeffectively meant that any person with a score of 40 would be considered to have "passed" the test. 
e) The City has previously utilized rank order for the promotion of captains to Battalion Chiefs based upon a 2012 test and promoted or offered the promotion to all candidates who score 70 or more. 
f) The City has not measured the performance of those who passed the test in 2012 and were promoted to determine whether there was any difference in the job performance of those who "passed" with of score of 70. g) Neither the City nor its consultants have any data or analysis that there is any meaningful connection between the scores on the test and subsequent job performance particular when a straight rank order selection is utilized and the City imposes a "cut off score" of 70. 

52. Because of the City's use of a promotional process which discriminates against African Americans candidates, I have been harmed in that I will be denied promotion to the position of Fire Captain. 
53. Because of the City's actions, I will suffer lost wages, benefits, further promotional opportunities and have and will sustain emotional distress, humiliation and embarrassment. 
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2017 Chicago Fire Department Fire Captain Promotional Exam Grievance 

I, Dwayne Smith am writing this grievance to dispute the methodology employed by CEB Consultants to calculate the overall and component scores of the 2017 Chicago Fire Department Fire Captain Promotional Exam (2017 Fire Captain Promotional Exam). CEB Consultants inappropriately employed a Linear Transformation methodology to all components (Written Test Examination, Oral Assessment, and Seniority) of the 2017 Fire Captain Promotional Exam with particularly detrimental effects on the Written Examination score and Oral Assessment score calculations. 
The Linear Transformation equations employed by CEB Consultants have produced an inaccurate rank order on the 2017 Fire Captain Eligibility List. More importantly, a heretofore undetermined number of members who otherwise would have scores above 70% do not have scores above 70% pursuant to the use of CEB Consultant's Linear Transformation equations. As currently calculated by CEB Consultants, the distribution of scores above 70% has been unnecessarily 'narrowed' to exclude approximately 130 Fire Captain Candidates. This 'narrowing' of the distribution of passing scores can be easily demonstrated using the lowest raw scores for the Written Examination and the Oral Assessment. 

The lowest raw score achieved on the Written Examination is 65. The maximum available raw score points on the Written Examination is 120. Given an earned raw score of 65, and 120 points as the maximum available raw score points for the Written Examination, the following pro-rata equation yields the proper score: 

W3s = ~ (35) 
120 

W3s = 18.9583 

However, CEB Consultants assigned a value of 1 'transformed' point to the raw score of 65. Members achieving the raw score of 6S have had their composite score reduced by 17.9583 points using the Linear Transformation methodology. 
The same detrimental effect of the Linear Transformation methodology can be illustrated regarding the calculation of the Oral Assessment score. The proper equation (used to obtain the Oral Assessment score shown on Fire Captain candidate's individual score report) is: X 
o3s =227 (35) 

The maximum attainable Oral Assessment raw score is 227 points. The highest earned Oral Assessment raw score is 19S.0 points or 85.9031% of available points for the Oral Assessment. The lowest Oral Assessment raw score points earned by a Fire Captain candidate was 68 or 29.9559% of the available points for the Oral Assessment. Using the above pro-rata equation for the Oral Assessment component of the Fire Captain Exam should yield 10.4846 Oral Assessment points for a member(s} with an Oral Assessment raw score of 68. 
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2017 Chicago Fire Department Fire Captain Promotional Exam Grievance 

However, CEB Consultants assigned a value of 1 'transformed' Oral Assessment point to the Oral Assessment raw score of 68-a negative difference of 9.4846 points. 
Adding together the negative effects of CEB Consultants application of Linear Transformation equations to the Oral Assessment component and Written Test component can yield a reduced and substantial difference of 27.4429 points with respect to a member's composite score. In summary, the appropriate equation to calculate composite scores for the 2017 Fire Captain's Exam is: 

W O S Total Score= - (35) +- (35} +- (30) 120 227 144 
WHERE: 
W=Written Exam Raw Score 

O=Oral Assessment Raw Score 

S=Months of Seniority 

Using the above equation, my correct composite score is 77.909, instead of 66.423, the composite score determined using the Linear Transformation equations used by CEB Consultants. 

The above information and grievance is based upon the information currently available. I reserve the right to supplement this grievance with additional information, including information regarding errors in the scoring process. 

2 
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U.S. Department of Justice 
Civil Rights Division 
NOTICE OF RIGHT TO SUE WITHIN 90 DAYS VIA EMAIL 

Mr. Dwayne Smith 
clo Michael V. Marsh, Esquire 
Law Offices of Mayer & Marsh 
123 W. Madison Street 
Suite 700 
Chicago, IL 60602 

150 M Stree, N.E. 
Karen Ferguson, EMP, 4CON, Room 9.514 
Washington, DC 20530 

June 03, 2022 

Re: EEOC Charge Against City of Chicago, Chicago Fire Dept. 
No. 440201903590 

Dear Mr. Smith: 

Because you filed the above charge with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, and more than 180 days have elapsed since the date the Commission assumed jurisdiction over the charge, and no suit based thereon has been filed by this Department, and because you through your attorney have specifically requested this Notice, you are hereby notified that you have the right to institute a civil action under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 2000e, et seq., against the above-named respondent. 

If you choose to commence a civil action, such suit must be filed in the appropriate Court within 90 days ofyolll' receipt of this Notice. 

The investigative file pertaining to your case is located in the EEOC Chicago District Office, Chicago, IL. 

This Notice should not be taken to mean that the Department of Justice has made a judgment as to whether or not your case is meritorious. 

cc: Chicago District Office, EEOC 
City of Chicago, Chicago Fire Dept. 

Sincerely, 

Kristen Clarke 
Assistant Attorney General 

Civil Rights Division 

by Isl Karen L. Ferguson 
Karen L. Ferguson 

Supervisory Civil Rights Analyst 
Employment Litigation Section 

EXHIBIT 
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CHARGE OF DISCRIMINATION 

Complainant: 

ZACHARY HENRY 

RECEIVED EEOC Respondent: 

MAR 2 7 2019 
County I- Discrimination based on Race- CHICAGO DISTRICT OFFICE Background and History of the City of Chicago Department of Fire 

1. The City of Chicago Fire Department has two main bureaus- Emergency Medical Services (hereinafter EMS) and Fire Suppression (hereinafter Suppression). Complainant attaches hereto Exhibit 1 the organizational chart for the Chicago Fire Department. 

2. In Fire Suppression, the entry level position is that of a firefighter/EMT. The City of Chicago requires candidates for the Firefighter/EMT position to take a written test and then pass a physical performance test among other requirements for hire. 

After hire, the first promotion for which a Firefighter EMT can apply is that of the Fire Engineer or Fire Lieutenant. Those promoted to lieutenant can thereafter apply for promotion to the position of Fire Captain and thereafter Battalion Chief. 

3. Once one achieves the rank of Battalion Chief, all furrher promotions are considered by the City as "exempt", i.e. positions which are not covered by civil service rules and to which one can be appointed at the discretion of the Fire Commissioner. 

4. On the EMS side of the operations, licensed paramedics are periodically invited to apply for hire. Thereafter, the licensed paramedics are required, among other conditions, to take and pass a physical performance test for hire as a Fire Paramedic-the entry position for sworn personnel in EMS. 

1 
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5. Thereafter, the promotion progression in the Chicago Fire Department for EMS personnel is to the position of Paramedic in Charge, Ambulance Commander, Paramedic Field Chief. 

CFD History of Race Discrimination 

6. Beginning in 1995, the City of Chicago utilized a written examination which had a disparate impact on African American applicants for the position of firefighter/EMT. That test reduced although it did not eliminate African American men and women from hire. When challenged, it was found that because of that test, 134 African American men and women were not hired as firefighters. Lewis vs. City of Chicago, Cite. The City was ordered to and finally did hire 111 additional African American as firefighter/EMS, but this did not occur until 2012. 

7. The City has acknowledged that prior to the 1995 test, the fire department had a history of discrimination in hiring which adversely affected African American candidates for hire. The City has stated that it was aware and acknowledged the fact that until 1997, African Americans were systemically discriminated against in hiring and promotions in the Chicago Fire Department. {Cite to Horn, McNamara and Biondo) 

8. Thus, from 1977 until at least 2012, the number of African Americans hired by the City as firefighters and therefore eligible to seek further promotions was depressed by at least 134 persons. 

9. Beginning around the same time, the City of Chicago adopted a pre-hire physical test which had a demonstrated adverse impact upon female candidates for Fire Suppression. That physical test therefore reduced the number of women hired as Firefighters many of whom were African American women who had made it past the discriminatory written test. The double effect of the discriminatory pre,hire written test and the discriminatory pre-hire physical test therefore reduced the number of African American women hired by CFD and therefore eligible to seek promotions to higher positions. 

10. On the EMS side, from 2000 until 2012, the CFD continued to utilize a discriminatory pre-hire physical performance test which substantially reduced the number of women hired as paramedics by the City of Chicago and which was subsequently found unlawful. Ernst vs. City of Chicago, 837 F 3d 788 {7th Cir. 2016). 
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The same company which developed the EMS test was responsible for the Fire Suppression prehire test. Indeed, when the City was deciding whether to retain this company and the developer was asked whether the test would disparately impact female paramedics, the response was that it would but not as much as the currently used pre-hire test for firefighter applicants. 

11. Because of the City's decades long practice of discrimination, the number of African Americans eligible to compete for promotions within the Chicago Fire Department was substantially reduced. 

12. The City recognized this fact. It therefore included as part of every contract with the union since at least 2003 a statement that it would endeavor "as quickly as possible" to take action so that the department achieved a "goal" of being at least 30% African American and at least 155 Latino (Appendix G). 

13. The City further stated that it would review promotion and hiring processes and procedures and those processes and procedures with "any elements which have the effect of discrimination against Blacks and Hispanics will be eliminated". 

14. _ It further stated and has for every year since 2003 that it would audit and review all such procedures which would be submitted to and reviewed by a Community Advisory Board consisting of at least 11 members at least annually. 

15. On information and belief, the City and Department never implemented the provisions of Appendix G. 

Effect of Continued City Discrimination 

16. In 1996, the Fire Department prepared strength reports which identified the numbers of African Americans in various positions within the department. 17. Similar reports are prepared at least annually by the Fire Department and are known and available to City and Fire Department senior management. 18. In 1996, the Fire Department reported that overall, of those employed as firefighters, 26% were African American. 
19. In 2006, the Fire Department reported that the percentage of those employed as Firefighters who were African Americans was 22%. 
20. In 2014, the Fire Department strength report found that 19.72% of those employed as Firefighters were African Americans. 
21. The 2014 number of African Americans employed as Firefighters was increased because the City was required to hire certain individuals because Court orders and judgements. 
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a) In March 2012, pursuant to Court order, the City hired 111 African American individuals as Firefighters. These individuals were denied hire based upon a 1995 test which discriminated against African Americans. b) In November 2013 and March 2014, the City hired additional individuals who had previously been eliminated from hire due to a pre-hire test which discriminated against women. (Vasich). A number of those candidates were African American and Hispanic. 
c) But for hiring that the City was required to do by court order and settlements, the number of African Americans and Latinos in career service positions would be even lower than stated above. 

22. In 2015, the Fire Department reported to the City Council that the department personnel were 17.68% African American. 
23. In 2015, the City of Chicago was again required, pursuant to a settlement of a discrimination case, to hire additional African American women. These women were member of the Lewis class who, although they attempted to be hired, were rejected due to a pre-hire physical test that discriminated against them as women. 
24. In 2016, the Fire Department reported to City Council that the Department personnel was 17.55% African Americans. 
25. Despite demographic changes in the population of the City of Chicago since 2003 which increased the percentage of minority residents and decreased the percentage of non-minority residence, the Chicago Fire Department has never met the commitment made prior to or at least by 2003 that at least 30% of those employed by the Fire Department were African Americans. 
26. Instead, over the past 15 years, the percentage of African Americans hired by the Chicago Fire Department has declined even without adjusting the number for those hired only because of court orders and settlements of discrimination cases. 

Career Progression of African Americans hired by the CFO. 
27. Some African American men and women did manage to be hired by the City of Chicago as firefighters. 
28. Over the years, some of this reduced cohort of African American men and women took and past the tests for promotion to Fire Engineer, Fire Lieutenant and Fire Captain. 29. According to Fire Department procedures, to be eligible to apply to take a promotional examination, one must hold the lower rank at the time of the announcement, i.e. to apply for promotion to Fire Captain, as applicant must be and existing Fire Lieutenant. 30. In 2016, the CFO announced a new examination for the position of Battalion Chief. Thirty African American Fire Captains applied and completed the examination process. 31. By the close of the application period. The City was aware of the fact that a substantial number of African Americans had applied for the promotion. 
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32. By the close of application period, the City was also aware of the fact that all of the applicants had maximum seniority meaning all of them were going to receive 30 points n their final score for seniority. 
33. The City hired an outside consultant to develop adoitional tests to be given to the Fire Captain candidates. The scope of the authorized work of that consultant did not include setting or determining a "cut" or "minimum" score for the promotion process. 

Individual Complainant 

34. I am an African American male. I am currently employed by the City of Chicago in the Fire Department as a Fire Lieutenant. 
35. I was hired by the City of Chicago as a Firefighter on February 16, 1999. During my career with the Chicago Fire Department;I have been promotec: to the Position of Fire Engineer and Fire Lieutenant - each time by passing examination and promotion processes established by the City. 36. In November 2016, in response to an announcement by the City, I applied for the position of Fire Captain. 
37. The announced procedure stated that the promotion process would include a written examination and oral assessment, each of which would count for 35% of the final score. The remaining 30% of the score was to be determined bv seniority pursuant to Section 9.3 of the Collective Bargaining Agreement between the City of Chicago and Local 2, Firefighters Union. 38. The announcement stated that applications with supporting documents needed to be submitted by a fixed date and time. I submitted m application within the stated and required period. 39. In 2017, I completed the written examination portio1 of the testing process. 40. Subsequently, pursuant to notice from the City, I completed the oral assessment portion of the testing process. 

41. On October 19, 2018 the City finally announced the results of the testing. Unlike prior examinations I have taken where I have scored well on the written and oral examinations I was informed that I scored a total of 57.934 on the examination and was "ranked" number 374 on such eligibility listing. 
42. The technical report for the examination process noted that both written and oral assessment test for Fire Captain has an adverse impact upon African American Candidates. 43. The oral assessment process utilized for the 2017 test was a new process and procedure which the City has never utilized before for any other promotion testing. The City revised the testing protocol and practice for the oral assessment after the announcement and applications. 44. Although study guides for promotion examinations a-e supposed to be made available at the time of announcement, the study guide for the oral assessment section was not made available until late January 17, 2017. 

45. One method of reducing adverse impact in such new testing procedures is to provide candidate with an opportunity to practice with the new equipment and materials. This permits the candidates to become familiar with the computer and recording equipment to be utilities and further permits the employer an opportunity to pilot test problems that might otherwise arise during test administration. 
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46. The City did not provide any such practice opportunity for the oral assessment portion of the test. 
47. The results of this were particularly found on the African American candidates where the consultant found the scores of the African American test takers showed statistically significant differences than those of white candidates (Technical Report, Volume 2, Table 28; pgs.122-124} 48. The City also permitted its consultant to "curve" to exam results and reported scores for the written and oral examination as "transformed" scores. The City utilized a linear "curve" which had the effect of increasing the disparate impact of the test on African American candidate and raising the scores of the mostly white candidates at the head of the eligible list. The "curve" operated as follows: 

a) First the consultant determined which candidate had achieved the highest and lowest scores on the written examination. b} The consultant then gave the candidate with the highest score on the written examination-without regard to how many questions he or she had answered correctly or incorrectly- 35 points or the highest possible point score. c} The consultant then gave the candidate with the lowest recorded score a single point of 1 - again without regard to how many questions he or she had answered correctly or incorrectly. 
d} All other candidates were then given scores between 35 and 1 based upon their relative position on a graph of scores. 
e} This procedure, which was also followed as to the "oral" portion of the test had the effect of inflating the numeral score of those at the head of the list while deflating the scores of those· at the lowest sections of the list. 

49. Had the City either not "curved" the results or curved the results in a more standard, pro rata format my score would have exceeded 7o·and the scores of those at the head of the list would have been reduced. 
50. The City then increased the discriminatory effect of that decision by the way it chooses to select candidates from this list. The consultant had initially recommended that the City consider "banding'' scores. The reasons for this suggestion is as follows: a) All test- even those without flaws- have a measurement error factor. Often, there is no meaningful statistical difference between scores within a range. b) In the written test at issue in Lewis vs. City of Chicago, the City's own expert reported that there was no statistically significant difference between a score of 65 and a score of 89. Yet, the City decided to classify those achieving 89 as "highly qualified" and those below 89 as merely "qualified". Based upon that error, the City hired significantly fewer African Americans during the time it utilized that test. c) In this instance, the consultant and City rejected banding because it would not eliminate adverse impact until after a substantial number of promotions were made. Thus, the City decided not to utilize a technique which would reduce adverse impact not because it was incorrect but because it would merely reduce adverse impact. 

d) This decision moreover was and is affected by the scores which, because of the linear transformation, gave lower scores than would otherwise be the case. 
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51. The City further increased the discriminatory effect of the testing process by determiningdespite the fact that its consultant was not asked to determine a minimum or cut score- that it would utilize the results of the test by promoting individuals in strict rank order. a) The City elected to utilize a content validation format for its study. b) The Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection of the EEOC state that when one conducts a content validation study, and choses to proceed on a rant order basis, the user (City) is required to show that a higher score on the selection procedure is likely to result in better job performance. (Uniform Guidelines 14,D9). c) The City of Chicago generally requires candidates to achieve a total score including • seniority points -of 70 or more to be deemed eligible for promotion. d) Given that all of the candidates in the group were entitled to maximum seniority points, the City process, which it did not request the consultant to analyzeeffectively meant that any person with a score of 40 would be considered to have "passed" the test. 
e) The City has previously utilized rank order for the promotion of captains to Battalion Chiefs based upon a 2012 test and promoted or offered the promotion to all candidates who score 70 or more. 
f) The City has not measured the performance of those who passed the test in 2012 and were promoted to determine whether there was any difference in the job performance of those who "passed" with of score of 70. g) Neither the City nor its consultants have any data or analysis that.there is any meaningful connection between the scores on the test and subsequent job performance particular when a straight rank order selection is utilized and the City imposes a "cut off score" of 70. 

52. Because of the City's use of a promotional process which discriminates against African Americans candidates, I have been harmed in that I will be denied promotion to the position of Fire Captain. 
S3. Because of the City's actions, I will suffer lost wages, benefits, further promotional opportunities and have and will sustain emotional distress, humiliation and embarrassment. 

7 
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CHICAGO FIRE FIGHTERS UNION 

I.A.F.F. AFL-CIO-CLC GRIEVANCE REPORT NUMBER /q/J...JcJ.. / 

TO: CITY OF CHICAGO FIRE DEPARTMENT DATE: 

201'3 riAR 11 Al!11:Bl 
3/11/2019 

FROM: Henry Zachary M (Last Name) 

HOME Address: 3321 W. 79th Street 

(First Name) (Middle Name) 

Chicago, IL 606 52 FileNo. 18416 Company/District E97 / 5 Shift/Daily Day 3 / C Rank LT/EMT HOME Phone No. 773 ) 317-2372 
SUBJECT: Grievance against City of Chicago and the Chicago Fire Department Facts pertaining to Grievance (Who, When, Where, Why, What): 
CFO miscalculated the scores of the 2017 Captains Promotional Exam by not proviidng a true representation of what was earned. 

n 

(attach ndditio11al pages if uecessmy) This violates Contract Article(s) and/ or Section(s): Section 9.3 and others 

but not limited thereto. 

Suggested Correction: Make whole, and 
Correctly calculate the scores of the 2017 Captain's Exam showing true scores achieved 

Release of Personnel Records Attached O Yes 0 No 
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2017 Chicago Fire Department Fire Captain Promotional Exam Grievance 

I, Zachary Henry am writing this grievance to dispute the methodology employed by CEB Consultants to calculate the overall and component scores of the 2017 Chicago Fire Department Rre Captain Promotional Exam (2017 Fire Captain Promotional Exam). 
CEB Consultants inappropriately employed a Linear Transformation methodology to all components (Written Test Examination, Oral Assessment, and Seniority) of the 2017 Rre Captain Promotional Exam with particularly detrimental effects on the Written.Examination score and Oral Assessment score calculations. 

The Linear Transformation equations employed by CEB Consultants have produced an inaccurate rank order on the 2017 Fire Captain Eligibility List. More importanj~J;fl~!;pf9J!lt'El3 undetermined number of members who otherwise would have scores above 70% do not have scores above 70% pursuant to the use of CEB Consultant's Linear Transformation equations. As currently calculated by CEB Consultants, the distribution of scores above 70% has been unnecessarily 'narrowed' to exclude approximately 130 Fire Captain Candidates. 
This 'narrowing' of the distribution of passing scores can be easily demonstrated using the lowest raw scores for the Written Examination and the Oral Assessment. 
The lowest raw score achieved on the Written Examination is 65. The maximum available raw score points on the Written Examination is 120. Given an earned raw score of 65, and 120 points as the maximum available raw score points for the Written Examination, the following pro-rata equation yields the proper score: 

X 
W35 = 120 (35) 

W3s = 18.9583 

However, CEB Consultants assigned a value of 1 'transformed' point to the raw score of 65. Members achieving the raw score of 65 have had their composite score reduced by 17.9583 points using the Linear Transformation methodology. 
The same detrimental effect of the Linear Transformation methodology can be illustrated regarding the calculation of the Oral Assessment score. The proper equation (used to obtain the Oral Assessment score shown on Fire Captain candidate's indiVidual score report) is: 

X 
035 = 227 (35) 

The maximum attainable Oral Assessment raw score is 227 points. The highest earned Oral Assessment raw score is 195.0 points or 85.9031% of available points for the Oral Assessment. The lowest Oral Assessment raw score points earned by a Rre Captain candidate was 68 or 29.9559% of the available points for the Oral Assessment. Using the c1bove pro-rata equation for the Oral Assessment component of the Rre Captain Exam should yield 10.4846 Oral Assessment points for a member{s) with an Oral Assessment raw score of 68. 
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2017 Chicago Fire Department Fire Captain Promotional Exam Grievance 

However, CEB Consultants assigned a value of 1 'transformed' Oral Assessment point to the Oral Assessment raw score of 68-a negative difference of 9.4846 points. 
Adding together the negative effects of CEB Consultants application of Linear Transformation equations to the Oral Assessment component and Written Test component can yield a reduced and substantial difference of 27.4429 points with respect to a member's composite score. 
In summary, the appropriate equation to calculate composite scores for the 2017 Fire Captain's Exam is: 

W O S Total Score = - (35) + - (35) + - {30) 120 227 144 
WHERE: 
W=Written Exam Raw Score 

O=Oral Assessment Raw Score 

S=Months of Seniority 

Using the above equation, my correct composite score is 73.529, instead of 57.934, the composite score determined using the Linear Transformation equations used by CEB Consultants. 

The above information and grievance is based upon the information currently available. I reserve the right to supplement this grievance with additional information, including information regarding errors in the scoring process. 

RECEIVED EEOC 
MAR 2 7 2019 

CHICAGO DISTRICT OFF/CE 
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VIA EMAIL 

U.S. Department of Justice 
Civil Rights Division 
NOTICE OF RIGHT TO SUE WITHIN 90 DAYS 

150 M Street, NE. 
Karen Ferguson, BMP, 4CON, Room 9.514 
Washington, DC 20530 

June 07, 2022 

Mr. Zachary Henry 
clo Michael V. Marsh, Esquire 
Law Offices of Mayer & Marsh 
123 W, Madison Street 
Suite 700 
Chicago, IL 60602 

Re: EEOC Charge Against City of Chicago, Chicago Fire Dept. 
No. 440201903585 

Dear Mr. Henry: 

Because you filed the above charge with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, and more than 180 days have elapsed since the date the Commission assumed jurisdiction over the charge, and no suit based thereon has been filed by this Department, and because you through your attorney have specifically requested this Notice, you are hereby notified that you have the right to institute a civil action under Title VII oftbe Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 2000e, et seq., against the above-named respondent. 

If you choose to commence a civil action, such suit must be filed in the appropriate Court within 90 days of your receipt of this Notice. 

The investigative file pertaining to your case is located in the EEOC Chicago District Office, Chicago, IL. 

This Notice should not be taken to mean that the Department of Justice has made a judgment as to whether or not your case is meritorious. 

cc: Chicago District Office, EEOC 
City of Chicago, Chicago Fire Dept. 

Sincerely, 

Kristen Clarke 
Assistant Attorney General 

Civil Rights Division 

by Isl Karen L. Ferguson 
Karen L. Ferguson 

Supervisory Civil Rights Analyst 
Employment Litigation Section 

EXHIBIT 
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CHARGE OF DISCRIMINATION 

Complainant: 

VELISA D EISON 

11845 S Vincennes 

Chicago JI 60643 

Respondent: 

County I- Discrimination based on Race-

Background and History of the City of Chicago Department of Fire 

RECEIVED EEOC 
MAR 2 7 2019 

CHICAGO DISTRICT OFFICE 

1. The City of Chicago Fire Department has two main bureaus- Emergency Medical Services (hereinafter EMS) and Fire Suppression (hereinafter 5uppression). Complainant attaches hereto Exhibit 1 the organizational chart for the Chicago Fire Department. 

2. In Fire Suppression, the entry level position is that of a firefighter/EMT. The City of Chicago requires candidates for the Firefighter/EMT position t0 take a written test and then pass a physical performance test among other requirements for hire. 

After hire, the first promotion for which a Firefighter EMT can apply is that of the Fire Engineer or Fire Lieutenant. Those promoted to Lieutenant can thereafter apply for promotion to the position of Fire Captain and thereafter Battalion Chief. 

3. Once one achieves the rank of Battalion Chief, all further promotions are considered by the City as "exempt", i.e. positions which are not covered by civil service rules and to which one can be appointed at the discretion of the Fire Commissioner 

4. On the EMS side of the operations, licensed paramedics are periodically invited to apply for hire. Thereafter, the licensed paramedics are required, among other conditions, to take and pass a physical performance test for hire as a Fire Paramedic-the entry position for sworn personnel in EMS. 
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Thereafter, the promotion progression in the Chicago Fire Department for EMS personnel is to the position of Paramedic in Charge, Ambulance Commander, Paramedic Field Chie_f. 

CFO History of Race Discrimination ' 

5. Beginning in 1995, the City of Chicago utilized a written examination which had a disparate impact on African American applicants for the positi:m of firefighter/EMT. That test reduced although it did not eliminate African American men and women from hire. When challenged, it was fou'nd that because of that test, 134 African American men and women were not hired as firefighters. Lewis vs. City of Chicago, Cite. The City was ordered to and finally did hire 111 additional African American as firefighter/EMS, but this did not occur until 2012. 

6. The City has acknowledged that prior to the 1995 test, the fire department had a history of discrimination in hiring which adversely affected African American candidates for hire. The City has stated that it was aware and acknowledged the fact that until 1997, African Americans were systemically discriminated against in hiring and promotions in the Chicago Fire Department. (Cite to Horn, McNamara and Biondo) 

7. Thus, from·1977 until at least 2012, the number of African Americans hired by the City as firefighters and therefore eligible to seek further promotions was depressed by at least 134 persons. 

8. Beginning around the same time, the City of Chicago adopted a pre-hire physical test which had a demonstrated adverse impact upon female candidates for Fire Suppression. That physical test therefore reduced the number of women hired as Firefighters many of whom were African American women who had made it past the discriminatory written test. The double effect of the discriminatory pre-hire written test and the discriminatory pre-hire physical test therefore reduced the number of African American women hired by CFO and therefore eligible to :Seek promotions to higher positions. 

9. On the EMS side, from 2000 until 2012, the CFO continued to utilize a discriminatory pre-hire physical performance test which substantially reduce:J the number of women hired as paramedics by the City of Chicago and which was subsequently found unlawful. Ernst vs. City of Chicago, 837 F 3d 788 (7th Cir. 2016). 
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The same company which tjeveloped the EMS test was responsible for the Fire Suppression prehire test. Indeed, when the City was deciding whether to retain this company and the developer was asked whether the test would disparately impact female paramedics, the response was that it would but not as much as the currently used pre-hire test for firefighter applicants. 

10. Because of the City's decades long practice of discrimination, the number of African Americans eligible to compete for promotions within the Chicago Fire Department was substantially reduced. 

11. The City recognized this fact. It therefore included as part of every contract with-the union since at least 2003 a statement that it would endeavor "as quickly as possible" to take action so that the department achieved a "goal" of being at least 30% African American and at least 155 Latino (Appendix G). 

12 .. The City further stated that it would review promotion and hiring processes and procedures and those processes and procedures with "any elements which have the effect of discrimination against Blacks and Hispanics will be eliminated". 

13. It further stated and has for every year since 2003 th3t it would audit and review all such procedures which would be submitted_to and reviewed by a Community Advisory Board consisting of at least 11 members at least annually. 

14. On information and belief, the City and Department never implemented the provisions of Appendix G. 

Effect of Continued City Discrimination 
15. In 1996, the Fire Department prepared strength reports which identified the numbers of African Americans in various positions within the department. 16. Similar reports are prepared at least annually by the Fire Department and are known and available to City and Fire Department senior management. 17. In 1996, the Fire Department reported that overall, of those employed as firefighters, 26% were African American. 
18. In 2006, the Fire Department reported that the perce'ltage of those employed as Firefighters who were African Americans was 22%. 
19. In 2014, the Fire Department strength report found t/Jat 19.72% of those employed as Firefighters were African Americans. 

• 20. The 2014 number of African Americans employed as Firefighters was increased because the City was required to hire certain individuals because Court orders and judgments. 
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a) In March 2012, pursuant to Court order, the City hired 111 African American individuals as Firefighters. These individuals were denied hire based upon a 1995 test which discriminated against African Americans. b) In November 2013 and March 2014, the City hired additional individuals who had previously been eliminated from hire due to a pre-hire test which discriminated against women. (Vasich). A number of those candidates were African American and Hispanic. 
c) But for hiring that the City was required to do by court order and settlements, the number of African Americans and Latinos in career service positions would be even lower than stated above. 

21. In 2015, the Fire Department reported to the City Council that the department personnel were 17.68% African American. 
22. In 2015, the City of Chicago was again required, pursuant to a settlement of a discrimination case, to hire additional African American women. These women were member of the Lewis class who, althougl) they attempted to be hirecj, were rejected due to a pri;,-hire physical test that discriminated against them as women. 
23. In 2016, the Fire Department reported to City Council that the Department personnel was 17.55% African Americans. 
24. Despite demographic changes in the population of the City of Chicago since 2003 which increased the percentage of minority residents and decreased the percentage of non-minority residence, the Chicago Fire Department has never met the commitment made prior to or at least by 2003 that at least 30% of those employed by the Fire Department were African Americans. 
25. Instead, over the past 15 years, the percentage of African Americans hired by the Chicago Fire Department has declined even without adjusting the number for those hired only because of court orders and settlements of discrimination cases. 

Career Progression of African Americans hired by the cm: 
26. Some African American men and women did manage to be hired by the City of Chicago as firefighters. 
27. Over the years, some of this reduced cohort of African American men and women took and past the tests for promotion to Fire Engineer, Fire Lieutenant and Fire Captain. 28. According to Fire Department procedures, to be eligible to apply to take a promotional examination, one must hold the lower rank at the time of the announcement, i.e. to apply for promotion to Fire Captain, as applicant must be and existing Fire Lieutenant. 29. In 2016, the CFD announced a new examination for the position of Battalion Chief. Thirty African American Fire Captains applied and completed the examination process. 30. By the close of the application period. The City was aware of the fact that a substantial number of African Americans had applied for the promotion. 
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31. By the close of application period, the City was also aware of the fact that all of the applicants had maximum seniority meaning all of them were going to receive 30 points n their final score for seniority. 
32. The City hired an outside consultant to develop add tional tests to be given to the Fire Captain candidates. The scope of the authorized work of that consultant did not include setting or determining a "cut" or "minimum" score for the promotion process. 

Individual Complainant 

33. I am an African American female. I am currently employed by the City of Chicago in the Fire Department as a Fire Lieutenant. 
34. I was hired by the City of Chicago as a Firefighter on December 3, 1990. During my career with the Chicago Fire Department, I have been promoted to the Position of Fire Lieutenant by passing examination and promotion processes established bv the City. 35. In November 2016, in response to an announcement by the City, I applied for the position of Fire Captain. 
36. The announced procedure stated that the promotion process would include a written examination and oral assessment, each of which would count for 35% of the final score. The remaining 30% of the score was to be determined by seniority pursuant to Section 9.3 of the Collective Bargaining Agreement between the City of Chicago and Local 2, Firefighters Union. 37. The announcement stated that applications with supporting documents needed to be submitted by a fixed date and time. I submitted m application within the stated and required period. 38. In 2017, I completed the written examination portion of the testing process. 39. Subsequently, pursuant to notice from the City, I completed the oral assessment portion of the testing process. 

40. On October 19, 2018, the City finally announced the cesults of the testing. Unlike prior examinations I have taken where I have scored well on the written and oral examinations I was informed that I scored a total of 51.766 on the examination and was "ranked" number 395 on such eligibility listing. 
41. The technical report for the examination process noted that both written and oral assessment • test for Fire Captain has an adverse impact upon African American Candidates. 42. The oral assessment process utilized for the 2017 tes: was a new process and procedure, which the City has never utilized before for any other promotion testing. The City revised the testing protocol and practice for the oral assessment after the announcement and applications. 43. Although study guides for promotion examinations are supposed to be made available at the time of announcement, the study guide for the oral assessment section was not made available until late January 17, 2017. 

44. One method of reducing adverse impact in such new testing procedures is to provide candidate with an opportunity to practice with the new equipment and materials. This permits the candidates to become familiar with the computer and recording equipment to be utilities and further permits the employer an opportunity to pilot test problems that might otherwise arise during test administration. 
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45. The City did not provide any such practice opportunity for the oral assessment portion of the test. 
46. The results of this were particularly found on the African American candidates where the consultant found the scores of the African American test takers showed statistically significant differences than those of white candidates (Technical Report, Volume 2, Table 28; pgs.122-124) 47. The City also permitted its consultant to "curve" to exam results and reported scores for the written and oral examination as "transformed" scores. The City utilized a linear "curve" which I 

had the effect of increasing the disparate impact of the test on African American candidate and raising the scores of the mostly white candidates at the head of the eligible list. The "curve" operated as follows: 
a) First the consultant determined which candidate had achieved the highest and lowest scores on the written examination. 
b) The consultant then gave the candidate with the highest score on the written examination- without regard to how many questions he or she had answered correctly or incorrectly- 35 points or the highest possible point score, c) The consultant then gave the candidate with the lowest recorded score a single point of 1- again withoui, regard to how many quest\ons he or she had answere~ correctly or incorrectly. 
d) All other candidates were then given scores between 35 and 1 based upon their relative position on a graph of scores. 
e) This procedure, which was also followed as to the "oral" portion of the test had the • effect of inflating the numeral score of t1ose at the head of the list while deflating the scores of those at the lowest sections of the list. 

48. Had the City either not "curved" the results or curved the results in a more standard, pro rata format my score would have exceeded 70 and the scores of those at the head of the list would have been reduced. 
49. The City then increased the discriminatory effect of that decision by the way it chooses to select candidates from this list. The consultant had initially recommended that the City consider "banding" scores. The reasons for this suggestion is as follows: a) All test- even those without flaws- have a measurement error factor. Often, there is no meaningful statistical difference between scores within a range. b) In the written test at issue in lewis vs. City of Chicago, the City's own expert reported that there was no statistically significant difference between a score of 65 and a score of 89. Yet, the City decided to classify those achieving 89 as "highly qualified" and those below 89 as merely "qualified". Based upon that error, the City hired significantly fewer African Americans during the time it utilized that test. c) In this instance, the consultant and City rejected banding because it would not eliminate adverse impact until after a substantial number of promotions were made. Thus, the City decided not to utilize a technique which would reduce adverse impact not because it was incorrect but because it would merely reduce adverse impact. 

d) This decision moreover was and is affected by the scores which, because of the linear transformation, gave lower scores than would otherwise be the case. 
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50. The City further increased the discriminatory effect of the testing process by determiningdespite the fact that its consultant was not asked to determine a minimum.or cut score-that it would utilize the results of the test by promoting individuals in strict rank order. a) The City elected to utilize a content validation format for its study. b) The Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection of the EEOC state that when one conducts a content validation study, and choses to proceed on a rank order basis, the user {City) is required to show that a higher score on the selection procedure is likely to result in better job performance. {Uniform Guidelines 14,D9). c) The City of Chicago generally requires candidates to achieve a total score including seniority points - of 70 or more to be deemed eligible for promotion. d) Given that all of the candidates in the group were entitled to maximum seniority points, the City process, which it did not request the consultant to analyzeeffectively meant that any person with a score of 40 would be considered to have "passed" the test. 
\ e) The City has previously utilized rank order for the promotion of captains to Battalion Chiefs based upon a 2012 test and promoted or offered the promotion to all • candidates who score 70 or more. 

f) The City has not measured the performance of those who passed the test in 2012 and were promoted to determine whether there was any difference in the job performance of those who "passed" with of score of 70. g) Neither the City nor its consultants have any data or analysis that there is any meaningful connection between the scores on the test and subsequent job performance particular when a straight rank order selection is utilized and the City imposes a "cut off score" of 70. 

51. Because of the City's use ofa promotional process, which discriminates against African Americans candidates, I have been harmed in that I will be denied promotion to the position of Fire Captain. 
52. Because of the City's actions, I will suffer lost wages, benefits, further promotional opportunities and have and will sustain emotional distress, humiliation and embarrassment.. 

7 
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I.A.F.F. AFL-CIO-CLC 

GRIEVANCEREPORTNUMBER J{/'{)J /S' '}ff.l:3rlfllH.IRH9:13 

TO: CITY OF CHICAGO FIRE DEPARTMENT DATE: March 8, 2019 
FROM: Eison Velisa 

(Last Name) _(First Name) (Middle Name) 
HOME Address: 11845 S. Vincennes Ave Chicago, 606 43 

IL 
FileNo. 17057 Company/District • FPB/Pump Sh:.ft/Daily Day 5/A Rank LT/EMT 
HOME Phone No. ( 312 ) 420-1232 • -----------SUBJECT: Grievance against City of Chicago and the Chicago Fire Department 
Facts pertaining to Grievance (Who, When, Where, Why, What): 
City misgraded the 2017 Captains Exam by not awarding true representations of scores achieved. 

(attach additional pages if 11ecessary) This violates Contract Article(s) and/or Section(s): 
Section 9.3 and others 

but not limited thereto. 

Suggested Correction: Make whole, and 
Correctly grade the exam and adjust eligibility list accordingly 

Release of Personnel Records Attached ~ Yes □ No 

(Signature of~on Officer) 

('1\uulMJ 
· (Signfrtme of Grievant) 
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RELEASE OF PERSONNEL RECORDS 

Pursuant to the Illinois Personnel Records Review Act (PRRA), 820 ILCS 40/1 et seq. the Collective Bargaining Agreement between the City of Chicago and the Chicago Fire Fighters Union, Local #2, the Illinois Public Labor ·Relations Act (IPLRA), 5 ILCS 315/1 et seq., and other applicable law, I, \[ cl J• SCL l), US d 1'l 
, an employee of the Chicago Fire Department, hearby request all personnel files, disciplinary history files, medical files and completed inactive investigative files, which are, have been or are intended to be used by the department in its determination to impose discipline and/or deny Medical Benefits and which is the subject of my Chicago Fire Fighters Union, Local #2 grievance No. _;t/!J315 already on file with the Chicago Fire Department. 

Be advised that I am entitled to access to these files within 7 days from this request, and, I am entitled to copies of any and all documents subject to this request. Be also advised that I hereby designate and authorize the Director of Contract Enforcement, or any other agent of the Chicago Fire Fighters Union, Local #2, acting in his/her place, to receive the aforementioned documents on my behalf; as the duly authorized representative of my exclusive collective bargaining agent, Chicago Fire Fighters Union, Local #2. You should direct any question regarding this request to said advocate. 

Be further advised that the information that is the subject of this request is necessary in order for the Chicago Fire Fighters Union, Local #2 to process my grievance and to administer the collective bargaining agreement between the parties thereto. 
Also note that it is agreed that any material and/or matter not available for inspection, such as provided above, shall not be used in any manner of forum adverse to the employee's interests (Collective Bargaining Agreement Article 16, Sec. 16.2). 

i~rO-.~ 
Signature 

Countersigned and requested, 

CIDCAGO FIRE FIGHTERS UNION, LOCAL NO. 2 by: Address: 
,_, . . _C.F.RU.~pcal#2 .· . ... /,:_~ .•. ·.'._.·_._. .,.,<:--· .. :,.';'. • 440 West 4}.rd· Str~et_._ . •··. ,):,;~;; Chlcago, tl- s6sd9-2i1s · 

Phone # 773-536-0450 
Director Contract Enforcement 
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2017 Chicago Fire Department Fire Captain Promotional Exam Grievance 

I, Velisa D. Eison am writing this grievance to dispute the methodology employed by CEB Consultants to calculate the overall and component scores of the 2017 Chicago Fire Department Fire Captain Promotional Exam (2017 Fire Captain Promotional Exam). 
CEB Consultants inappropriately employed a Linear Transformation methodology to all components (Written Test Examination, Or~I Assessment, and Seniority) of the 2017 Fire Captain Promotional Exam with particularly detrimental effects on the Written Examination score and Oral Assessment score calculations. 
The Linear Transformation equations employed by CEB Consultants have produced an inaccurate rank order on the 2017 Fire Captain Eligibility List. More importantly, a heretofore undetermined number of members who otherwise would have scores above 70% do not have scores above 70% pursuant to the use of CEB Consultant's Linear Transformation equations. As currently ~alculated by CEB Consultants, the distribution of scores above 70% has been unnecessarily 'narrowed' to exclude approximately 130 Fire Captain Candidates. 
This 'narrowing' of the distribution of passing scores can be easily demonstrated using the lowest raw scores for the Written Examination and the Oral Assessment. 
The lowest raw score achieved on the Written Examination is 65. The maximum available raw score points on the Written Examination is 120. Given an earned raw score of 65, and 120 points as the maximum available raw score points for the Written Examination, the following pro-rata equation yields the proper score: 

X • 
W35= -(35) 120 
W3s = 18.9583 • 

However, CEB Consultants .assigned a value of 1 'transfoMed' point to the raw score of 65. Members achieving the raw score of 65 have had their composite score reduced by 17.9583 points using the Linear Transformation methodology. 
The same detrimental effect of the Linear Transformation methodology cah be illustrated regarding the calculation of the Oral Assessment score. Tne proper equation (used to obtain the Oral Assessment score shown on Fire Captain candidate's individual score report) is: 

X 
o3s =227 (35) 

The maximum attainable Oral Assessment raw score is 227 points. The highest earned Oral Assessment r;iw score is 195.0 points or 85.9031% of available points for the Oral Assessment. The· lowest Oral Assessment raw score points earned by a-Fire Captain candidate was-68 or 29.9559% of the available points for the Oral Assessment. Using the above pro-rata equation for tlie Oral Assessment component of the Fire Captain Exam should yield 10.4846 Oral Assessment points for a member(s) with an Oral Assessment raw score of. 68. 

1 
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2017 Chicago Fire Department Fire Captain Promotional Exam Grievance 

However, CEB Consultants assigned a value of 1 'transformed' Oral Assessment point to the Oral Assessment raw score of 68-a negative difference of 9.4846 points. 
Adding together the negative effects of CEB Consultants application of Linear Transformation equations to the Oral Assessment component and Written Test component can yield a reduced and substantial difference of 27.4429 points with respect to a member's composite score. 
In summary, the appropriate equation to calculate comp::isite scores for the 2017 Fire Captain's Exam is: 

Total Score= w (35) + ..!}_ (35) + ..!._ (30) 120 227 144 
WHERE: 
W=Written Exam Raw Score 

O=Oral Assessment Raw Score 

S=Months of Seniority 

Using the above equation, my correct composite score is 70.656, instead of 51. 766, the composite score determined using the Linear Transform;:;tion equations used by CEB Consultants. 

The above information and grievance is based upon the information currently available. I reserve the right to supplement this griev.ance with addit.onal information, including • information regarding errors in the scoring process. 

RECEIVED EEOC 
MAR 2 7 2019 

CHICAGO DISTRICT OFFICE 
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VIA EMAIL 

Ms. Velisa Eison 
clo Michael V. Marsh, Esquire 
Law Offices of Mayer & Marsh 
123 W. Madison Street 
Suite 700 
Chicago, IL 60602 

U.S. Department of Justice 
Civil Rights Division 
NOTICE OF RIGHT TO SUE WITHIN 90 DAYS 
150 M Stree, N.E. 
Karen Ferguson , EMP, 4CON, Room 9.514 
Wasbington, DC 20530 

June 07, 2022 

Re: EEOC Charge Against City of Chicago, Chicago Fire Dept. No. 440201903586 

Dear Ms. Eison: 

Because you filed the above charge with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, and more than 180 days have elapsed since the date the Commission assumed jurisdiction over the charge, and no suit based thereon has been filed by this Department, and because you through your attorney have specifically requested this Notice, you are hereby notified that you have the right to institute a civil action under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 2000e, et seq., against the above-named respondent. 

If you choose to commence a civil action, such suit must be filed in the appropriate Court within 90 days of your receipt of this Notice. 

The investigative file pertaining to your case is located in the EEOC Chicago District Office, Chicago, IL. 

This Notice should not be taken to mean that the Department of Justice has made a judgment as to whether or not your case is meritorious. 

cc: Chicago District Office, EEOC 
City of Chicago, Chicago Fire Dept. 

Sincerely, 

Kristen Clarke 
Assistant Attorney General 

Civil Rights Division 

by Isl Karen L. Ferguson 
Karen L. Ferguson 

Supervisory Civil Rights Analyst 
Employment Litigation Section 

EXHIBIT r 
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CHARGE OF DISCRIMINATION AGENCY CHARGE NUMBER 
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RECEIVED EEOC 
MAR 2 7 2019 

CHICAGO DISTRICT OFFICE 

I want this charge filed with both the EEOC and the State or local Agency, n any 
NOTARV .LlMl'ien necessary -) 

I will advise the agencies if I change my address or telephone number and I wm ~ ' cooperate fully With them in !he processing of my charge In accordance with the 
I swear or amnn that I have read - e charge and that it is true to the b s procedures. 
of mv kno""•'= Information and belief. 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing Is true and conrect, SIGNATUREO -

~.e~ MARCSMAYER 

SUBSCRIBED I D S~:tjlil~~MfiTHIS DATE 
(Day, monlh, and Of) - at• o Illinois 

Dale o'!>~/'}~/9 Charging Party (Slgnatute) My Commls,lon ,~plre, Sep 21, 2021 , 

EEOC FORM 5 (REV, 3101) 
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CHARGE OF DISCRIMINATION 

Complainant: RECEIVED EEOC 
GREGORY BOGGS MAR 2 7 2019 

CHICAGO DISTRICT OFFICE Respondent: 

County I- Discrimination based on Race-

Background and History of the City of Chicago Department of Fire 

1. The City of Chicago Fire Department has two main bureaus- Emergency Medical Services 
(hereinafter EMS) and Fire Suppression (hereinafter Suppression). Complainant attaches hereto 
Exhibit 1 the organizational chart for the Chicago Fire Department. 

2. In Fire Suppression, the entry level position is that of a firefighter/EMT. The City of Chicago 
requires candidates for the Firefighter/EMT position to take a written test and then pass a 
physical performance test among other requirements for hire. 

After hire, the first promotion for which a Firefighter EMT can apply is that of the Fire Engineer 
or Fire Lieutenant. Those promoted to Lieutenant can thereafter apply for promotion to the 
position of Fire Captain and thereafter Battalion Chief. 

3. Once one achieves the rank of Battalion Chief, all further promotions are considered by the City 
as "exempt", i.e. positions which are not covered by civil service rules and to which one can be 
appointed at the discretion of the Fire Commissioner. 

4. On the EMS side of the operations, licensed paramedics are periodically invited to apply for hire. 
Thereafter, the licensed paramedics are required, among other conditions, to take and pass a 
physical performance test for hire as a Fire Paramedic-the entry position for sworn personnel in 
EMS. 
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5. Thereafter, the promotion progression in the Chicago Fire Department for EMS personnel is to 
the position of Paramedic in Charge, Ambulance Corimander, Paramedic Field Chief. 

CFO History of Race Discrimination 

6. Beginning in 1995, the City of Chicago utilized a written examination which had a disparate 
impact on African American applicants for the position of firefighter/EMT. That test reduced 
although it did not eliminate African American men and women from hire. When challenged, it was found that because of that test, 134 African American men and women were not hired as 
firefighters. Lewis vs. City of Chicago, Cite. The City was ordered to and finally did hire 111 
additional African American as firefighter/EMS, but this did not occur until 2012. 

7. The City has acknowledged that prior to the 1995 test, the fire department had a history of 
discrimination in hiring which adversely affected African American candidates for hire. The City has stated that it was aware and acknowledged the fact that until 1997, African Americans were systemically discriminated against in hiring and promotions in the Chicago Fire Department. (Cite to Horn, McNamara and Biondo) 

8. Thus, from 1977 until at least 2012, the number of African Americans hired by the City as 
firefighters and therefore eligible to seek further promotions was depressed by at least 134 persons. 

9. Beginning around the same time, the City of Chicago adopted a pre-hire physical test which had a demonstrated adverse impact upon female candidates for Fire Suppression. That physical test therefore reduced the number of women hired as Firefighters many of whom were African 
American women who had made it past the discriminatory written test. The double effect of 
the discriminatory pre-hire written test and the discriminatory pre-hire physical test therefore 
reduced the number of African American women hired by CFO and therefore eligible to seek promotions to higher positions. 

10. On the EMS side, from 2000 until 2012, the CFO cont'.nued to utilize a discriminatory pre-hire physical performance test which substantially reduced the number of women hired as 
paramedics by the City of Chicago and which was subsequently found unlawful. Ernst vs. City of Chicago, 837 F 3d 788 (7th Cir. 2016). 
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The same company which developed the EMS test was responsible for the Fire Suppression pre
hire test. Indeed, when the City was deciding whether to retain this company and the developer 
was asked whether the test would disparately impact female paramedics, the response was that 
it would but not as much as the currently used pre-hire test for firefighter applicants. 

11. Because of the City's decades long practice of discrimination, the number of African Americans 
eligible to compete for promotions within the Chicago Fire Department was substantially 
reduced. 

12. The City recognized this fact. It therefore included as part of every contract with the union since 
at least 2003 a statement that it would endeavor "as quickly as possible" to take action so that 
the department achieved a "goal" of being at least 30% African American and at least 155 Latino 
(Appendix G). 

13. The City further stated that it would review promotion and hiring processes and procedures and 
those processes and procedures with "any elements which have the effect of discrimination 
against Blacks and Hispanics will be eliminated". 

14. It further stated and has for every year since 2003 that it would audit and review all such 
procedures which would be submitted to and reviewed by a Community Advisory Board 
consisting of at least 11 members at least annually. 

15. On information and belief, the City and Department never implemented the provisions of 
Appendix G. 

Effect of Continued City Discrimination 

16. In 1996, the Fire Department prepared strength reports which identified the numbers of African 
Americans in various positions within the department. 

17. Similar reports are prepared at least annually by the rire Department and are known and 
available to City and Fire Department senior management. 

18. In 1996, the Fire Department reported that overall, of those employed as firefighters, 26% were 
African American. 

19. In 2006, the Fire Department reported that the percentage of those employed as Firefighters 
who were African Americans was 22%. 

20. In 2014, the Fire Department strength report found that 19.72% of those employed as 
Firefighters were African Americans. 

21. The 2014 number of African Americans employed as Firefighters was increased because the City 
was required to hire certain individuals because Court orders and judgements. 
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a} In March 2012, pursuant to Court order, the City hired 111 African American 
individuals as Firefighters. These individuals were denied hire based upon a 1995 
test which discriminated against African Americans. 

b} In November 2013 and March 2014, the City hired additional individuals who had 
previously been eliminated from hire due to a pre-hire test which discriminated 
against women. (Vasich}. A number of those candidates were African American and 
Hispanic. 

c} But for hiring that the City was required to do by court order and settlements, the 
number of African Americans and Latinos in career service positions would be even 
lower than stated above. 

22. In 2015, the Fire Department reported to the City Council that the.department personnel were 17.68% African American. 
23. In 2015, the City of Chicago was again required, pursuant to a settlement of a discrimination 

case, to hire additional African American women. These women were member of the Lewis class who, although they attempted to be hired, were rejected due to a pre-hire physical test that discriminated against them as women. 
24. In 2016, the Fire Department reported to City Council that the Department personnel was 

17.55% African Americans. 
25. Despite demographic changes in the population of the City of Chicago since 2003 which 

increased the percentage of minority residents and decreased the percentage of non-minority residence, the Chicago Fire Department has never met the commitment made prior to or at least by 2003 that at least 30% of those employed by the Fire Department were African 
Americans. 

26. Instead, over the past 15 years, the percentage of African Americans hired by the Chicago Fire 
Department has declined even without adjusting the number for those hired only because of 
court orders and settlements of discrimination cases. 

Career Progression of African Americans hired by the CFD. 

27. Some African American men and women did manage to be hired by the City of Chicago as 
firefighters. 

28. Over the years, some of this reduced cohort of African American men and women took and past the tests for promotion to Fire Engineer, Fire Lieutenant and Fire Captain. 
29. According to Fire Department procedures, to be eligible to apply to take a promotional 

examination, one must hold the lower rank at the time of the announcement, i.e. to apply for 
promotion to Fire Captain, as applicant must be and existing Fire Lieutenant. 

30. In 2016, the CFD announced a new examination for the position of Battalion Chief. Thirty African American Fire Captains applied and completed the examination process. 
31. By the close of the application period. The City was aware of the fact that a substantial number of African Americans had applied for the promotion. 
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32. By the close of application period, the City was also aware of the fact that all of the applicants 
had maximum seniority meaning all of them were going to receive 30 points n their final score 
for seniority. 

33. The City hired an outside consultant to develop additional tests to be given to the Fire Captain 
candidates. The scope of the authorized work of that consultant did not include setting or 
determining a "cut" or "minimum" score for the promotion process. 

Individual Complainant 

34. I am an African American male. I am currently employed by the City of Chicago in the Fire 
Department as a Fire lieutenant. 

35. I was hired by the City of Chicago as a Firefighter on February 2, 1998. During my career with the 
Chicago Fire Department, I have been promoted to the Position of Fire Engineer and Fire 
Lieutenant- each time by passing examination and promotion processes established by the City. 

36. In November 2016, in response to an announcement by the City, I applied for the position of 
Captain. 

37. The announced procedure stated that the promotion process would include a written 
examination and oral assessment, each of which would count for 35% of the final score. The 
remaining 30% of the score was to be determined bf seniority pursuant to Section 9.3 of the 
Collective Bargaining Agreement between the City of Chicago and Local 2, Firefighters Union. 

38. The announcement stated that applications with supporting documents needed to be submitted 
by a fixed date and time. I submitted m application within the stated and required period. 

39. In 2017, I completed the written examination portion of the testing process. 
40. Subsequently, pursuant to notice from the City, I completed the oral assessment portion of the 

testing process. 
41. On October 19, 2018, the City finally announced the results of the testing. Unlike prior 

examinations I have taken where I have scored well on the written and oral examinations I was 
informed that I scored a total of 60.858 on the examination and was "ranked" number 363 on 
such eligibility listing. 

42. The technical report for the examination process noted that both written and oral assessment 
test for Captain has an adverse impact upon African American Candidates. 

43. The oral assessment process utilized for the 2017 test was a new process and procedure, which 
the City has never utilized before for any other prom:>tion testing. The City revised the testing 
protocol and practice for the oral assessment after the announcement and applications. 

44. Although study guides for promotion examinations are supposed to be made available at the 
time of announcement, the study guide for the oral assessment section was not made available 
until late January 17, 2017. 

45. One method of reducing adverse impact in such new testing procedures is to provide candidate 
with an opportunity to practice with the new equipment and materials. This permits the 
candidates to become familiar with the computer and recording equipment to be utilities and 
further permits the employer an opportunity to pilot test problems that might otherwise arise 
during test administration. 
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46. The City did not provide any such practice opportun;ty for the oral assessment portion of the test. 

47. The results of this were particularly found on the African American candidates where the 
consultant found the scores of the African American test takers showed statistically significant differences than those of white candidates (Technical Report, Volume 2, Table 28 pgs.122-124) 48. The City also permitted its consultant to "curve" to exam results and reported scores for the written and oral examination as "transformed" scores. The City utilized a linear "curve" which 
had the effect of increasing the disparate impact of the test on African American candidate and raising the scores ofthe mostly white candidates at the head of the eligible list. The "curve" operated as follows: 

a) First the consultant determined which candidate had achieved the highest and 
lowest scores on the written examination. 

b) The consultant then gave the candidate with the highest score on the written 
examination -without regard to how many questions he or she had answered 
correctly or incorrectly- 35 points or the highest possible point score. 

c) The consultant then gave the candidate with the lowest recorded score a single 
point of 1- again without regard to how many questions he or she had answered 
correctly or incorrectly. 

d) All other candidates were then given scores between 35 and 1 based upon their 
relative position on a graph of scores. 

e) This procedure, which was also followed as to the "oral" portion of the test had the 
effect of inflating the numeral score of those at the head of the list while deflating 
the scores of those at the lowest sections of the list. 

49. Had the City either not "curved" the results or curved the results in a more standard, pro rata 
format my score would have exceeded 70 and the scores of those at the head of the list would 
have been reduced. 

50. The City then increased the discriminatory effect of that decision by the way it chooses to select candidates from this list. The consultant had initially recommended that the City consider 
"banding" scores. The reasons for this suggestion is as follows: 

a) All test- even those without flaws- have a measurement error factor. Often, there is 
no meaningful statistical difference between scores within a range. 

b) In the written test at issue in Lewis vs. City of Chicago, the City's own expert 
reported that there was no statistically significant difference between a score of 65 
and a score of 89. Yet, the City decided to classify those achieving 89 as "highly 
qualified" and those below 89 as merely uqualified". Based upon that error, the City 
hired significantly fewer African Americans during the time it utilized that test. 

c) In this instance, the consultant and City rejected banding because it would not 
eliminate adverse impact until after a substantial number of promotions were 
made. Thus, the City decided not to utilize a technique which would reduce adverse 
impact not because it was incorrect but because it would merely reduce adverse 
impact. 

d) This decision moreover was and is affected by the scores which, because of the 
linear transformation, gave lower scores than would otherwise be the case. 
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51. The City further increased the discriminatory effect of the testing process by determining
despite the fact that its consultant was not asked to determine a minimum or cut score- that it would utilize the results of the test by promoting individuals in strict rank order. 

a) The City elected to utilize a content validation format for its study. 
b) The Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection of the EEOC state that when one 

conducts a content validation study, and choses to proceed on a rant order basis, 
the user (City) is required to show that a higher score on the selection procedure Is 
likely to result in better job performance. (Uniform Guidelines 14,D9). 

c) The City of Chicago generally requires candidates to achieve a total score including 
seniority points - of 70 or more to be deemed eligible for promotion. 

d) Given that all of the candidates in the group were entitled to maximum seniority 
points, the City process, which it did not request the consultant to analyze
effectively meant that any person with a score of 40 would be considered to have 
"passed" the test. 

e) The City has previously utilized rank order for the promotion of captains to Battalion 
Chiefs based upon a 2012 test and promoted or offered the promotion to all 
candidates who score 70 or more. 

f) The City has not measured the performance of those who passed the test in 2012 
and were promoted to determine whether there was any difference in the job 
performance of those who "passed" with of score of 70. 

g) Neither the City nor its consultants have any data or analysis that there is any 
meaningful connection between the scores on the test and subsequent job 
performance particular when a straight rank order selection is utilized and the City 
imposes a "cut off score" of 70. 

52. Because of the City's use of a promotional process, which discriminates against African 
Americans candidates, I have been harmed in that I will be denied promotion to the position of Fire Captain. 

53. Because of the City's actions, I will suffer lost wages, benefits, further promotional opportunities and have and will sustain emotional distress, humiliation and embarrassment. 
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• CHICAGO FIRE FIGHTERS UNION 

I.A.F.F. AFL-CIO-CLC 
GRIEVANCEREPORTNUMBER /f/tJ3cl,5" 

TO: CITY OF CHICAGO FIRE DEPARTMENT 

FROM: J}, Ojj.S 

DATE: 

2013 MAR 12pfQ:43 

/t/J O.r {,, :J tJ I 9 > 
(Last Name) 

Greq ar;j 
_, (Foot Name) 

L 
(Middle Name) 

HOME Address: 5 < r r , . M Chicago, IL 606 1../ '-( ~~.;)~~~~~~~YY~---~-=-o~o,~r~o~e.~---- _ 
File No. / ri 'I tJ Company/District E-1 '/ / / Shift/Daily Day 3/A Rank )_ t / £ l''\l 
HOME Phone No. ( 11 j ) CJ'--/ <j - 3 -:! (,, <../ 
SUBJECT: Grievance against City of Chicago and the Chicago Fire Department 
Facts pertaining to Grievance (Who, When, Where, Why, What): 

CFO miscalculated the scores for the 2017 Captains Eligibility List. Scores given were not reflective of scores achieved. 

(attach additional pages if necessmy) 
This violates Contract Article(s) and/ or Section(s): 
Section 9.3 and all others 

but not limited thereto. 

Suggested Correction: Make whole, and 
Adjust eligibility list to accurately reflect actual scores achieved 

Release of Personnel Records Attached D Yes 1$! No 

~Si§tature of Griev 
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2017 Chicago Fire Department Fire Captain Promotional Exam Grievance 

I, Gregory Boggs am writing this grievance to dispute the methodology e11'.ploy2&f~ ~~B 
1
_ ,.,, , Consultants to calculate the overall and component scores of the 2017 Chicago Fire ilR -2PH,,:.t,I.J Department Fire Captain Promotional Exam (2017 Fire Captain Promotional Exam). 

CEB Consultants inappropriately employed a Linear Transformation methodology to all 
components (Written Test Examination, Oral Assessment, and Seniority) of the 2017 Fire Captain Promotional Exam with particularly detrimental effects on the Written Examination· 
score and Oral Assessment score calculations. 

The Linear Transformation equations employed by CEB Consultants have produced an 
inaccurate rank order on ~he 2017 Fire Captain Eligibility List. More importantly, a heretofore undetermined number of members who otherwise would have scores above 70% do not have scores above 70% pursuant to the use of CEB Consultant's Linear Transformation equations. As currently calculated by CEB Consultants, the distribution of scores above 70% has been 
unnecessarily 'narrowed' to exclude approximately 130 Fire Captain Candidates. 
This 'narrowing' of the distribution of passing scores can be easily demonstrated using the 
lowest raw scores for the Written Examination and the Oral Assessment. 

The lowest raw score achieved on the Written Examination is 65. The maximum available raw score points on the Written Examination is 120. Given an earned raw score of 65, and 120 
points as the maximum available raw score points for the Written Examination, the following pro-rata equation yields the proper score: 

W35= .:..::...(35) 
120 

W3s = 18.9583 

However, CEB Consultants assigned a value of 1 'transformed' point to the raw score of 65. Members achieving the raw score of 65 have had their composite score reduced by 17.9583 points using the Linear Transformation methodology. 

The same detrimental effect of the Linear Transformation methodology can be illustrated 
regarding the calculation of the Oral Assessment score. The proper equation (used to obtain the Oral Assessment score shown on Fire Captain candidate's individual score report) is: 

X 
035 = 227 (35) 

The maximum attainable Oral Assessment raw score is 227 points. The highest earned Oral Assessment raw score is 195.0 points or 85.9031% o{avaUable points for the Oral Assessment. The lowest Oral Assessment raw score points earned by a Fire Captain candidate was 68 or 
29.9559% of the available points for the Oral Assessment. Using the above pro-rata equation 
for the Oral Assessment component of the Fire Captain Exam should yield 10.4846 Oral 
Assessment points for a member(s) with an Oral Assessment raw score of 68. 
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2017 Chicago Fire Department Fire Captain Promotional Exam Grievance 

However, CEB Consultants assigned a value of 1 'transformed' Oral Assessment point to the Oral Assessment raw score of 68-a negative difference of 9.4846 points. 
Adding together the negative effects of CEB Consultants application of Linear Transformation equations to the Oral Assessment component and Written Test component can yield a reduced and substantial difference of 27.4429 points with respect to a member's composite score. 
In summary, the appropriate equation to calculate composite scores for the 2017 Fire Captain's Exam is: 

W O S Total Score= - {35) +- (35) +- (30) 120 227 144 
WHERE: 
W=Written Exam Raw Score 

O=Oral Assessment Raw Score 

S=Months of Seniority 

Using the above equation, my correct composite score is 74.365, instead of 60.858, the composite score determined using the Linear Transformation equations used by CEB Consultants. 

The above information and grievance is based upon the information currently available. I reserve the right to supplement this grievance with additional information, including information regarding errors in the scoring process. 

RECEIVED EEOC 
MAR 2 7 2019 

CHICAGO DISTRICT OFFICE 
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; CHICAGO, 

~ . :,,: FIRE DEPARTMENT OF THE CITY OF CHICAGO 

Bureau OPERATIONS 

Company/Unit Engine 14 ------------
TO: Michael Carbone 

DEPUTY DISTRICT CHIEF 
First District 

FROM: Gregory L Boggs 

LIEUTENANT 

Engine 14 

Date 1/5/19 

Address 1129. West Chicago 

RECEIVED EEOC 
MAR 2 7 2019 

CHICAGO DISTRICT OFFICE 

SUBJECT: Violation of the City of Chicago EEOC policy with the 2017 Captains Exam 

Sir/ Ma'am, 

I respectfully submit this Form 2(A) to state a charge of racial discrimination in the final transformed scores and promotions from the 2017 Captains exam. This promotional exam caused a severe adverse impact to the Black lieutenants of the Chicago Fire Department, The Black lieutenants received a 70% failure rate whereas White lieutenants received only a 21.38% failure rate. This 48.62% difference in the failing rates between Black and White lieutenants defies any standard rate of deviation and constitutes a discriminatory adverse impact to all Black lieutenants of the Chicago Fire Department that tested for the 2017 Captain promotional exam. The Local 2 labor contract dated 7-1-2012 - 6-30-2017 and the City of Chicago Department of Human Resources diversity and equal opportunity policy prohibits discriminatory impacts to any racial group. This discrimination continued with the promotion of 65 Captains on 12-1-2018 which only 5 Black lieutenants were promoted to the rank of Captain. These 5 Black Captain promotions only equaled to 7.69% of the total promotions to the rank of Captain on this promotional order and does not follow the stated affirmative action goals within the labor contract. The severe adverse impact to the Black lieutenants on CFO in regards to the 2017 Captain promotional exam needs to be investigated and corrected to eliminate any and all discriminatory impact. Please forward a copy of this Form 2(A) to the CFO EEOC liaison and to the City of Chicago EEOC Officer. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Gregory L Boggs 

LIEUTENANT 
Engine 14 

FILE# 18290 
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U.S. Department of Justice 
Civil Rights Division 
NOTICE OF RIGHT TO SUE WITHIN 90 DAYS VIA EMAIL 

Mr. Gregory L. Boggs 
clo Michael V. Marsh, Esquire 
Law Offices of Mayer & Marsh 
123 W. Madison Street 
Suite 700 
Chicago, IL 60602 

150 M Street, N.E. 
Karen Ferguson , EMP, 4CON, Room 9.514 
Washington, DC 20530 

June 03, 2022 

Re: EEOC Charge Against City of Chicago, Chicago Fire Dept. 
No. 440201903587 

Dear Mr. Boggs: 

Because you filed the above charge with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, and more than 180 days have elapsed since the date the Commission assumed jurisdiction over the charge, and no suit based thereon has been filed by this Department, and because you through your attorney have specifically requested this Notice, you are hereby notified that you have the right to institute a civil action under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 2000e, et seq., against the above-named respondent. 

If you choose to commence a civil action, such suit must be filed in the appropriate Court within 90 days of your receipt of this Notice. 

The investigative file pertaining to your case is located in the EEOC Chicago District Office, Chicago, IL. 

This Notice should not be taken to mean that the Department of Justice has made a judgment as to whether or not your case is meritorious. 

cc: Chicago District Office, EEOC 
City of Chicago, Chicago Fire Dept. 

Sincerely, 

Kristen Clarke 
Assistant Attorney General 

Civil Rights Division 

by Isl Karen L. Ferguson 
Karen L. Ferguson 

Supervisory Civil Rights Analyst 
Employment Litigation Section 

EXHIBIT 

L 
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CHARGE OF DISCRIMINATION AGENCY CHARGE NUMBER 

This form Is affected by the Privacy Act of 1974; See Privacy Act Statement before oompleUr ~ □ FEPA 'I t;D,7:J/ 1935 8 o this form. 
□ EEOC 

:ILL J /'I 01 J DP .,c,,.,.f-,.,., e-1_-t' cJF H-um lh/1 l? I /;, hf-,.r and EEOC . 
Stal9 or focal Anenr.v, If an -

NAslew;;;;·• Ms.W~J /2 J 
0

'1 4 f- <J,-,/ 
HOME TELEPHONE (Include Ame Code) 

77J z. G t'f J' J-c, '1 
STREYADDRESS 

S-30 S', 
V CITY'/iSTATEANDZIPCODE DATE OF BIRTH 

D/(A)(t:., Vtc. CJ,iu, ~<J -II'.'.., 1,- L 7- I I!/ 7 I 
NAMED IS THE EMPLOYER, LABOR ORGANIZATION, EMPLOYMENT AGENCY, APPRENTICESHIP COMMITTEE, STATE OR LOCAL GOVERNMENT AGENCY WHO DISCRIMINATED AGAINST ME /If more than one list below.) 
NAME 
C ,·ty OF c/i ,·c~ \{} 

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES, MEMBE-+RS 
.5-0 I 

TELEPHONE (Include Ama Code} 

.7 !'2.. 7'/C/ </ C/6 6 
STREET ADDRESS 

V 
CITY, STATE AND ZIP CODE 

COUNTY ) /21 N, Lt1Jo,))e. J>T, l<Y'I/ oo cl, ct. HJ Tc., (;Otio2.. coo r.-
NAME TELEPHONE NUMBER (Include Area Code) 

STREET ADDRESS CITY, STATE AND ZIP CODE COUNTY 

CAUSE OF DISCRIMINATION BASED ON (Cheak appropriate box(es)) DATE DISCRIMINATION TOOK PLACE 

t8...RACE OcoLOR Osex □RELIGION □NATIONAL ORIGIN 10-('(,(3 
□RETALIATION • □AGE □ DISABILITY □ OTHER (Specify) 

'\7G'oNTINUINGACTION 
-THE PARTICULARS ARE (If addiUonal paper Is needed, attach extra sheel(s}): 

' St.E /-+ IT l\ c.A r11 e...1"1 T 

RECEIVED EEOC 
MAil 2 7 2019 

CHICAGO DISTRICT OFFICE 

ecessaryfor~'" 
~ I want this charge filed with both the EEOC and the State or local Agency, Wany 

NOTARY-
·-I will advise the agencies 1f I change my address or telephone number and I will . caoperete ruuy with them in the processing of my charge In accordance with thel 

t swear or afflnn that I have read the above charge and that it is true to the b 1 procedures. 
of mv knowledae Information and belief . 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing Is true and correct. SIGNATURE OF co· . - -
~ ~ 

I 
MARCSMAYER 

3/11/11 SUBSCRIBED AND , NORN TO Be.lmlrHIS DATE ">\ 
(Day, month, and year) Notary Pub I<- State ofllllnols 

Date Charging Party (SlgnaturB) I My C~mml11lott ••Pires S '□ 71. 
EEOC FORM 5 (REV. 3/0t) EXHIBIT 

" /j 
.,, 
jl 
5 
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' • 

CHARGE OF DISCRIMINATION 

RECEIVED EEOC 
Complainant: · MAR 2 7 2019 
SEAN WASHINGTON 

CHICAGO DISTRICT OFFICE 

Respondent: 

County I- Discrimination based on Race-.. . .. 
Background and History of the City of Chicago Department of Fire 

\ 

1. The City.of Chicago.Flre Department has two main bu,reaus-Er11ergency Medical ~ervices (hereinafter EMS) and Fire Suppression (hereinafter Suppres~ion). Complainant.attaches hereto Exhibit l the organizational chart for the Chicago Fire Department. 

2. In Fire Suppression, the entry level position is that qf a firefighter/EMT.· The.City of Chicago 
. . . • -··. . . -· ... ~ 

requires candidates for the Firefighter/EMT position to take a written test and th.en pass a physical performance test among other requirements for hire. 

After hire, the first promotion for which a Firefighter EMTcan·apply is that of the Fire·Engineer or Ffre Lieuten~nt. Those promoted to lieutenant can thereafter apply for promotion to the position i:JfFire Captain and thereafter Battalion Chief. 

3. Once one achieves the rank of Battalion Chief, all further promotions are considered by the City as "exempt", i.e. positions which are not covered by civil service rules and to which one can be appointed at the discretion of the Fire Commissioner. 

4. On the EMS ·side of the Operations, licensed i:Jaramedics are periodically irivited to apply for hire. Thereafter, the 'licensed paramedics are required, among other conditions; to take and pass a • • physical performance test for hire as a Fire Pararri~dic-the entry position for sworn personnel in EMS. 

1 
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5. Thereafter, the promotion progression in the Chicago Fire Department for EMS personnel is to. the position of Paramedic in Charge, Ambulance Commander, Paramedic Field Chief. 
CFD History of Race Discriminat_ion 

6. Beginning in 1995, the City of Chicago utilized a written examination which had a disparate impact on African American applicants forthe position of firefighter/EMT. That test reduced although it did not eliminate African American men and women from hire. When challenged; it· was found that because of that test, 134 African American men and women were not hired as firefighters. lewis vs. City of Chicago, Cite. The City was ordered to and finally did hire 111 additional African American as firefighter/EMS, but this did n6t occu'r'i.mtil 20li 

7. The City has acknowledged that prior to the 1995 te~, the fire department had a history of discrimination in hiring which adversely affected African American candidates for hire. The City has stated that it was aware and acknowledged the fact that until 1997, African Americans were systemi'cally· discriminated.against fn hiring and 'promotions in the Chicago·Fire Department. (Cite to Horn, McNamara and Biondo) 
·' 

8. Thus, fron;i 1977 until at least 2012, the 11umber of African Americans hired by the City as • firefigliters·and therefore 'eligible to seek furtlier pr:imoticins was depressed by at least 134. persons'.· 

9. Beginning_around the Sa!)1E! time, the City ofChicago adopted a p_re-hire physical test wfiich had a del]'lonstra_ted adve_rse.impact upon female candidates for Fire Sµppression. That physical test therefore reduced the number of women hired as Firefighters ma_ny of.whom were African American women who had made it past the discriminatory written test. The double effect of the discriminatory pre-hire written test and the disc•iminatory pre-hire physical test therefore reduced then.umber of ~frican American. women hired by CFD and_ therefore eligible to seek promotions to higher positions. • • • • 
. . . . .·. .. 

10. On the Ely!S side, from 2000 until 2i_)12, the CFD. continued to utilize a discrimina!Clry pre-hire phys_ical performance test which s~bstantially ~educed t!i~ ·number of women hired as paramedi.cs by the City of Chicago and which was subsequently.found unlawful. Ernst vs. City of 
Chi~ago, 837 F 3d 788 (7th Cir. 2016). • • • • • • ' • 
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The same company which developed the EMS test was responsible for.the l'ire Suppression prehire test. Indeed, when the City was deciding whether to retain this company and the developer was asked whether the test would disparately impact female paramedics; the response was that it would but not as mu,h as the currently used ·pre-hire test for firefighterappJjcants. 

11. Because of the City's decades long practice of discrimination, the number of African Americans eligible to compete for promotions within the Chicago Fire Department was substantially •reduced. 

12. The City recognized thisfact. It therefore included as part of every contract with the·union since at least 2003 a statement that it would endeavor "as quickly as possible" to.take action so that • the department achieved a "goal" of being at least 30%· African American and at least 15% Latino {Appendix G). 

13. The City further stated that ii:'woidd review promotion and h1riri'g processes and procedures and those processes and procedures with "any elements which have the effect of discrimination against illacks and Hispanics will be eliminated'".· 

14. It further stated anct'has for every\rear·since 2003·that it would audit-and review all such procedures which would be submitted to and reviewed by a Community Advisory Board· consisting of at least 11 members at'least'annlially. 

15. On information and belief, the City and Department never implemented the provisions of AppendixG. 

Effect of Continued City Discrimination 

16. In 1996, the Fire Department prepared strength reports which identified the nymbers of African - Amerjcans in va.rio4s positions i,v)thin t~e department ...... , . 17. Similar reports are prepared at ieast•arnually by the Fire.pepartm~nt and are known and ava.ila.ble to City an!:! Fire,Departmel')t senior mana.gE!ment. . ,. ... 18. In 1996, the Fire Department reported that overa,11, oft.hose employed as fire.figh.ters, 26% were African AmerJcap. , . 
.. , 19. In 2006, the Fire Department reported that the .percentage of t'1ose employeq as Firefighters 

. . . ' . . . . . . ' . . .. . ... · who were African America.ns was 22% .. 
20. in Z014,,the Fire Depa'1ment stre.ngth report found that 19.72%.9ftho,se employ~d as Firefighters were African Americans. • ' 

' 21. The 2014 number of African Americans employed as Firefighters was increased because the City was required to hire certain individuals because Court orders and judgements, 
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· a) • lri Marth 2012, pursuant to Court order; the City hired 111 African American individuals as Firefighters. These individuals were denied •hire based upon a 1995 test which discriminated against African Americans.· b) In November 2013 and March 2014, the City hired additional individuals who had previously been eliminated from hire cue to a pre-hire test which discriminated against women. (Vasich). A number of those candidates were African American and Hispanic. 
c) But for hiring that the City was required to do by court order. and settlements, the number of African Americans and Latinos in career service positio·ns would··be even lowerthan stated above . 

. · 22.· ln 2015, the Fire·Department reported to the City Council that the department personn.el were 17.£8% African American.· 
23; fn2015, the CityofChicagowas again required;pursuantto a settlement of a discrimination case, to hire additional African American women. These women were member of the Lewis class who, although they attempted to be hired, were rejected due to a pre-hire physical test that discriminated against them as women. 
24. In 2016, the. Fire Qepartlllent reported to.City CQuncil that the Department personnel was .17.55% African Americaf\s .. 
25. Despite demographic changes in the population of.the /:ity of Chicago since 2003 whi~h. increased the percentage of minority residents and decreased the percentage of non-minority residence, the Chicago Fire Department has never met the commitment made prior to or at least .by 2003 that.at least 30% .of those em.ployed by: the fire Department w,ere African 

' ' . . . ' .... ,· . . .. ·- . . ' . } . 
Am.ericans .. 

26. Instead, over the past 15 years, the percentage,of African Americans hired.by the Chicago Fire Department has declined even without adjusting the number for those hired only because of court orders and settlements of discrimination cases. 
• I, 

Career Progression of African Americ.ans hired by the CFO. 
27. Some African American men and women did manage to be hired by the City of Chicago as firefighters; • 
28. Over the years, some of this reduced cohort of African Americah men and women took and past the tests for promotion'to· Fire Engln¢er, Fire Lieutenant and Fire Captain. 29. According to Fire Department proceifores, to· be elig:ble fo apply to take a ·promotforial examin'ation·, one ~ust hold the iower rank at the ti.me ofthe'a'ruiouni:ement, i.e. to·apply for promotion to Fire Captain, as applicant must be and existing Fire Lieutenant. 30. ·1~ 2016, the'CFD announced a new ex·a·mination 'tor'thi(posit1on of Battalion Chief. Thirty African American Fire Captains applied and completed the e~amination 'process. 31. By the ciose of the appiication period. The City was aware of the fact that a stibstaritial number of African Americans had applied. for the promotion. •• 
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32. By the close of application period, the City was also aware of the fact that all of the applicants had maximum seniority meaning all of them were going to receive 30 points on their final score for seniority. 
·33. The City hired an outside consultant to develop additlona.1 tests to be given to the Fire Captain candidates. The scope of the authorized work of that cornsultant did not inc)ude setting or determining a !'cut" or '.'.minimum" score for the promotion process. 

Individual Complainant 

34. lam an African American male. I am cunently ernp.k:>yed by the City of Chicago in the Fire Department as a Rre lieutenant. 
35. I was hired by the City of Chicago as a Firefighter on December 1, 1999. During my career with the Chicago Fire Department, I have been promoted to the Position of Fire Lieutenant- passing examination and promotion·processes·established by the-City. • 36. Jn November 2016, in response to an announcement-by the City,! applied for the position of Fire Captain. 
37, The-announced procedure stated that the promotion process would include a written examination and oral assessment, each of which would co'Untfor 35% of the final score. The remaining 30% of the score was to be determined by seniority ptirsuantto Section 9.3 of the Collective Bargaining Agreement between the City of Chicago and Local 2, Firefighters Union. 38. The announcement stated that applications with supporting documents ne:eded to be submitted by a fixed date and time. I submitted my application within the stated and required period. • 39. 'ln 2()17, l completed the written examination portion of the testing process, 40. Subse·guently, pursuant to notice from the City, I completed the oral assessment portion of the testing process. 

41. On October 19, 2018, the City finally announced the results ofthe testing. Unlike prior ·exarnin'ations I have taken where I have scored well on the written and oral examinations I was informed that I scored a total of 69.765 on the examiriatioil and was "ranked" number 291 on such eligibility listing. 
42. The technical report for the examination process noted that both written and oral assessment test for Fire Captain has an adverse impact upon African American Candidates. 43. The oral assessment process utilized for the 2017 test was a new·process and procedure which the City has never utilized 'before for ariy other promotion testing. · The City revised the testing protocol ·and practice for the ·oral assessment after the announcement arid applications. 44. Although study guides for promotion examinations are supposed to be made available at the • time of announcement, the study guide for the oral assessment section was n'ot-made available until late January 17, 2017. 

45. ·one-method of reducing adverse im·pact iii such new testing procedures is to provide candidate with an opportunity to practice with the new equipment and materials. This permits the candidates to become familiar with the computer and recording equipment to be utilities and further permits the employer·an opportunity to pilot test problems that might otherwise arise during test administration .. • " 
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46. The City did not provide any such practice opporti;nity for the oral assessment portion of the test. 
47. The results of this were particularly found on the African American candidates where the consultant found the scores of the African American testtakers showed .statistically significant differences than those of white candidates. (Technical Report, Volume 2; Table 28, pgs. 122-128} 48. The City also permitted its consultant tCi "curve" to exam results and reported scores for the written and oral examination as "transformed" scores. The City utilized a linear "curve" which had the effect of increasing the disparate impact of the test on African American candidate and raising the scores of the mostly white candidates at the head of the eligible list .. • The "curve" operated as follows: 

a) First the consultant determined which candidate had achieved the highest and lowest scores on the written exa minatioo. b} The consultant then gave the candidate with the highest score on the w.ritten examination -without regard to how many questions he or s.~e had answered .correctly or incorrectly:-- 35 points or the highest possible point score. c} The consultant then gave the candidat_e with-the lowest recorded score a single point of 1- again without regard to how many qui,,stions he or she had a.nswered correctly or incorrectly. 
d} All other candidates were then given.scores between 35 and 1.based upon their . relative ·position. on a graph of scores ..... 

. e} This procedure, which was also followed as to.t~e "oral" portion of the test had the effect of lnfjatirig the numer.al ~core ~f those at the head of the list while deflating the scores ,of those .at.the lowest secti011s of the list. 

49. Had the City either-not!'curved'/ the r,es.ults or curved the results in a more sta_ndard, pro rata format my score would.have exceeded 70 and the scores of those at the head of the list would 
. . ., . . 

. . . . have been reduced. 
50. The City then increased the discriminatory effect oft.hat decjsion by the _way it choos_es to select candidates from this list. The consultant had initially _recommended that_the_city consider "banding" scores. The reasons -for this suggestion is as foll9ws:. a} All test- even those without flaws- have a measurement error factor. Often, there is no meaningful .statistical difference between scores within_ a range. b) In the.w.ritten test at issue in Lewis vs. City of Chicago, the City's own expert reported that there was no statistically.significant difference between a score of 65 and a score _of 89. Yet, the City decided to classify those achieving 89 as "highly qualified" and those below 89 as merelf "qualified". B.ased upon that error, the City hired signifipantly fc,wer Africa I) Americans.durj_ng the time it utilized that test. c} In this instance,.the consultant and City rejected banding because it would not eliminate adverse impact until after a substantial number of promotions were made. Thus, the City decided not to utilize a ,technique which would ;reduce adverse impact not because it was incorrect but because it WOl/ld merely reduce adverse impact. 

d} Th.is decision moreover was and is.affected, by the scores which, because of the linear transformation, gave lower scores than wou_ld otherw_ise be the case. 
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51. The City further inmiased the discriminatory effect of the testing process by determiningdespite the fact that its consultant was not asked to determine a minimum or cut score- that it would utilize the results of the test by promoting individuals in strict rank order. a) The City elected to utilize a content validation format for its study. b} The Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection of the EEOC state that when one conducts a content validation study, and choses to proceed on a rant order basis, the user {City) is required to show that a higher score on the selection procedure is likely to result In better job performance, {Uniform Guidelines 14,09}. c) The City of Chicago generally requires candidates to achieve a total score including seniority points- of 70 or more to be deemed eligible for promotion. d) Given that all of the candidates in the group were entitled to maximum seniority points, the City process, which it did not request the consultant to analyzeeffectively meant that any person with a score of 40 would be considered to have "passed" the test. 
e} The City has previously utilized rank order for the promotion of captains to Battalion Chiefs based upon a 2012 test and promoted or offered the promotion to all candidates who score 70 or more. 
f) The Oty has not measured the performance of those who passed the test in 2012 and were promoted to determine whether there was any difference in the job performance of those who "passed" with of score of 70. g) Neither the City nor its consultants have any data or analysis that there is any meaningful connection between the scores on the test and subsequent job performance particular when a straight rank order selection is utilized and the City imposes a "cut off score" of 70. 

52. Because of the City's use ofa promotional process which discriminates against African Americans candidates, I have been harmed in that I will be denied promotion to the position of Fire Captain. 
53. Because of the City's actions, I will suffer lost wages, benefits, further promotional opportunities and have and will sustain emotional distress, humiliation and embarrassment. 
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2017 Chicago Fire Department Fire Captain Promotional Exam Grievance 

201B MflR Ii RM10:3() 
I, Sean Washington am writing this grievance to dispute the methodology employed by CEB Consultants to calculate the overall and component scores of the 2017 Chicago Fire Department Fire Captain Promotional Exam (2017 Fire Captain Promotional Exam). CEB Consultants inappropriately employed a linear Transformation methodology to all components {Written Test Examination, Oral Assessment, and Seniority) of the 2017 Fire Captain Promotional Exam with particularly detrimental effects on the Written Examination score and Oral Assessment score calculations. 

The linear Transformation equations employed by CEB Consultants have produced an inaccurate rank order on the 2017 Fire Captain Eligibility List. More importantly, a heretofore undetermined number of members who otherwise would have scores above 70% do not have scores above 70% pursuant to the use of CEB Consultant's Linear Transformation equations. As currently calculated by CEB Consultants, the distribution of scores above 70% has been unnecessarily 'narrowed' to exclude approximately 130 Fire Captain Candidates. This 'narrowing' of the distribution of passing scores can be easily demonstrated using the lowest raw scores for the Written Examination and the Oral Assessment. 
The lowest raw score achieved on the Written Examination is 65. The maximum available raw score points on the Written Examination is 120. Given an earned raw score of 65, and 120 points as the maximum available raw score points for the Written Examination, the following pro-rata equation yields the proper score: 

X 
W3s = 

120 
(35) 

W3s = 18.9583 

However, CEB Consultants assigned a value of 1 'transformed' point to the raw score of 65. Members achieving the raw score of 65 have had their composite score reduced by 17.9583 points using the linear Transformation methodology. 
The same detrimental effect of the linear Transformation methodology can be illustrated regarding the calculation of the Oral Assessment score. The proper equation (used to obtain the Oral Assessment score shown on Fire Captain candidate's individual score report) is: X 
035 = 227 (35} 
The maximum attainable Oral Assessment raw score is 227 points. The highest earned Ora! Assessment raw score is 195.0 points or 85.9031% of available points for the Oral Assessment. The lowest Ora! Assessment raw score points earned by a Fire Captain candidate was 68 or 29.9559% of the available points for the Oral Assessment. Using the above pro-rata equation for the Oral Assessment component of the Fire Captain Exam should yield 10.4846 Oral Assessment points for a member(s} with an Oral Assessment raw score of 68. 
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2017 Chicago Fire Department Fire Captain Promotional Exam Grievance 

However, CEB Consultants assigned a value of 1 'transformed' Oral Assessment point to the Oral Assessment raw score of 68-a negative difference of 9.4846 points. 
Adding together the negative effects of CEB Consultants application of Linear Transformation equations to the Oral Assessment component and Written Test component can yield a reduced and substantial difference of 27.4429 points with respect to a member's composite score. 
In summary, the appropriate equation to calculate composite scores for the 2017 Fire Captain's Exam is: 

W O S Total Score= - (35) + - {35} + - (30) • 120 227 144 

WHERE: 
W=Written Exam Raw Score 

O=Oral Assessment Raw Score 

S=Months of Seniority 

Using the above equation, my correct composite score is 79.155, instead of 69.765, the composite score determined using the Linear Transformation equations used by CEB Consultants. 

The above information and grievance is based upon the information currently available. I reserve the right to supplement this grievance wjth additional information, including information regarding errors in the scoring process. 

.RECEIVED EEOC 
MAR 2 7 2019 

CHICAGO DISTRICT OFFICE 
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VIA EMAIL 

Mr. Sean Washington 
cl o Michael V. Marsh, Esquire 
Law Offices of Mayer & Marsh 
123 W. Madison Street 
Suite 700 
Chicago, IL 60602 

U.S. Department of Justice 
Civil Rights Division 
NOTICE OF RIGHT TO SUE WITHIN 90 DAYS 

150 M Street, NE. 
Karen Ferguson 1 EMP, 4CON, Room 9.514 
Wasl1ington, DC 20530 

June 03, 2022 

Re: EEOC Charge Against City of Chicago, Chicago Fire Dept. 
No. 440201903580 

Dear Mr. Washington: 

Because you filed the above charge with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, and 
more than 180 days have elapsed since the date the Commission assumed jurisdiction over the charge, 
and no suit based thereon has been filed by this Department, and because you through your attorney 
have specifically requested this Notice, you are hereby notified that you have the right to institute a 
civil action under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 2000e, et seq., 
against the above-named respondent. 

If you choose to commence a civil action, such suit must be filed in the appropriate Court within 
90 days of your receipt of this Notice. 

The investigative file pertaining to your case is located in the EEOC Chicago District Office, 
Chicago, IL. 

This Notice should not be taken to mean that the Department of Justice has made a judgment as to 
whether or not your case is meritorious. 

cc: Chicago District Office, EEOC 
City of Chicago, Chicago Fire Dept. 

Sincerely, 

Kristen Clarke 
Assistant Attorney General 

Civil Rights Division 

by Isl Karen L. Ferguson 
Karen L. Ferguson 

Supervisory Civil Rights Analyst 
Employment Litigation Section 

EXHIBIT 

' 
;() 
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CHARGE OF DISCRIMINATION AGENCY CHARGE NUMBER 

::i~"i~.:::'. is affected by the Privacy Act of 1974; See Privacy Act Statement before compleUo i ;!~~ r'IDJ.6/ ?'o-3S8.,2._ 

v//,-.,,,,,.g /),Oi)a,e,f,m-.,,/J'/.- ,:;,{? Jlumtt/V 1;,,,.,1,,d,,. andEEOC = _'H-,/..U-"-'-''-"--'-.U...,,==='-"'"--"'-'---<--'-"'=='---'~.::µ,:;;:;;;a_ __________ _ 
Statoorlocal A,.,, ..... ~ /fan 

NAME(lnJlcats@. Ms., !Jirs,) HOME TELEPHONE (Include Aroa Code) 
H-r,_,,c,;v /~t"'c,/s 77'3 ~-O{;. , 700 g 

STREET ADDRESS CITY, STATE AND ZIP CODE DATE OF BIRTH 
C/100 .t: J/4v,vi:: /4,/ ;"; 41cc,,,,,, El ?o& '1..3 oc//AfllCJ& I 

NAMED IS THE EMp(OYER, LABOR ORGANIZATION, EMPLOYMENT AGENCY, APPRENTICESHIP COMMITTEE, STATE OR LOCAL GOVERNMENT AGENCY WHO DISCRIMINATED AGAINST ME (If more than one list below.I 
NAME / • NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES, MEMBERS 

I 
TELEPHONE (Include Aroa Code) C;-1✓ <Jf'C//icuq;J >S-01 3VJ.) 7 6 ,"'/- '-/'9&0 

STREET ADDRESS ,, If ,n IO() CITY, STATE ANO ZIP CODE COUNTY 
/-;;.1 A.I Lw >c,,,l/e s l c/, IC. C,/An. Tl &cJ /,/J 'J G=k NAME TELEPHONE NUMBER (/no/ude Aroa COdB) 

STREET ADDRESS CITY, STATE AND ZIP CODE COUNTY 

CAUSE OF DISCRIMINATION BASED ON (Check appropriate box/es)) DATE DISCRIMINATION TOOK PLACE 

15(1RAcE OcotoR Osex □RELIGION QNATIONALORIGIN /0//9' /':;>01f 
0RETALlATION DAGE □DISABILITY OoTHER(Specify) 

'~ CONTINUING ACTION 
THE PARTICULARS ARE {If additions/ paper Is needed, attaoh extra sheel(s)): I 

RECEIVED EEOC 
MAR 2 7 2019 

CHICAGO DISTRICT OFFICE 

. NOTARY M ... sary for ~liel!J,;~n~ I want this charge filed with bolh the EEOC and the Slate or local Agency, if any v . :::.;;;;,;; I will advise the agencies if I change my address or telephone number and I will • • cooperatefullywiththemintheprocesslngofmychargeinaccordancewilhthe 1 ffl th tlh dth b ·-·• ndth t't' tru I lh b procedures swear or a rm a ave rea ea o,.,.,"""''"arge a a 1 1s e o e s • of mv knowledae lnfonnation and belief. 

EEOC FORM 5 (REV. 3/01) 

-SIGNATURE OF COMP . - .... ,,,, .. 
~MARC S MAYER 

• •• Official Seal 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWI ~N T<M!lii~l;I~Es1'l!!~'liliis 
(Oay,monlh, anctyear) 1 My Commission ExpltE! S~p 21, 2021 

EXHIBIT 
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CHARGE OF DISCRIMINATION 

Complainant: 

AARON BEALS 

RECEIVED EEOC 
Respondent: MAR 2 7 2019 

CHICAGO DISTRICT OFFICE County I- Discrimination based on Race-

Background and History of the City of Chicago Department of Fire 

1. The City of Chicago Fire Department has two main bureaus- Emergency Medical Services (hereinafter EMS) and Fire Suppression (hereinafter Suppression). Complainant attaches hereto Exhibit 1 the organizational chart for the Chicago Fire Department. 

2. In Fire Suppression, the entry level position is that of a firefighter /EMT. The City of Chicago requires candidates for the Firefighter/EMT position to take a written test and then pass a physical performance test among other requirements for hire. 

After hire, the first promotion for which a Firefighter EMT can apply is that of the Fire Engineer or Fire Lieutenant. Those promoted to Lieutenant can thereafter apply for promotion to the position of Fire Captain and thereafter Battalion Chief. 

3. Once one achieves the rank of Battalion Chief, all further promotions are considered by the City as "exempt", i.e. positions which are not covered by civil service rules and to which one can be appointed at the discretion of the Fire Commissioner. 

4. On the EMS side of the operations, licensed paramedics are periodically invited to apply for hire. Thereafter, the licensed paramedics are required, among other conditions, to take and pass a physical performance test for hire as a Fire Paramedicthe entry position for sworn personnel in EMS. 

1 
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5. Thereafter, the promotion progression in the Chicago Fire Department for EMS personnel is to the position of Paramedic in Charge, Ambulance Commander, Paramedic Field Chief. 

CFD History of Race Discrimination 

6. Beginning in 1995, the City of Chicago utilized a written examination which had a disparate impact on African American applicants for the position of firefighter /EMT. That test reduced although it did not eliminate African American men and women from hire. When challenged, it was found that because of that test, 134 African American men and women were not hired as firefighters. Lewis vs. City of Chicago, Cite. The City was ordered to and finally did hire 111 additional African American as firefighter/ EMS, but this did not occur until 2012. 

7. The City has acknowledged that prior to the 1995 test, the fire department had a history of discrimination in hiring which adversely affected African American candidates for hire. The City has stated that it was aware and acknowledged the fact that until 1997, African Americans were systemically discriminated against in hiring and promotions in the Chicago Fire Department. (Cite to Horn, McNamara and Biondo) 

8. Thus, from 1977 until at least 2012, the number of African Americans hired by the City as firefighters and therefore eligible to seek further promotions was depressed by at least 134 persons. 

9. Beginning around the same time, the City of Chicago adopted a pre-hire physical test which had a demonstrated adverse impact upon female candidates for Fire Suppression. That physical test therefore reduced the number of women hired as Firefighters many of whom were African American women who had made it past the discriminatory written test. The double effect of the discriminatory pre-hire written test and the discriminatory pre-hire physical test therefore reduced the number of African American women hired by CFD and therefore eligible to seek promotions to higher positions. 

10. On the EMS side, from 2000 until 2012, the CFD continued to utilize a discriminatory pre-hire physical performance test which substantially reduced the number of women hired as paramedics by the City of Chicago and which was subsequently found unlawful. Ernst vs. City of Chicago, 837 F 3d 788 (7th Cir. 2016). 
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) 

The same company which developed the EMS test was responsible for the Fire Suppression pre-hire test. Indeed, when the City was deciding whether to retain this company and the developer was asked whethe" the test would disparately impact female paramedics, the response was that it would but not as much as the currently used pre-hire test for firefighter applicants. 

11. Because of the City's decades long practice of discrimination, the number of African Americans eligible to compete for promotions within the Chicago Fire Department was substantially reduced. 

12. The City recognized this fact. It therefore included as part of every contract with the union since at least 2003 a statement that it would endeavor "as quickly as possible" to take action so that the department achieved a "goal" of being at least 30"/4 African American and at least 155 Latino (Appendix G). 

13. The City further stated that it would review promotion and hiring processes and procedures and those processes and procedures With "any elements which have the effect of discrimination against Blacks and Hispanics will be eliminated". 

14. It further stated and has for every year since 2003 that it would audit and review all such procedures which would be submitted to and reviewed by a Community Advisory Board consisting of at least 11 members at least annually. 

15. On information and belief, the City and Department never implemented the provisions of Appendix G. 

Effect of Continued City Discrimination 
16. In 1996, the Fire Department prepared strength reports which identified the numbers of African Americans in various positions within the department. 
17. Similar reports are prepared at least annually by the Fire Department and are known and available to City and Fire Department senior management. 
18. In 1996, the Fire Department reported that overall, of those employed as firefighters, 26% were African American. 

19. In 2006, the Fire Department reported that the percentage of those employed as Firefighters who were African Americans was 2'llo. 
20. In 2014, the Fire Department strength report found that 19.72% of those employed as Firefighters were African Americans. 
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21. The 2014 number of African Americans employed as Firefighters was increased because the City was required to hire certain individuals because Court orders and judgements. --·- -· -·· -··-·----··· -- ... _. a) In March 2012, pursuant to Court order, the City hired 111 African American individuals as Firefighters. These individuals were denied hire based upon a 1995 test which discriminated against African Americans. 
b) In November 2013 and March 2014, the City hired additional individuals who had previously been eliminated from hire due to a pre-hire test which discriminated against women. (Vasich). A number of those candidates were African American and Hispanic. 
c) But for hiring that the City was required to do by court order and settlements, the number of African Americans and Latinos in career service positions would be even lower than stated above. 

22. In 2015, the Fire Department reported to the City Council that the department personnel were 17.68% African American. 
23. In 2015, the City of Chicago was again required, pursuant to a settlement of a discrimination case, to hire additional African American women. These women were member of the Lewis class who, although they attempted to be hired, were rejected due to a pre-hire physical test that discriminated against them as women. 
24. In 2016, the Fire Department reported to City Council that the Department personnel was 17 .55% African Americans. 
25. Despite demographic changes in the population of the City of Chicago since 2003 which increased the percentage of minority residents and decreased the percentage of nonminority residence, the Chicago Fire Department has never met the commitment made prior to or at least by 2003 that at least 30% of those employed by the Fire Department were African Americans. 
26. Instead, over the past 15 years, the percentage of African Americans hired by the Chicago Fire Department has declined even without adjusting the number for those hired only because of court orders and settlements of discrimination cases. 

Career Progression of African Americans hired by the CFD. 
27. Some African American men and women did manage to be hired by the City of Chicago as firefighters. 

28. Over the years, some of this reduced cohort of African American men and women took and past the tests for promotion to Fire Engineer, Fire Lieutenant and Fire Captain. 29. According to Fire Department procedures, to be eligible to apply to take a promotional examination, one must hold the lower rank at the time of the announcement, i.e. to apply for promotion to Fire Captain, as applicant must be and existing Fire Lieutenant. 30. In 2016, the CFD announced a new examination for the position of Battalion Chief. Thirty African American Fire Captains applied and completed the examination process. 
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31. By the close of the application period. The City was aware of the fact that a substantial number of African Americans had applied for the promotion. 
32. By the close of application period, the City was also aware of the fact that all of the applicants had maximum seniority meaning all of them were going to receive 30 points n their final score for seniority. 
33. The City hired an outside consultant to develop additional tests to be given to the Fire Captain candidates. The scope of the authorized work of that consultant did not include setting or determining a "cut" or "minimum" score for the promotion process. 

Individual Complainant 

34. I am an African American male. I am currently employed by the City of Chicago in the Fire Department as a Fire Lieutenant. 
35. I was hired by the City of Chicago as a Firefighter on December 1 1989. During my career with the Chicago Fire Department, I have been promoted to the Position of Fire Lieutenant by passing examination and promotion processes established by the City. 
36. In November 2016, in response to an announcement by the City, I applied for the position of Fire Captain. 

37. The announced procedure stated that the promotion process would include a written examination and oral assessment, each of which would count for 35% of the final score. The remaining 30% of the score was to be determined by seniority pursuant to Section 9.3 of the Collective Bargaining Agreement between the City of Chicago and Local 2, Firefighters Union. 

38. The announcement stated that applications with supporting documents needed to be submitted by a fixed date and time. I submitted m application within the stated and required period. 

39. In 2017, I completed the written examination portion of the testing process. 
40. Subsequently, pursuant to notice from the City, I completed the oral assessment portion of the testing process. 

41. On October 19, 2018, the City finally announced the results of the testing. Unlike prior examinations I have taken where I have scored well on the written and oral examinations I was informed that I scored a total of 69.852 on the examination and was "ranked" number 289 on such eligibility listing. 
42. The technical report for the examination process noted that both written and oral assessment test for Fire Captain has an adverse impact upon African American Candidates. 

43. The oral assessment process utilized for the 2017 test was a new process and procedure, which the City has never utilized before for any other promotion testing.· The City revised the testing protocol and practice for the oral assessment after the announcement and applications. 
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44. Although study guides for promotion examinations are supposed to be made available at the time of announcement, the study guide for the oral assessment section was not made available until late January 17, 2017. 
45. One method of reducing adverse impact in such new testing procedures is to provide candidate with an opportunity to practice with the new equipment and materials. This permits the candidates to become familiar with the computer and recording equipment to be utilities and further permits the employer an opportunity to pilot test problems that might otherwise arise during test administration. 
46. The City did not provide any such practice opportunity for the oral assessment portion of the test. 

47. The results of this were particularly found on the African American candidates where the consultant found the scores of the African American test takers showed statistically significant differences than those of white candidates (Technical Report, Volume 2, Table 28; pgs. 122-124) 
48. The City also permitted its consultant to "curve" to exam results and reported scores for the written and oral examination as "transformed" scores. The City utilized a linear "curve" which had the effect of increasing the disparate impact of the test on African American candidate and raising the scores of the mostly white candidates at the head of the eligible list. The "curve" operated as follows: 

a) First the consultant determined which candidate had achieved the highest and lowest scores on the written examination. 
b) The consultant then gave the candidate with the highest score on the written examination • without regard to how many questions he or she had answered correctly or incorrectly• 35 points or the highest possible point score. 

c) The consultant then gave the candidate with the lowest recorded score a single point of 1 • again without regard to how many questions he or she had answered correctly or incorrectly. 
d) All other candidates were then given scores between 35 and 1 based upon their relative position on a graph of scores. 
e) This procedure, which was also followed as to the "oral" portion of the test had the effect of inflating the numeral score of those at the head of the list while deflating the scores of those at the lowest sections of the list. 

49. Had the City either not "curved" the results or curved the results in a more standard, pro rata format my score would have exceeded 70 and the scores of those at the head of the list would have been reduced. 
50. The City then increased the discriminatory effect of that decision by the way it chooses to select candidates from this list. The consultant had initially recommended that the City consider "banding" scores. The re2sons for this suggestion is as follows: a) All test- even those without flaws- have a measurement error factor. Often, there is no meaningful statistical difference between scores within a range. 
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b) In the written test at issue in Lewis vs. City of Chicago, the City's own expert reported that there was no statistically significant difference between a score of 65 and a score of 89. Yet, the City decided to classify those achieving 89 as "highly qualified" and those below 89 as merely "qualified". Based upon that error, the City hired significantly fewer African Americans during the time it utilized that test. 
c) In this instance, the consultant and City rejected banding because it would not eliminate adverse impact until after a substantial number of promotions were made. Thus, the City decided not to utilize a technique which would reduce adverse impact not because it was incorrect but because it would merely reduce adverse impact. 
d) This decision moreover was and is affected by the scores which, because of the linear transformation, gave lower scores than would otherwise be the case. 

51. The City further increased the discriminatory effect of the testing process by determining - despite the fact that its consultant was not asked to determine a minimum or cut score- that it would utilize the results of the test by promoting individuals in strict rank order. 

a) The City elected to utilize a content validation format for its study. 
b) The Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection of the EEOC state that when one conducts a content validation study, and choses to proceed on a rant order basis, the user (City) is required to show that a higher score on the selection procedure is likely to result in better job performance. (Uniform Guidelines 14,D9). 

c) The City of Chicago generally requires candidates to achieve a total score including seniority points - of 70 or more to be deemed eligible for promotion. 

d) Given that all of the candidates in the group were entitled to maximum seniority points, the City process, which it did not request the consultant to analyze• effectively meant that any person with a score of 40 would be considered to have "passed" the test. 
e) The City has previously utilized rank order for the promotion of captains to Battalion Chiefs based upon a 2012 test and promoted or offered the promotion to all candidates who score 70 or more. 
f) The City has not measured the performance of those who passed the test in 2012 and were promoted to determine whether there was any difference in the job performance of those who "passed" with of score of 70. 
g) Neither the City nor its consultants have any data or analysis that there is any meaningful connection between the scores on the test and subsequent job performance particular when a straight rank order selection is utilized and the City imposes a "cut off score" of 70. 
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52. Because of the City's use of a promotional process which discriminates against African Americans candidates, I have been harmed in that I will be denied promotion to the position of Fire Captain. 
53. Because of the City's actions, I will suffer lost wages, benefits, further promotional opportunities and have and will sustain emotional distress, humiliation and embarrassment. 

8 
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CHICAGO FIRE FIGHTERS UNION 

I.A.F.F. AFL-CIO-CLC 
GRIEVANCE REPORT NUMBER --------

Print Clearly, Legibly and Firmly 

TO: CITY OF CHICAGO FIRE DEPARTMENT DATE: 3/7/19 
FROM: Beals Aaron 

(Last Name) 

HOME Address: 9100 S. Hoyne Ave. 

(First Name) (Middle Name) 

Chicago, IL 606 43 
FileNo. 16782 Company /District E-121 /5 Shift/Daily Day 1 /8 Rank LT/PM 
HOME Phone No. ( 773 ) 206-7008 -----------
SUBJECT: Grievance against City of Chicago and the Chicago Fire Department 
Facts pertaining to Grievance (Who, When, Where, Why, What): 
Grievant received his results for the Fire Captains Exam. With use of the linear equation, the grievant's test score was grossly miscalculated. 

(attach additional pages if necessan;) This violates Contract Article(s) and/ or Section(s): 
Article IX Section 9.3 

but not limited thereto. 

Suggested Correction: Make whole, and 
Score the exam according to the CBA 

Release of Personnel Records Attached 

/~ ~M 
D Yes [Sj No 
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2017 Chicago Fire Department Fire Captain Promotional Exam Grievance 

I, Aaron Beals Jr. am writing this grievance to dispute the methodology employed by CEB Consultants to calculate the overall and component scores of the 2017 Chicago Fire Department Fire Captain Promotional Exam (2017 Fire Captain Promotional Exam). 
CEB Consultants inappropriately employed a Linear Transformation methodology to all components (Written Test Examination, Oral Assessment, and Seniority) of the 2017 Fire Captain Promotional Exam with particularly detrimental effects on the Written Examination score and Oral Assessment score calculations. 
The Linear Transformation equations employed by CEB Consultants have produced an inaccurate rank order on the 2017 Fire Captain Eligibility List. More importantly, a heretofore undetermined number of members who otherwise would have scores above 70% do not have scores above 70% pursuant to the use of CEB Consultant's Linear Transformation equations. As currently calculated by CEB Consultants, the distribution of scores above 70% has been unnecessarily 'narrowed' to exclude approximately 130 Fire Captain Candidates. 
This 'narrowing' of the distribution of passing scores can be easily demonstrated using the lowest raw scores for the Written Examination and the Oral Assessment. 
The lowest raw score achieved on the Written Examination is 6S. The maximum available raw score points on the Written Examination is 120. Given an earned raw score of 6S, and 120 points as the maximum available raw score points for the Written Examination, the following pro-rata equation yields the proper score: 

X 
W3s = -(35) 

120 

W3s = 18.9583 

However, CEB Consultants assigned a value of 1 'transformed' point to the raw score of 65. Members achieving the raw score of65 have had their composite score reduced by 17.9583 points using the Linear Transformation methodology. 
The same detrimental effect ofthe linear Transformation methodology can be illustrated regarding the calculation of the Oral Assessment score. The proper equation (used to obtain the Oral Assessment score shown on Fire Captain candidate's individual score report) is: 

035 = ~ (35) 
227 

The maximum attainable Oral Assessment raw score is 227 points. The highest earned Oral Assessment raw score is 195.0 points or 85.9031% of available points for the Oral Assessment. The lowest Oral Assessment raw score points earned by a Fire Captain candidate was 68 or 29.9559% of the available points for the Oral Assessment. Using the above pro-rata equation for the Oral Assessment component of the Fire Captain C:xam should yield 10.4846 Oral Assessment points for a member(s) with an Oral Assessment raw score of 68. 
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2017 Chicago Fire Department Fire Captair Promotional Exam Grievance 

However, CEB Consultants assigned a value of 1 'transformed' Oral Assessment point to the Oral Assessment raw score of 68-a negative difference of 9.4846 points. 
Adding together the negative effects of CEB Consultants application of Linear Transformation equations to the Oral Assessment component and Written Test component can yield a reduced and substantial difference of 27.4429 points with respect to a member's composite score. 
In summary, the appropriate equation to calculate composite scores for the 2017 Fire Captain's Exam is: 

W O S Total Score= - (35} + - (35) + - (30) 120 227 144 
WHERE: 
W=Written Exam Raw Score 

O=Oral Assessment Raw Score 

S=Months of Seniority 

Using the above equation, my ~orrect composite score is 78.951, instead of 69.852, the composite score determined using the Linear Transformation equations used by CEB Consultants. 
' 

The above information and grievance is based upon the information currently availa.ble. I reserve the right to supplement this grievance with additional information, including information regarding errors in the scoring process. 

RECEIVED EEOC 
MAH 2 7 2019 

CHICAGO DISTRICT OFFICE 
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VIAEMAIL 

Mr. Aaron Beals 
clo Michael V. Marsh, Esquire 
Law Offices of Mayer & Marsh 
123 W. Madison Street 
Suite 700 
Chicago, IL 60602 

U.S. Department of Justice 
Civil Rights Division 
NOTICE OF RIGHT TO SUE WITHIN 90 DAYS 

150 M Street, N.E. 
Karen Ferguson, EMP, 4CON, Room 9.514 
Washington, DC 20530 

June 03, 2022 

Re: EEOC Charge Against City of Chicago, Chicago Fire Dept. 
No. 440201903582 

Dear Mr. Beals: 

Because you filed the above charge with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, and more than 180 days have elapsed since the date the Commission assumed jurisdiction over the charge, and no suit based thereon has been filed by this Department, and because you through your attorney have specifically requested this Notice, you are hereby notified that you have the right to institute a civil action under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 2000e, et seq., against the above-named respondent. 

If you choose to commence a civil action, such suit must be filed in the appropriate Court within 90 days of your receipt of this Notice. 

The investigative file pertaining to your case is located in the EEOC Chicago District Office, Chicago, IL. 

This Notice should not be taken to mean that the Department of Justice has made a judgment as to whether or not your case is meritorions. 

cc: Chicago District Office, EEOC 
City of Chicago, Chicago Fire Dept. 

Sincerely, 

Kristen Clarke 
Assistant Attorney General 

Civil Rights Division 

by Isl Karen L. Ferguson 
Karen L. Ferguson 

Supervisory Civil Rights Analyst 
Employment Litigation Section 

EXHIBIT 

p 
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CHARGE OF DISCRIMINATION 

Complainant: 

LYDARA TURNER 

Respondent: RECEIVED EEOC 
MAR 2 7 2019 

County 1-Discrimination based on Race-

CHICAGO DISTRICT OFFICE Background and History of the City of Chicago Department of Fire 

• The City of Chicago Fire Department has two main bureaus- Emergency Medical Services (hereinafter EMS} and Fire Suppression (hereinafter Suppression}. Complainant attaches hereto Exhibit 1 the organizational chart for the Chicago Fire Department. 

• In Fire Suppression, the entry level position is that of a firefighter/EMT. The City of Chicago requires candidates for the Firefighter/EMT position to take a written test and then pass a physical performance test among other requirements for hire. 

After hire, the first promotion for which a Firefighter EMT can apply is that of the Fire Engineer or Fire lieutenant. Those promoted to lieutenant can thereafter apply for promotion to the position of Fire Captain and thereafter Battalion Chief. 

• Once one achieves the rank of Battalion Chief, an further promotions are considered by the City as "exempt", i.e. positions which are not covered by civil service rules and to which one can be appointed at the discretion of the Fire Commissioner. 

• On the EMS side of the operations, licensed paramedics are periodically invited to apply for hire. Thereafter, the licensed paramedics are required, among other conditions, to take and pass a physical performance test for hire as a Fire Paramedic-the entry position for sworn personnel in EMS. 

1 
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• Thereafter, the promotion progression in the Chicago Fire Department for EMS personnel is to the position of Paramedic in Charge, Ambulance Commander, Paramedic Field Chief. 

CFD History of Race Discrimination 

• Beginning in 199S, the City of Chicago utilized a written examination which had a disparate impact on African American applicants for the position of firefighter/EMT. That test reduced although it did not eliminate African American men and women from hire. When challenged, it was found that because of that test, 134 African American men and women were not hired as firefighters. Lewis vs. City of Chicago, Cite. The City was ordered to and finally did hire 111 additional African American as firefighter/EMS, but this did not occur until 2012. 

• The City has acknowledged that prior to the 1995 test, the fire department had a history of discrimination in hiring which adversely affected African American candidates for hire. The City has stated that it was aware a,id acknowledged the fact that until 1997, African Americans were systemically discriminated against in hiring and promotions in the Chicago Fire Department. (Cite to Horn, McNamara and Biondo) 

• Thus, from 1977 until at least 2012, the number of African Americans hired by the City as firefighters and therefore eligible to seek further promotions was depressed by at least 134 persons. 

• Beginning around the same time, the City of Chicago adopted a pre-hire physical test which had a demonstrated adverse impact upon female candidates for Fire Suppression. That physical test therefore reduced the number of women hired as Firefighters many of whom were African American women who had made it past the discriminatory written test. The double effect of the discriminatory pre-hire written test and the discriminatory pre-hire physical test therefore reduced the number of African American women hired by CFD and therefore eligible to seek promotions to higher positions. 

• On the EMS side, from 2000 until 2012, the CFD continued to utilize a discriminatory pre-hire physical performance test which substantially reduced the number of women 
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hired as paramedics by the City of Chicago and which was subsequently found unlawful. Ernst vs. City of Chicago, 837 F 3d 788 (7th Cir. 2016). 
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• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

The same company which developed the EMS test was responsible for the Fire Suppression pre-hire test. Indeed, when the City was deciding whether to retain this company and the developer was asked whether the test would disparately impact female paramedics, the response was that it would but not as much as the currently used pre-hire test for firefighter applicants. 

Because of the City's decades long practice of discrimination, the number of African Americans eligible to compete for promotions within the Chicago Fire Department was substantially reduced. 

The City recognized this fact. It therefore included as part of every contract with the union since at least 2003 a statement that it would endeavor "as quickly as possible" to take action so that the department achieved a "goal" of being at least 30% African American and at least lSS Latino {Appendix G). 

The City further stated that it would review promotion and hiring processes and procedures and those processes and procedures with "any elements which have the effect of discrimination against Blacks and Hispanics will be eliminated". 

It further stated and has for every year since 2003 that it would audit and review all such procedures which would be submitted to and reviewed by a Community Advisory Board consisting of at least 11 members at least annually. 

On information and belief, the City and Department never implemented the provisions of Appendix G. 

Effect of Continued City Discrimination 

In 1996, the Fire Department prepared strength reports which identified the numbers of African Americans in various positions within the department. 
Similar reports are prepared at least annually by the Fire Department and are known and available to City and Fire Department senior management. 
In 1996, the Fire Department reported that overall, of those employed as firefighters, 26% were African American. 

In 2006, the Fire Department reported that the percentage of those employed as 
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Firefighters who were African Americans was 22%. 
• In 2014, the Fire Department strength report found that 19.72% of those employed as Firefighters were African Americans. 

• The 2014 number of African Americans employed as Firefighters was increased because the City was required to hire certain individuals because Court orders and judgements. 
• In March 2012, pursuant to Court order, the City hired 111 African American individuals as Firefighters. These individuals were denied hire based upon a 1995 test which discriminated against African Americans. 
• In November 2013 and March 2014, the City hired additional individuals who had previously been eliminated from hire due to a pre-hire test which discriminated against women. (Vasich). A number of those candidates were African American and Hispanic. 

• But for hiring that the City was requ;red to do by court order and settlements, the number of African Americans and Latinos in career service positions would be even lower than stated above. 

• In 2015, the Fire Department reported to the City Council that the department personnel were 17.68% African American. 

• In 2015, the City of Chicago was again required, pursuant to a settlement of a discrimination case, to hire additional African American women. These women were member of the Lewis class who, although they attempted to be hired, were rejected due to a pre-hire physical test that discriminated against them as women. 
• In 2016, the Fire Department reported to City Council that the Department personnel was 17.55% African Americans. 

• Despite demographic changes in the population of the City of Chicago since 2003 which increased the percentage of minority residents and decreased the percentage of nonminority residence, the Chicago Fire Department has never met the commitment made prior to or at least by 2003 that at least 30% of those employed by the Fire Department were African Americans. 

• Instead, over the past 15 years, the percentage of African Americans hired by the Chicago Fire Department has declined even without adjusting the number for those hired only because of court orders and settlements of discrimination cases. 

Career Progression of African Americans hired by the CFD. 
• Some African American men and women did manage to be hired by the City of Chicago as firefighters. 
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• Over the years, some of this reduced cohort of African American men and women took and past the tests for promotion to Fire Engineer, Fire Lieutenant and Fire Captain. 
• According to Fire Department procedures, to be eligible to apply to take a promotional examination, one must hold the lower rank at t'te time of the announcement, i.e. to apply for promotion to Fire Captain, as applicant must be and existing Fire Lieutenant. 
• In 2016, the CFD announced a new examinatiora for the position of Battalion Chief. Thirty African American Fire Captains applied and completed the examination process. 
• By the close of the application period. The City was aware of the fact that a substantial number of African Americans had applied for the promotion. 
• By the close of application period, the City was also aware of the fact that all of the applicants had maximum seniority meaning all of them were going to receive 30 points n their final score for seniority. 

• The City hired an outside consultant to develop additional tests to be given to the Fire Captains candidates. The scope of the authorized work of that consultant did not include setting or determining a "cut" or "minimum" score for the promotion process. 

Individual Complainant 

• I am an African American male. I am currently en ployed by the City of Chicago in the Fire Department as a Fire Lieutenant. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
• 

I was hired by the City of Chicago as a Firefighter on July 17, 2000. During my career with the Chicago Fire Department, I have been p·omoted to the Position of Fire lieutenant by passing examination and promotion processes established by the City. 
In November 2016, in response to an announcement by the City, I applied for the position of Fire lieutenant. 

The announced procedure stated that the promotion process would include a written examination and oral assessment, each of which would count for 35% of the final score. The remaining 30% of the score was to be determined by seniority pursuant to Section 9.3 of the Collective Bargaining Agreement between the City of Chicago and Local 2, Firefighters Union. 

The announcement stated that applications with supporting documents needed to be submitted by a fixed date and time. I submitted m application within the stated and required period. 

In 2017, I completed the written examination portion of the testing process . 
Subsequently, pursuant to notice from the City, I completed the oral assessment 
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portion of the testing process. 

• on October 19, 2018 the City finally announced the results of the testing. Unlike prior examinations I have taken where I have scored well on the written and oral examinations I was informed that I scored a total of 60.760 on the examination and was "ranked" number 365 on such eligibility listing. 
• The technical report for the examination process noted that both written and oral assessment test for Fire Captain has an adverse impact upon African American Candidates. 

• The oral assessment process utilized for the 2017 test was a new process and procedure which the City has never utilized before for any other promotion testing. The City revised the testing protocol and practice for the oral assessment after the announcement and applications. 

• Although study guides for promotion examinations are supposed to be made available at the time of announcement, the study guide for the oral assessment section was not made available until late January 17, 2017. 

• One method of reducing adverse impact in such new testing procedures is .to provide candidate with an opportunity to practice with the new equipment and materials. This permits the candidates to become familiar with the computer and recording equipment to be utilities and further permits the employer an opportunity to pilot test problems that might otherwise arise during test administration. 
• The City did not provide any such practice opportunity for the oral assessment portion of the test. 

• The results of this were particularly found on the African American candidates where the consultant found the scores of the African American test takers showed statistically significant differences than those of white candidates (Technical Report, Volume 2, Table 28; pgs. 122-124) 

• The City also permitted its consultant to "curve" to exam results and reported scores for the written and oral examination as "transformed" scores. The City utilized a linear "curve" which had the effect of increasing the disparate impact of the test on African American candidate and raising the scores of the mostly white candidates at the head of the eligible list. The "curve" operated as follows: 

• First the consultant determined which candidate had achieved the highest and lowest scores on the written examination. 
• The consultant then gave the candidate with the highest score on the written examination -without regard to how many questions he or she had answered correctly or incorrectly- 35 points or the highest possible point score. 

• The consultant then gave the candidate with the lowest recorded score a 
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single point of 1- again without regard to how many questions he or she had answered correctly or incorrectly. 

• All other candidates were then given scores between 35 and 1 based upon their relative position on a graph of scores. 

• This procedure, which was also followed as to the "oral" portion of the test had the effect of inflating the numeral score of those at the head of the list while deflating the scores of those at the lowest sections of the list. 

• Had the City either not "curved" the results or curved the results in a more standard, pro rata format my score would have exceeded 70 and the scores of those at the head of the list would have been reduced. 

• The City then increased the discriminatory effect of that decision by the way it chooses to select candidates from this list. The consultant had initially recommended that the City consider "banding" scores. The reasons for this suggestion is as follows: 
• All test- even those without flaws- have a measurement error factor. Often, there is no meaningful statistical difference between scores within a range. 
• In the written test at issue in Lewis vs. City of Chicago, the City's own expert reported that there was no statistically significant difference between a score of 65 and a score of 89. Yet, the City decided to classify those achieving 89 as "highly qualified" and those below 89 as merely "qualified". Based upon that error, the City hired significantly fewer African Americans during the time it utilized that test. 

• In this instance, the consultant and City rejected banding because it would not eliminate adverse impact until after a substantial number of promotions were made. Thus, the City decided not to utilize a technique which would reduce adverse impact not because it was incorrect but because it would merely reduce adverse impact. 
• This decision moreover was and is affected by the scores which, because of the linear transformation, gave lower scores than would otherwise be the case. 

• The City further increased the discriminatory effect of the testing process by determining - despite the fact that its consultant was not asked to determine a minimum or cut score- that it would utilize the results of the test by promoting individuals in strict rank order. 

• The City elected to utilize a content validation format for its study. 
• The Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection of the EEOC state that when 

8 
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• 

• 

one conducts a cont~nt validation study, and choses to proceed on a rant order basis, the user (City) is required to show that a higher score on the selection procedure is likely to result in better job performance. (Uniform Guidelines 14,D9). 

• The City of Chicago generally requires candidates to achieve a total score including seniority points - of 70 or more to be deemed eligible for ') promotion. 

• Given that all of the candidates in the group were entitled to maximum seniority points, the City process, which it did not request the consultant to analyze- effectively meant that any person with a score of 40 would be considered to have "passed" the test. 

• The City has previously utilized rank order for the promotion of captains to Battalion Chiefs based upon a 2012 test and promoted or offered the promotion to all candidates who score 70 or more. 

• The City has not measured the performance of those who passed the test in 2012 and were promoted to determine whether there was any difference in the job performance of those who "passed" with of score of 70. 
• Neitherthe City nor its consultants have any data or analysis that there is any meaningful connection between the scores on the test and subsequent job performance particular when a straight rank order selection is utilized and the City imposes a "cut off score" of 70. 

Because of the City's use of a promotional process, which discriminates against African Americans candidates, I have been harmed in that I will be denied promotion to the position of Fire Captain. 

Because of the City's actions, I will suffer lost wages, benefits, further promotional opportunities and have and will sustain emotional distress, humiliation and embarrassment. 

9 
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2017 Chicago Fire Department Fire Captain Promotional Exam Grievance 'tl'\112.;57 I ! '2.01s t-11'-!R 1 
I, Lydara Turner am writing this grievance to dispute the metho~ology e~ployed by CEB Consultants to calculate the overall and component scores of th~ 2017 .(;hicago Fire Department Fire Captain Promotional.Exam (2017 Fire Captain lomoti1nal Exam). 
CEB Consultants inappropriately employed a Linear Transformation met~odology to all components (Written Test Examination, Oral Assessment, and S~niority) of the 2017 Fire Captain Promotional Exam with particularly detrimental effects bn the Written Examination score and Oral Assessment score calculations. I : 
The Linear Transformation equations employed by CEB Consult~nts hav~ produced an inaccurate rank order on the 2017 Fire Captain Eligibility List. More impqrtantly, a heretofore undetermined number of members who otherwise would have bcores above 70% do not have scores above 70% pursuant to the use of CEB Consultant's Linear Transf~rmation equations. As currently calculated by CEB Consultants, the distribution of scores above 70% has been unnecessarily 'narrowed' to exclude approximately 130 Fire Ca~~ain Ca~didates. 

This 'narrowing' of the distribution of passing scores can be easily demopstrated using the lowest raw scores for the Written Examination and the Oral Assissmentl I . The lowest raw score achieved on the Written Examination is 6~. The m?ximum available raw score points on the Written Examination is 120. Given an eamecl raw scpre of 65, and 120 points as the maximum available raw score points for the WrittJn Exami'nation, the following pro-rata equation yiel.ds the proper score: I . 
X 

W35 = 120 (35) 

Wss = 18.9583 

However, CEB Consultants assigned a value of 1 'transformed' point to tpe raw score of 65. Members achieving the raw score of 65 have had their composite score ~educed by 17 .9583 points using the Linear Transformation methodology. f i 
' • The same detrimental effect of the Linear Transformation methodology fan be illustrated • regarding the calculation of the Oral Assessment score. The proier equ<1tlon ( used to obtain the Oral Assessment score shown on Fire Captain candidate's indivi1ual sco1e report) is: 

035 = 
2

;
7 

(35) . I , 
The maximum attainable Oral Assessment raw score is 227 poinls. The ~ighest earned Oral Assessment raw score is 195.0 points or 85.9031% of available p

1
oints for the Oral Assessment. The lowest Oral Assessment raw score points earned by a Fire C~ptain c~ndidate was 68 or 29.9559% of the available points for the Oral Assessment. Usinglthe aboye pro-.rata equation for the Oral Assessment component of the Fire Captain Exam sh~uld yield 10.4846 Oral Assessment points for a member(s) with an Oral Assessment raw score of 68. • 

! 
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2017 Chic.., Arn l)epa,,m,nt Flrn """" P"'moti ""~ Grie,aooo 

However, CEB Consultants assigned a value of 1 'transformed' O~al Asseisment point to the Oral Assessment raw score of 68-a negative difference of 9.4846 points.: 
I : Adding together the negative effects of CEB Consultants application of Linear Transformation equations to the Oral Assessment component and Written Test bompon¢nt can yield a reduced and substantial differenc~ of 27.44~9 points with respect t~ a 1ember', composite_ score. . • 

In summary, the appropriate equation to calculate composite stores for,the 2017 Fire Captain's ~m~ t ! .• 
W O S Total Score= - (35) +- (35) + - (30) 120 227 144 

WHERE: 

W=Written Exam Raw Score 

O=Oral Assessment Raw Score 

S=Months of Seniority 

I 
I . Using the above equation, my correct composite score is 75.242, instead of 60. 760, the composite score determined usingthe Linear Transformation e6uation~ used byCEB I . Consultants. I j 

The above information and grievance is based upon the information currently available. I reserve the right to supplement this grievance with addit'onal ihformat)on, including information regarding errors in the scoring process. I [ ' . 

RECEIVED EEOC 
MAI~ 2 7 2019 

CHICAGO DISTRICT OFFICE 
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CHICAGO FIRE FIGHTERS UNION 

I.A.F.F. AFL-CIO~CL<E'. , GRIEVANCE REPORT NUMBER I, / tld.3~ 3 
' ' 

TO: CITY OF CHICAGO FIRE DEPARTMENT 
i 
I 

~ATE: 3111,~s1s i10R 111'1'1?:s? FROM: Turner 
L}dara 

' (Last Name) , 

H0MEAddxess: 1645 E. 5oth 
(Fb.'4,tName) (Middle Name) 

Chicago, IL 606 15 File No. 18655 Company /District E9 / 3rd SJ-Jft/Dail~ Day 
1
3 /D Rank LT/EMT HOMEPhoneNo. ( 773 ) 715-6506 I SUBJECT: Grievance against City_o_f _Chi __ c-ag_o_an_d-th_e_Chi ___ cJ;--g-o Fire Department ' 

I I 
Facts pertaining to Grievance.(Who, When, Where, Why, What): , ; 

' 
CFD rniscalculated the scores for.the 2017 Captains E'igibility[List. Spores given were not 
reflective of scores achieved. • 

l 

(attach ndditiomrl pages if 11eCl.5s«nJ) This violates Contract Article(s) and/ or Section(s): Section 9.3 and all others 

butnotlimited thereto. 
j 

Suggested Correction: Make whole, and 
I,: Adjust eligibility list to accurately reflect actual scores achieve~ 
I 

! 

i 
i 
i ,. 
' 

I 
Release of Personnel Records Attached D Yes Of No 

REQEIVED EEOC 
MAI~ 2 7 2019 

CHICAGO DISTRICT OFF/CE 

(Signature of U~on Officer) ~~~ rSignare of Grievant) . {Mvtep fr"" J 
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U.S. Department of Justice 
Civil Rights Division 
NOTICE OF RIGHT TO SUE WITHIN 90 DAYS VIA EMAIL 

Mr. Lydara Turner 
clo Michael V. Marsh, Esquire 
Law Offices of Mayer & Marsh 
123 W. Madison Street 
Suite 700 
Chicago, IL 60602 

150 M Street, N.E. 
Karen Ferguson, EMP, 4CON, Room 9.514 
Was1,fagton, DC 20530 

June 03, 2022 

Re: EEOC Charge Against City of Chicago, Chicago Fire Dept. 
No.440201903583 

Dear Mr. Turner: 

Because you filed the above charge with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, and more than 180 days have elapsed since the date the Commission assumed jurisdiction over the charge, and no suit based thereon has been filed by this Department, and because you through your attorney have specifically requested this Notice, you are hereby notified that you have the right to institute a civil action under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 2000e, et seq., against the above-named respondent. 

If you choose to commence a civil action, such suit must be filed in the appropriate Court within 90 days of your receipt of this Notice. 

The investigative file pertaining to your case is located in the EEOC Chicago District Office, Chicago, IL. 

This Notice should not be taken to mean that the Department of Justice has made a judgment as to whether or not your case is meritorious. 

cc: Chicago District Office, EEOC 
City of Chicago, Chicago Fire Dept. 

Sincerely, 

Kristen Clarke 
Assistant Attorney General 

Civil Rights Division 

by Isl Karen L. Ferguson 
Karen L. Ferguson 

Supervisory Civil Rights Analyst 
Employment Litigation Section 

EXHIBIT 

R-
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CHARGE OF DISCRIMINATION 
Thfs torrr, is altec!ea by the Prh1acy Act of 1974; See Privacy Act Stalemenl before complelin1 this !arm 

Of 
Sta to er io1:al Aaencv, ifam· 

AGENCY CHARGE NUMBER 

0 FEPA 
~· EEOC L/fD:Jt>/'ffJ.53 r 

and EEOC 

• NAME-{JndicateMr. Ms. Mrs.) 

.::fE11.0 rvt e HOME TELEPHONE (Include Area Code) 

113 - s?fo - '-f 12J-{-S 
STREET ADDRESS CITY. STATE AND ZIP CODE DATE OF BIRTH • ·?;f:37 /;v "7l·f,:; $1 ChtCA:G.,, I I- 7 · 7 / 
NAMED IS THE EMPLOYER. LABOH ORGANIZATION. EMPLOYMENT AGENCY. APPRENTICESHIP COMMITTEE. STATE OR LOCAL GOVERNMENT AGENCY WHO 0/SCRlt,.ilNATED AGAINST ME (If mare than one fist below.) 
NAME NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES. MEMBERS C;,v cf Cn1V{ 0.-0 

TELEPHONE (Jnclude Area Code) 

g/Q• tL{,L/. <fC(~(. 
STRSET ADDRESS CITY. STATE AND ZIP CODE COUNTY i:Jt ,J. LAsAwr s·r PN. /Dt., Cu,C/./60 1L, Gt{,,o:J. Cook.. 
NAME 

TELEPHONE NUMBER (Include Area Cocfe) 

STREET ADDRESS CITY, STATE AND ZIP CODE CQUNTY 

GAUSE OF DISC.RIMI NATION BASED ON (Check appropriate box(es,i) DATE OISCR!MINATION TOOK PLACE 

~CE OcoLoR Osex □RELIGION 0NATIONALORIGIN 
□RETALIATION DAGE O□ISABILITY OoTHER(Spec;fy) 

/D, 1c1. (}t'il!J 
McoNTINUJNG ACTION 

THE PARTICULARS ARE (!f additional paper is needed, attach extra sheet(s)): ( 

RECEIVED EEOC 
MAR 2 7 2019 

CHICAGO DISTRICT OFFICE 

I w~nt ~h~s c~a:ge file~ wit.h both the EEOC and the State or local Agency, if any NOTARY.C:::::: ·-· ,,ecessary for~e an .. . • ._s1 I wul aav1sa lhe agencies 1f ! changae my address er te!ephone number and I wfll J • cooperate fully with lhem in the processing of rny charge in accordanco with thet procedures, I swear or affirm Ulat I have read the mrove charge and that it is true to the b ~ of my knowledqe, informatior and belief. I declare under penalty of perjury that the fcregoing is true and correct. 

EEOC FORM 5 (REV. 3101 ! 

SIGNATURE OF COMPLA/f SNT 

SUBSCRIBED AND swam 
{Oa7, month, and year) 

MARCSMAYER 
Official Seal 

TO s~fli/JpjlrrHfllilll/llflflllnols 
My Cotnmlol.on ••Plr~• Sep 2.1, 2021 

EXHIBIT 
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CHARGE OF DISCRIMINATION 

Complainant: 

JEROME GREENE 

Respondent: 

County I- Discrimination based on Race-

Background and History of the City of Chicago Department of Fire 

RECEIVED EEOC 
MAR 2 7 2019 

CHICAGO DISTRICT OFFICE 

1. The City of Chicago Fire Department has two main bureaus- Emergency Medical Services (hereinafter EMS) and Fire Suppression (hereinafter Suppression). Complainant attaches hereto Exhibit 1 the organizational ~hart for the Chicago Fire Department. 

2. In Fire Suppression, the entry level position is that of a firefighter/EMT. The City of Chicago requires candidates for the Firefighter/EMT position to take a written test and then pass a physical performance test among other requirements for hire. 

After hire, the first promotion for which a Firefighter EMT can apply is that of the Fire Engineer or Fire Lieutenant. Those promoted to Lieutenant can thereafter apply for promotion to the position of Fire Captain and thereafter Battalion Chief. 

3. Once one achieves the rank of Battalion Chief, all further promotions are considered by the City as "exempt'', i.e. positions which are not covered by civil service rules and to which one can be appointed at the discretion of the Fire Commissioner. 

4. On the EMS side of the operations, licensed paramedics are periodically invited to apply for hire. Thereafter, the licensed paramedics are required, among other conditions, to take and pass a physical performance test for hire as a Fire Paramedic-the entry position for sworn personnel in EMS. 

1 
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5. Thereafter, the promotion progression in the Chicago Fire Department for EMS personnel is to the position of Paramedic in Charge, Ambulance Commander, Paramedic Field Chief. 

CFD History of Race Discrimination 

6. Beginning in 1995, the City of Chicago utilized a written examination which had a disparate impact on African American applicants for the position of firefighter/EMT. That test reduced although it did not eliminate African American men and women from hire. When challenged, it was found that because of that test, 134 African American men and women were not hired as firefighters. Lewis vs. City of Chicago, Cite. The City was ordered to and finally did hire 111 additional African American as firefighter/EMS, but this did not occur until 2012. 

7. The City has acknowledged that prior to the 1995 test, the fire department had a history of discrimination in hiring which adversely affected African American candidates for hire. The City has stated that it was aware and ac~nowledged the fact that until 1997, African Americans were systemically discriminated against in hiring and promotions in the Chicago Fire Department. (Cite to Horn, McNamara and Biondo) 

8. Thus, from 1977 until at least 2012, the number of African Americans hired by the City as firefighters and therefore eligible to seek further promotions was depressed by at least 134 persons. 

9. Beginning around the same time, tre City of Chicago adopted a pre-hire physical test which had a demonstrated adverse impact upon female candidates for Fire Suppression. That physical test therefore reduced the number of women hired as Firefighters many of whom were African American women who had made it past the discriminatory written test. The double effect of the discriminatory pre-hire written :est and the discriminatory pre-hire physical test therefore reduced the number of African American women hired by CFD and therefore eligible to seek promotions to higher positions. 

10. On the EMS side, from 2000 until 2012, the CFD continued to utilize a discriminatory pre-hire physical performance test which substantially reduced the number of women hired as paramedics by the City of Chicago and which was subsequently found unlawful. Ernst vs. City of Chicago, 837 F 3d 788 (7'h Cir. 2016!. 

2 
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The same company which developed the EMS test was responsible for the Fire Suppression prehire test. Indeed, when the City was deciding whether to retain this company and the developer was asked whether the test would ::lisparately impact female paramedics, the response was that it would but not as much as the currently used pre-hire test for firefighter applicants. 

11. Because of the City's decades long ::iractice of discrimination, the number of African Americans eligible to compete for promotions within the Chicago Fire Department was substantially reduced. 

12. The City recognized this fact. It the·efore included as part of every contract with the union since at least 2003 a statement that it wculd endeavor "as quickly as possible" to take action so that the department achieved a "goal" cf being at least 30% African American and at least 15% Latino (Appendix G}. 

13. The City further stated that it woulc review promotion and hiring processes and procedures and those processes and procedures with "any elements which have the effect of discrimination against Blacks and Hispanics will be eliminated". 

14. It further stated and has for every year since 2003 that it would audit and review all such procedures which would be submitted to and reviewed by a Community Advisory Board consisting of at least 11 members at least annually. 

15. On information and belief, the City and Department never implemented the provisions of Appendix G. 

Effect of Continued City Discrimination 
16. In 1996, the Fire Department prepared strength reports which identified the numbers of African Americans in various positions within the department. 17. Similar reports are prepared at least annually by the Fire Department and are known and available to City and Fire Department senior management. 18. In 1996, the Fire Department reported that overall, of those employed as firefighters, 26% were African American. 
19. In 2006, the Fire Department reported that the percentage of those employed as Firefighters who were African Americans was 22%. 
20. In 2014, the Fire Department strength report found that 19.72% of those employed as Firefighters were African Americans. 
21. The 2014 number of African Americans employed as Firefighters was increased because the City was required to hire certain individuals because Court orders and judgements. 

3 
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a) In March 2012, pursua,t to Court order, the City hired 111 African American individuals as Firefighters. These individuals were denied hire based upon a 1995 test which discriminated against African Americans. 
b) In November 2013 and March 2014, the City hired additional individuals who had previously been eliminated from hire due to a pre-hire test which discriminated against women. (Vasich). A number of those candidates were African American and Hispanic. 
c) But for hiring that the City was required to do by court order and settlements, the number of African Americans and Latinos in career service positions would be even lower than stated above. 

22. In 2015, the Fire Department reported to the City Council that the department personnel were 17.68% African American. 
23. In 2015, the City of Chicago was again required, pursuant to a settlement of a discrimination case, to hire additional African American women. These women were member of the Lewis class who, although they attempted to be hired, were rejected due to a pre-hire physical test that discriminated against them as women. 
24. In 2016, the Fire Department reported to City Council that the Department personnel was 17 .55% African Americans. 
25. Despite demographic changes in the population of the City of Chicago since 2003 which increased the percentage of minority residents and decreased the percentage of non-minority residence, the Chicago Fire Department has never met the commitment made prior to or at least by 2003 that at least 30% of those employed by the Fire Department were African Americans. 
26. Instead, over the past 15 years, the :iercentage of African Americ_ans hired by the Chicago Fire Department has declined even without adjusting the number for those hired only because of court orders and settlements of discrimination cases. 

Career Progression of Africa, Americans hired by the CFD. 
27. Some African American men and women did manage to be hired by the City of Chicago as firefighters. 
28. Over the years, some of this reduced cohort of African American men and women took and past the tests for promotion to Fire Engineer, Fire Lieutenant and Fire Captain. 29. According to Fire Department procedures, to be eligible to apply to take a promotional examination, one must hold the lower rank at the time of the announcement, i.e. to apply for promotion to Fire Captain, as applicant must be and existing Fire Lieutenant. 30. In 2016, the CFD announced a new examination for the position of Battalion Chief. Thirty African American Fire Captains applied and completed the examination process. 31. By the close of the application period. The City was aware of the fact that a substantial number of African Americans had applied for the promotion. 

4 
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32. By the close of application period, the City was also aware of the fact that all of the applicants had maximum seniority meaning all of them were going to receive 30 points in their final score for seniority. 
33. The City hired an outside consultant to develop additional tests to be given to the Fire Captain candidates. The scope of the authorized work of that consultant did not include setting or determining a "cut" or "minimum" score for the promotion process. 

Individual Complainant 

34. I am an African American male. I am currently employed by the City of Chicago in the Fire Department as a Lieutenant. 
35. I was hired by the City of Chicago as a Firefighter on October 16, 2001. During my career with the Chicago Fire Department, I have been promoted to the Position of Fire Lieutenant by passing examination and promotion processes established by the City. 36. In November 2016, in response to an announcement by the City, I applied for the position of Fire Captain. 
37. The announced procedure stated that the promotion process would include a written examination and oral assessment, each of which would count for 35% of the final score. The remaining 30% of the score was to be determined by seniority pursuant to Section 9.3 of the Collective Bargaining Agreement between the City of Chicago and Local 2, Firefighters Union. 38. The announcement stated that applications with supporting documents needed to be submitted by a fixed date and time. I submitted my application within the stated and required period. 39. In 2017, i completed the written examination portion of the testing process. 40. Subsequently, pursuant to notice from the City, I completed the oral assessment portion of the testing process. 

41. On October 19, 2018, the City finally announced the results of the testing. Unlike prior examinations I have taken where I have scored well on the written and oral examinations I was informed that I scored a total of 65.353 on the examination and was "ranked" number 324 on such eligibility listing. 
42. The technical report for the examination process noted that both written and oral assessment test for Captain has an adverse impact upon African American Candidates. 43. The oral assessment process utilized for the 2017 test was a new process and procedure, which the City has never utilized before for any other promotion testing. The City revised the testing protocol and practice for the oral assessment after the announcement and applications. 44. Although study guides for promotion examinations are supposed to be made available at the time of announcement, the study guide for the oral assessment section was not made available until late January 17, 2017. 

45. One method of reducing adverse impact in such new testing procedures is to provide candidate with an opportunity to practice with the new equipment and materials. This permits the candidates to become familiar with the computer and recording equipment to be utilities and further permits the employer an opportunity to pilot test problems that might otherwise arise during test administration. 
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46. The City did not provide any such practice opportunity for the oral assessment portion of the test. 
47. The results of this were particularly found on the African American candidates where the consultant found the scores of the African American test takers showed statistically significant differences than those of white candidates (Technical Report, Volume 2, Table 28; pgs.122-124) 48. The City also permitted its consultant to "curve" to exam results and reported scores for the written and oral examination as "transformed" scores. The City utilized a linear "curve" which had the effect of increasing the disparate impact of the test on African American candidate and raising the scores of the mostly wh'te candidates at the head of the eligible list. The "curve" operated as follows: 

a) First the consultant determined which candidate had achieved the highest and lowest scores on the written examination. b) The consultant then gave the candidate with the .highest score on the written examination -without regard to how many questions he or she had answered correctly or incorrectly- 35 points or the highest possible point score. c) The consultant then gave the candidate with the lowest recorded score a single point of 1- again without regard to how many questions he or she had answered correctly or incorrectly. 
d) All other candidates were then given scores between 35 and 1 based upon their relative position on a graph of scores. 
e} This procedure, which was also followed as to the "oral" portion of the test had the effect of inflating the numeral score of those at the head of the list while deflating the scores of those at the lowest sections of the list. 

49. Had the City either not "curved" the results or curved the results in a more standard, pro rata format my score would have exceeced 70 and the scores of those at the head of the list would have been reduced. 
50. The City then increased the discrimhatory effect of that decision by the way it chooses to select candidates from this list. The consultant had initially recommended that the City consider "banding" scores. The reasons for tf-.is suggestion is as follows: a) All test- even those without flaws- have a measurement error factor. Often, there is no meaningful statistical difference between scores within a range. b) In the written test at issue in lewis vs. City of Chicago, the City's own expert reported that there was no statistically significant difference between a score of 65 and a score of 89. Yet, the City decided to classify those achieving 89 as "highly qualified" and those below 89 as merely "qualified". Based upon that error, the City hired significantly fewer African Americans during the time it utilized that test. c} In this instance, the consultant and City rejected banding because it would not eliminate adverse impact until after a substantial number of promotions were made. Thus, the City decided not to utilize a technique which would reduce adverse impact not because it was incorrect but because it would merely reduce adverse impact. 

d) This decision moreover was and is affected by the scores which, because of the linear transformation, gave lower scores than would otherwise be the case. 
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51. The City further increased the discriminatory effect of the testing process by determiningdespite the fact that its consultant was not asked to determine a minimum or cut score-that it would utilize the results of the test by promoting individuals in strict rank order. a) The City elected to utilize a content validation format for its study. b) The Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection of the EEOC state that when one conducts a content validation study, and choses to proceed on a rant order basis, the user (City) is required to show that a higher score on the selection procedure is likely to result in better job performance. (Uniform Guidelines 14,D9). c] The City of Chicago generally requires candidates to achieve a total score including seniority points - of 70 or more to be deemed eligible for promotion. d) Given that all of the candidates in the group were entitled to maximum seniority points, the City process, which it did not request the consultant to analyzeeffectively meant that any person with a score of 40 would be considered to have "passed" the test. 
e) The City has previously utilized rank order for the promotion of captains to Battalion Chiefs based upon a 2012 test and promoted or offered the promotion to all candidates who score 70 or more. 
f) The City has not measured the performance of those who passed the test in 2012 and were promoted to determine whether there was any difference in the job performance of those who "passed" with of score of 70. g) Neither the City nor its consultants have any data or analysis that there is any meaningful connection between the scores on the test and subsequent job performance particular when a straight rank order selection is utilized and the City imposes a "cut off score" of 70. 

52. Because of the City's use of a promotional process, which discriminates against African Americans candidates, I have been harmed in that I will be denied promotion to the position of Fire Captain. 
53. Because of the City's actions, I will suffer lost wages, benefits, further promotional opportunities and have and will sustain emotional distress, humiliation and embarrassment. 

7 
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CHICAGO FIRE FIGHTERS UNION 

I.A.F.F. AFL-CIO-CLC 
GRIEVANCE REPORT NUMBER /9' /b ~ i) 

TO: CITY OF CI-ITCAGO FIRE DEPARnffiNT 
FROM: (; ~ BtsJJ g' 

DATE: /0 /?Jb /2B 
~-MB 6 (Last Name) (FirstName) (Middle Name) HOME Address: '?75"' I W Jb'1f1 S1 Chicago,IL 606 6'9-File No. / {3 f lob Company/District Bf?o/ g"-f,,f Shift/Daily Day i C, Rank l'f/e""M ( HOMEPhoneNo. (1·Jq, ) f:1(,,,,,-1.{@tfB 

SUBJECT: Grievance agamst City of Cldcago and the Chicago Fire Department Facts pertaining to Grievance (Who, When, Where. Why, What): 
On October 19, 2018 grievant received the results for the Fire Captain Exam. With the use of the linear equation, the grievarit's score was grossly miscalculated .. 

(attach additional pages if necessary) 'This violates Contract Article(s) and/ or Section(s): Article IX Section 9.3 

but not limited thereto. 

Suggested Correction: Make whole, and 
Score the exam according to the contract. 

Release of Personnel Records Attached 

nOfficer) 
v...<i.~ 

0 Yes IZ! No 
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";('11'ih,.., ' • _, 
I, Jerome Greene am writing this grievance to dispute the methodology employed by CEB Consultants to calculate the overall and component scores of the 2017 Chicago Fire Department Fire Captain Promotional Exam (2017 Firetaptain Promotional Exam). 
CEB Consultants inappropriately employed a Linear Transformation methodology to all components (Written Test Examination, Oral Assessment, and Seniority) of the 2017 Fire Captain Promotional Exam with particul;;rly detrimental effects on the Written Examination score and Oral Assessment score calculations. 
The linear Transformation equations employed by CEB Consultants·have produced an inaccurate rank order on the 2017 Fire Captain Eligibility List. More importantly, a heretofore undetermined number of members who otherwise would have scores above 70% do not have scores above 70% pursuant to the use of CEB Consultant's Linear Transformation equations. As currently calculated by CEB Consultants, the distribution of scores above 70% has been unnecessarily 'narrowed' to exclude approximately 130 Fire Captain Candidates. 
This 'narrowing' of the distribution of passing scores can be easily demonstrated using the lowest raw scores for the Written Examination and the Oral Assessment.· 
The lowest raw score achieved on the Written Examination is 65. The maximum available raw score points on the Written Examination is 120. Given an earned raw score of 65, and 120 points as the maximum available raw score points for the Written Examination, the following pro-rata equation yields the proper score: 

W3s == ~ (35) 
120 

W3s = 18.9583 

However, CEB Consultants assigned a value of 1 'transformed' point to the raw score of 65. Members achieving the raw score of 65 have had their composite score reduced by 17.9583 points using the Linear Transformation methodology. 
The same detrimental effect of the Linear Transformation methodology can be illustrated regarding the calculation of the Oral Assessment score. The proper equation (used to obtain the Oral Assessment score shown on Fire Captain candidate's individual score report) is: 

X 
035 = 227 {35) 

The maximum attainable Oral Assessment raw score is 227 points. The highest earned Oral Assessment raw score is 195.0 points or 85.9031% of available points for the Oral Assessment. The lowest Oral Assessment raw score points earned by.a Fire Captain candidate was 68 or 29.9559% of the available points for the Oral Assessment. Using the above pro-rata equation for the Oral Assessment component of the Fire Captain Exam should yield 10.4846 Oral Assessment points for a member(s) with ao Oral Assessment raw score of 68. 

1 
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2017 Chicago Fire Department Fire Captain Promotional Exam Grievance 

However, CEB Consultants assigned a value of 1 'transformed' Oral Assessment point to the Oral Assessment raw score of 68-a negative differen.ce of 9.4846 points. 
Adding together the negative effects of CEB Consultants application of Linear Transformation equations to the Oral Assessment component arid.Written Test component can yield a reduced and substantial difference of 27 .4429 points with respect to a member's composite score. 
In summary, the appropriate equation to calculate composite. scores for the 2017 Fire Captain's Exam is: 

W O S Total Score= - (35) + - {35) + - {30) · 120 227 144 
WHERE: 
W=Written Exam Raw Score 

O=Oral Assessment Raw Score 

S=Months of Seniority 

Using the above equation, my correct composite score is 77 .378, instead of 65.353, the composite score determined using the Lirear Transformation equations used by CEB Consultants. 

The above information and grievance is based upon the information currently available. I reserve the right to supplement this grievance with additional information, including information regarding errors in the scoring process. 

L-f S'~cs 6~ 
ft/ G79 t,,,& !5/50 IL--

2 
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FIRE DEPARTMENT OF THE CITY OF CHICAGO-__ -

Bureau OPERATIONS . 

Company/Unit _E_n.::::g_in_e_8_0 ____ _ 

TO: LINDA TURNER 
DISTRICT CHIEF 

5th District 
FROM: JEROME GREENE 

LIEUTENANT 

Engine 80 1/C 

Date '!2/25/18 

Address 12701 S. Doty lave 

SUBJECT: Violation of the City Of Chicago EEO policy with the 2017 Captain Exam. 
Ma'am, 

I respectfully submit this Form 2(A) to state a charge of racial-discrimination in the finar transformed scores and promqtionsfrom the 2017 Captains-Exam. This promotional exam caused a severe adverse impact to the Black Lieutenants of the Chicago Fire Department. The Black Lieutenants received a 70% failure rate whereas White Lieutenants received only a 21.38% failure rate. This 48.62% difference in the failing rates between Black and Wh.ite Lieutenants defies any standard rate of deviation constitutes a discriminatory adverse impact to all Black Lieutenants of the Chicago Fire Department that tested for the 2017 Captains promotional exam. The Local 2 contract dated 7/1/2012 - 6/30/2017 and the City of Chicago Department of Human Resources diversity and equal opportunity policy prohibits discriminatory impacts to any racial group. This discrimination continued • with the promotion of 65 Captains on 12/1/2018 which only 5 Black Lieutenants were promoted to the rank of Captain. These 5 Black Captain promotions only equaled to 7.69% of the total promotions to the rank of Captain on this promotional order and does not follow the stated affirmative action goals within the labor contract. The severe adverse impact to the Black Lieutenants on CFO in regards to the 2017 Captain promotional exam needs to be investigated and corrected to eliminate any and all discriminatory impact Please f()rvvard a_ copyof !bi~ f:Qttn :2(A) to th~_Q.EQ..f!=QJiei~9n_ang t9 Jb.@GUY. QL ______ _ 
Chicago EEO Officer. 

espectfufly Submitted, _ 
~ _,91.. ~ 

EROME GREENE -_-__ -

LIEUTENANT 
Engine 80 1 IC 
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CITY OF CHICAGO FIRE CAPTAIN EXAMINATION· NOTICE OF RESULTS October 19, 2018 

JEROME GREENE 
3537 W 76TH ST 
Chicago, Illinois 60652 

In this letter you will find your results fro71 the 2017 Fire Captain Examination. -··-- -···· '··-· 

Note: Total Examination Score is based on the sum of the transformed scores for the Written Examination, 
Oral Assessment, and Seniority, plus the addition of the Education Credit if applicable. Raw scores were 
transformed to weight the exam components consistent with the Labor Contract. 
The Total Examination Score is based on the following weights: 35% Written Examination, 35% Oral Assessment, and 30% Seniority. 

To be eligible for promotion, candidates must meet all the requirements slated on the Examination Announcement. 
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VIA EMAIL 

Mr. Jerome Greene 
clo Michael V. Marsh, Esquire 
Law Offices of Mayer & Marsh 
123 W. Madison Street 
Suite 700 
Chicago, IL 60602 

U.S. Department of Justice 
Civil Rights Division 
NOTICE OF RIGHT TO SUE WITHIN 90 DAYS 

150 M Street, N.E. 
Karen Ferguson , EMP, 4CON, Room 9.514 
Washington, DC 20530 

June 03, 2022 

Re: EEOC Charge Against City of Chicago, Chicago Fire Dept. 
No. 440201903584 

Dear Mr. Greene: 

Because you filed the above charge with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, and more than 180 days have elapsed since the date the Commission assumed jurisdiction over the charge, and no suit based thereon has been filed by this Department, and because you through your attorney have specifically requested this Notice, you are hereby notified that you have the right to institute a civil action under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 2000e, et seq., against the above-named respondent. 

If you choose to commence a civil action, such suit must be filed in the appropriate Court within 90 days of your receipt of this Notice. 

The investigative file pertaining to your case is located in the EEOC Chicago District Office, Chicago, IL. 

This Notice should not be taken to mean that the Department of Justice has made a judgment as to whether or not your case is meritorious. 

cc: Chicago District Office, EEOC 
City of Chicago, Chicago Fire Dept. 

Sincerely, 

Kristen Clarke 
Assistant Attorney General 

Civil Rights Division 

by Isl Karen L. Ferguson 
Karen L. Ferguson 

Supervisory Civil Rights Analyst 
Employment Litigation Section 

EXHIBIT 

l __ L+---
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. ' 

CHARGE OF DISCRIMINATION AGENCY CHARGE NUMBER 
This fonn is affected by the Privacy Act of 1974; See Privacy Act Statement before compieUni □ FEPA lfo~ c;o,roo7 this form. 

GJ EEOC 

llli□Qis Qepactme□t cf 1:f11ma □ aigbts and EEOC 
Stat& or local ..1 ... ,mav. /fan I NAME{lndicate Mr .. lMs., Mrs,) HOME TELEPHONE (Include Ama Code) Timothy J. Northcross 773 218-7927 

STREET ADDRESS CITY, STATE AND ZIP CODE DATE OF BIRTH 1720 West 105th Street, Chicago, Illinois, 60643-2708 
03-24-196: NAMED IS THE EMPLOYER, LABOR ORGANIZATION, EMPLOYMENT AGENCY, APPRENTICESHIP COMMITTEE, STATE OR LOCAL GOVERNMENT AGENCY WHO DISCRIMINATED AGAINST ME (If more than one I/st below.I 

NAME NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES, MEMBERS TELEPHONE (Include Ama Code) City of Chicago 
> 501 312 744-4966 STREET ADDRESS CITY, STATE AND ZIP CODE COUNTY 121 N. LaSalle Street. , Chicago, Illinois, 60602 

Cook NAME 
TELEPHONE NUMBER {Include Araa Code) 

STREET ADDRESS CITY, STATE AND ZIP CODE COUNTY 

CAUSE OF DISCRIMINATION BASED ON (Chec/c appropriate box/es)) DATE DISCRIMINATION TOOK PLACE 

QRACE OcoLOR Osex □RELIGION □ NATIONAL ORIGIN 10/19/2018 
□RETALIATION □AGE 0 DISABILITY 0 OTHER (Specify) 

IL] CONTINUING ACTION 
THE PARTICULARS ARE (If add/(/onal paper Is needed, attach extm sheel(s)): 

The affected complanant, received errant results based on the use of "linear-equation" to which the complanant's test-results were grosslY, miscalulated. 

1R-.see o. -t-\: a el e £ 
H 

CHICAGO DISTH!CT OFFICE: 

. 
NOTARY· Mlben11ecessaryfor~ ts) 

I want this charge filed with both tho EEOC and tho State or local Agency, If any 

7 -I will advise the agencies if I change my address or telephone number and I will cooperate fully with them In the processing ot my charge In accordance with thel I swear or effinn that I have read th rge and that it Is true to lhe b ~ 
procedures, 

of mv knowledae I •• • •• ~ 
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing Is true and correct. SIGNATURE OF C( !l,IPLAINANT MARC 5 MAYER 

/t-#t,&o/f ,1)/fr~~ 
Official Seal 

SUBSCRIBED AND
1 

~~
Pub~c-~•~~a\~~i~oit .. (Day, monlh, and yeaf Wij~ o ,!lfo le~ e ~ '21 I Dale 03-27-19 Charging Party (Signature) 

v.., (~ ( I 7 
EEOC FORM 5 (REV. 3101) 

EXHIBIT 
~ u D 
D 
s 
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CHARGE OF DISCRIMINATION 

Complainant: 

TIMOTHY NORTHCROSS 

Respondent: 

County I- Discrimination based on Race-

Background and History of the City of Chicago Department of Fire 

1. The City of Chicago Fire Department has two main bureaus- Emergency Medical Services (hereinafter EMS) and Fire Suppression (hereinafter Suppression). Complainant attaches hereto Exhibit 1 the organizational chart for the Chicago Fire Department. 

2. In Fire Suppression, the entry level position is that of a firefighter/EMT. The City of Chicago requires candidates for the Firefighter/EMT position to take a written test and then pass a physical performance test among other requirements for hire. 

After hire, the first promotion for which a Firefighter EMT can apply is that of the Fire Engineer or Fire Lieutenant. Those promoted to Lieutenant can thereafter apply for promotion to the position of Fire Captain and thereafter Battalion Chief. 

3. Once one achieves the rank of Battalion Chief, all further promotions are considered by the City as "exempt", i.e. positions which are not covered by civil service rules and to which one can be appointed at the discretion of the Fire Commissioner. 

4. On the EMS side of the operations, licensed paramedics are periodically invited to apply for hire. Thereafter, the licensed paramedics are required, among other conditions, to take and pass a physical performance test for hire as a Fire Paramedic-the entry position for sworn personnel in EMS. 

1 
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s. Thereafter, the promotion progression in the Chicago Fire Department for EMS personnel is to the position of Paramedic in Charge, Ambulance Commander, Paramedic Field Chief. 

CFD History of Race Discrimination 

6. Beginning in 1995, the City of Chicago utilized a written examination which had a disparate impact on African American applicants for the position of firefighter/EMT. That test reduced although it did not eliminate African American men and women from hire. When challenged, it was found that because of that test, 134 African American men and women were not hired as firefighters. Lewis vs. City of Chicago, Cite. The City was ordered to and finally did hire 111 additional African American as firefighter/EMS, but this did not occur until 2012. 

7. The City has acknowledged that prior to the 1995 test, the fire department had a history of discrimination in hiring which adversely affected African American candidates for hire. The City has stated that it was aware and acknowledged the fact that until 1997, African Americans were systemically discriminated against in hiring and promotions in the Chicago Fire Department. (Cite to Horn, McNamara and Biondo) 

8. Thus, from 1977 until at least 2012, the number of African Americans hired by the City as firefighters and therefore eligible to seek further promotions was depressed by at least 134 persons. 

9. Beginning around the same time, the City of Chicago adopted a pre-hire physical test which had a demonstrated adverse impact upon female candidates for Fire Suppression. That physical test therefore reduced the number of women hired as Firefighters many of whom were African American women who had made it past the discriminatory written test. The double effect of the discriminatory pre-hire written test and the discriminatory pre-hire physical test therefore reduced the number of African American women hired by CFD and therefore eligible to seek promotions to higher positions. 

10. On the EMS side, from 2000 until 2012, the CFD continued to utilize a discriminatory pre-hire physical performance test which substantially reduced the number of women hired as paramedics by the City of Chicago and which was subsequently found unlawful. Ernst vs. City of Chicago, 837 F 3d 788 (7th Cir. 2016). 

2 
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The same company which developed the EMS test was responsible for the Fire Suppression prehire test. Indeed, when the City was deciding whether to retain this company and the developer was asked whether the test would disparately impact female paramedics, the response was that it would but not as much as the currently used pre-hire test for firefighter applicants. 

11. Because of the City's decades long practice of discrimination, the number of African Americans eligible to compete for promotions within the Chicago Fire Department was substantially reduced. 

12. The City recognized this fact. It therefore included as part of every contract with the union since at least 2003 a statement that it would endeavor "as quickly as possible" to take action so that the department achieved a "goal" of being at least 30% African American and at least 15% Latino (Appendix G). 

13. The City further stated that it would review promotion and hiring processes and procedures and those processes and procedures with "any elements which have the effect of discrimination against Blacks and Hispanics will be eliminated". 

14. It further stated and has for every year since 2003 that it would audit and review all such procedures which would be submitted to and reviewed by a Community Advisory Board consisting of at least 11 members at least annually. 

15. On information and belief, the City and Department never implemented the provisions of Appendix G. 

Effect of Continued City Discrimination 

16. In 1996, the Fire Department prepared strength reports which identified the numbers of African Americans in various positions within the department. 
17. Similar reports are prepared at least annually by the Fire Department and are known and available to City and Fire Department senior management. 18. In 1996, the Fire Department reported that overall, of those employed as firefighters, 26% were African American. 
19. In 2006, the Fire Department reported that the percentage of those employed as Firefighters who were African Americans was 22%. 
20. In 2014, the Fire Department strength report found that 19.72% of those employed as Firefighters were African Americans. 
21. The 2014 number of African Americans employed as Firefighters was increased because the City was required to hire certain individuals because Court orders and judgements. 

3 
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a) In March 2012, pursuant to Court order, the City hired 111 African American individuals as Firefighters. These individuals were denied hire based upon a 1995 test which discriminated against African Americans. b) In November 2013 and March 2014, the City hired additional individuals who had previously been eliminated from hire due to a pre-hire test which discriminated against women. (Vasich). A number of those candidates were African American and Hispanic. 
c) But for hiring that the City was required to do by court order and settlements, the n.umber of African Americans and Latinos in career service positions would be even lower than stated above. 

22. In 2015, the Fire Department reported to the City Council that the department personnel were 17.68% African American. 
23. In 2015, the City of Chicago was again required, pursuant to a settlement of a discrimination case, to hire additional African American women. These women were member of the Lewis class who, although they attempted to be hired, were rejected due to a pre-hire physical test that discriminated against them as women. 
24. In 2016, the Fire Department reported to City Council that the Department personnel was 17.55% African Americans. 
25. Despite demographic changes in the population of the City of Chicago since 2003 which increased the percentage of minority residents and decreased the percentage of non-minority residence, the Chicago Fire Department has never met the commitment made prior to or at least by 2003 that at least 30% of those employed by the Fire Department were African Americans. 
26. Instead, over the past 15 years, the percentage of African Americans hired by the Chicago Fire Department has declined even without adjusting the number for those hired only because of court orders and settlements of discrimination cases. 

Career Progression of African Americans hired by the CFO. 
27. Some African American men and wor,en did manage to be hired by the City of Chicago as firefighters. 
28. Over the years, some of this reduced cohort of African American men and women took and past the tests for promotion to Fire Engineer, Fire Lieutenant and Fire Captain. 29. According to Fire Department procedures, to be eligible to apply to take a promotional examination, one must hold the lower rank at the time of the announcement, i.e. to apply for promotion to Fire Captain, as applicant must be and existing Fire Lieutenant. 30. In 2016, the CFO announced a new examination for the position of Battalion Chief. Thirty African American Fire Captains applied and completed the examination process. 31. By the close of the application period. The City was aware of the fact that a substantial number of African Americans had applied for the promotion. 

4 
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32. By the close of application period, tie City was also aware of the fact that all of the applicants had maximum seniority meaning all of them were going to receive 30 points n their final score for seniority. 
33. The City hired an outside consultant to develop additional tests to be given to the Fire Captain candidates. The scope of the authorized work of that consultant did not include setting or determining a "cut" or "minimum" score for the promotion process. 

Individual Complainant 

34. I am an African American male. I am currently employed by the City of Chicago in the Fire Department as a Fire Lieutenant. 
35. I was hired by the City of Chicago as a Firefighter on October 1, 1991. During my career with the Chicago Fire Department, I have been promoted to the Position of Fire Lieutenant by passing examination and promotion process;!s established by the City. 36. In November 2016, in response to an announcement by the City, I applied for the position of Fire Captain. 
37. The announced procedure stated that the promotion process would include a written examination and oral assessment, each of which would count for 35% of the final score. The remaining 30% of the score was to be determined by seniority pursuant to Section 9.3 of the Collective Bargaining Agreement between the City of Chicago and Local 2, Firefighters Union. 38. The announcement stated that applications with supporting documents needed to be submitted by a fixed date and time. I submitted m application within the stated and required period. 39. In 2017, I completed the written examination portion of the testing process. 40. Subsequently, pursuant to notice from the City, I completed the oral assessment portion of the testing process. 

41. On October 19, 2018, the City finally announced the results of the testing. Unlike prior examinations I have taken where I have scored well on the written and oral examinations I was informed that I scored a total of 65.599 on the examination and was "ranked" number 322 on such eligibility listing. 
42. The technical report for the examination process noted that both written and oral assessment test for Fire Captain has an adverse inpact upon African American Candidates. 43. The oral assessment process utilized for the 2017 test was a new process and procedure which the City has never utilized before for any other promotion testing. The City revised the testing protocol and practice for the oral assessment after the announcement and applications. 44. Although study guides for promotion examinations are supposed to be made available at the time of announcement, the study guide for the oral assessment section was not made available until late January 17, 2017. 

45. One method of reducing adverse impact in such new testing procedures is to provide candidate with an opportunity to practice with the new equipment and materials. This permits the candidates to become familiar with tre computer and recording equipment to be utilities and further permits the employer an opportunity to pilot test problems that might otherwise arise during test administration. 

5 
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46. The City did not provide any such practice opportunity for the oral assessment portion of the test. 
47. The results of this were particularly found on the African American candidates where the consultant found the scores of the African American test takers showed statistically significant differences than those of white candidates (Technical Report, Volume 2, Table 28; pgs.122-124) 48. The City also permitted its consultant to "curve" to exam results and reported scores for the written and oral examination as "transformed" scores. The City utilized a linear "curve" which had the effect of increasing the disparate impact of the test on African American candidate and raising the scores of the mostly white candidates at the head of the eligible list. The "curve" operated as follows: 

a) First the consultant determined which candidate had achieved the highest and lowest scores on the written examination. 
b) The consultant then gave the candidate with the highest score on the written examination -without regard to how many questions he or she had answered correctly or incorrectly- 35 points or the highest possible point score. c) The consultant then gave the candidate with the lowest recorded score a single point of 1- again without regard to how many questions he or she had answered correctly or incorrectly. 

d) All other candidates were then given scores between 35 and 1 based upon their relative position on a graph of scores. 
e) This procedure, which was also followed as to the "oral" ·portion of the test had the effect of inflating the numeral score of those at the head of the list while deflating the scores of those at the lowest sections of the list. 

49. Had the City either not "curved" the results or curved the results in a more standard, pro rata format my score would have exceeded 70 and the scores of those at the head of the list would have been reduced. 
50. The City then increased the discriminatory effect of that decision by the way it chooses to select candidates from this list. The consultant had initially recommended that the City consider "banding'' scores. The reasons for this suggestion is as follows: a) All test- even those with cut flaws- have a measurement error factor. Often, there is no meaningful statistical :lifference between scores within a range. b) In the written test at issue in Lewis vs. City of Chicago, the City's own expert reported that there was no statistically significant difference between a score of 65 and a score of 89. Yet, the City decided to classify those achieving 89 as "highly qualified" and those below 89 as merely "qualified". Based upon that error, the City hired significantly fewer African Americans during the time it utilized that test. c) In this instance, the consultant and City rejected banding because it would not eliminate adverse impact until after a substantial number of promotions were made. Thus, the City decided not to utilize a technique which would reduce adverse impact not because it was incorrect but because it would merely reduce adverse impact. 

d) This decision moreover was and is affected by the scores which, because of the linear transformation, ga~e lower scores than would otherwise be the case. 

6 
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51. The City further increased the discriminatory effect of the testing process by determiningdespite the fact that its consultant was not asked to determine a minimum or cut score- that it would utilize the results of the test by promoting individuals in strict rank order. a} The City elected to utilize a content validation format for its study. b) The Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection of the EEOC state that when one conducts a content validation study, and choses to proceed on a rant order basis, the user (City} is required to show that a higher score on the selection procedure is likely to result in better job performance. (Uniform Guidelines 14,D9}. c) The City of Chicago generally requires candidates to achieve a total score including seniority points - of 70 or more to be deemed eligible for promotion. d} Given that all of the candidates in the group were entitled to maximum seniority points, the City process, which it did not request the consultant to analyzeeffectively meant that any person with a score of 40 would be considered to have "passed" the test. 
e) The City has previously utilized rank order for the promotion of captains to Battalion Chiefs based upon a 2012 test and promoted or offered the promotion to all candidates who score 70 or more. 
f} The City has not measured the performance of those who passed the test in 2012 and were promoted to determine whether there was any difference in the job performance of those who "passed" with of score of 70. g) Neither the City nor its consultants have any data or analysis that there is any meaningful connection between the scores on the test and subsequent job performance particular when a straight rank order selection is utilized and the City imposes a "cut off score" of 70. 

52. Because of the City's use of a promotional process, which discriminates against African Americans candidates, I have been harmed in that I will be denied promotion to the position of Fire Captain. 
53. Because of the City's actions, I will suffer lost wages, benefits, further promotional opportunities and have and will sustain emotional distress, humiliation and embarrassment. 

7 
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U.S. Department of Justice 
Civil Rights Division 
NOTICE OF RIGHT TO SUE WITHIN 90 DAYS 

VIA EMAIL 150 M Street, N.E. 
Karen Ferguson, EMP, 4CON, Room 9.514 
Washington, DC 20530 

June 07, 2022 

Mr. Timothy Northcross 
clo Michael V. Marsh, Esquire 
Law Offices of Mayer & Marsh 
123 W. Madison Street 
Suite 700 
Chicago, IL 60602 

Re: EEOC Charge Against City of Chicago, Chicago Fire Dept. 
No. 440201904007 

Dear Mr. Northcross: 

Because you filed the above charge with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, and more than 180 days have elapsed since the date the Commission assumed jurisdiction over the charge, and no suit based thereon has been filed by this Department, and because you through your attorney have specifically requested this Notice, you are hereby notified that you have the right to institute a civil action under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 2000e, et seq., against the above-named respondent. 

If you choose to commence a civil action, such suit must be filed in the appropriate Court within 90 days of your receipt of th.is Notice. 

The investigative file pertaining to your case is located in the EEOC Chicago District Office, Chicago, IL. 

This Notice should not be taken to mean that the Department of Justice has made a judgment as to whether or not your case is meritorious. 

cc: Chicago District Office, EEOC 
City of Chicago, Chicago Fire Dept. 

Sincerely, 

Kristen Clarke 
Assistant Attorney General 

Civil Rights Division 

by Isl Karen L. Ferguson 
Karen L. Ferguson 

Supervisory Civil Rights Analyst 
Employment Litigation Section 

EXHIBIT 

V 
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CHARGE OF DISCRlMINATION 

Conwlainant 

Sedalia Peoples 

Respondent: 

City of Chicago 

REGEIVED EEOC 
.MAY 1 4 2019 

CHICAGO DISTRICT OFFICE 

Count I - Dlscrimination based on Race • 

Background arid History of the City of Chicago Department of Fire 

I. The City of Chicago Fire Department has two main bureaus - Emergency M'edical Services (hereafter EMS) and Fire Suppression (Hereinafter Suppression). Complainant attaches hereto Exhibit 1 the organizational chart of the Chicago Fire Department. 
2. In Fire Suppression, the ent,:y level position is that of a firefighter/EMT; The City of Chicago requires candidates for:the Firefighter/EMT position to take a written test and then pass a physical performance test a:mol!g other reqilixements for hire . 

After hire, the first promotion for which a Firefighter EMT can apply is that of Fire Engineer or Fke Lieutenant. Those promoted to Lieutenant can thereafter apply for promotion to the position of Fire Captain and thereafter Battalion Chief. 

3. Once one achieves the rank of Battalion Chief, all further promotions a.re considered by the City as "exempt", i.~. positions which are not covered by civil service rules and to which one can be appointed at the disoretion of the Fire Commissioner. 

4. On the EMS side of the operations, licensed paramedics are periodically invited to apply for lure. Thereafter, the licensed pa.remedies are required, among other conditions, to talce and pass a physical performance test for hire as a Fire Pa.ram.edic - the entry level position for sworn persoil!lel in .EMS. 
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5. Thereafter, the p.romoti9n progression in the Chicago fire department for EMS personnel is to the position of Paramedic in Cha;ge, Ambulance Comrnander, l'axamedic Field Chief. 

CFD History of Race Discrimination. 

6. Begil!lling in .l 995, the c:ity of Chicago utilized a written examination which had a • disparate impact upon African American applicants for the position of firefighter/ EMT. That test reduced although it did not eliminate African American men and women from hire. When challenged, it was found that because of that test, 134 African American men and women were not hired as firefighters. Lewis vs City of Chicago, Cite. The City was ordered to and finally did .. hire 111 additional African AmerJ.can as firefighter/EMS, but this did not occur until 2012. 

7. The City has acknowledged that prior to the 1995 test, the fire department had a history of discrimination in hiring which adversely affected African American candidates for hire. The City has stated that it was aware and acknowledged the fact that until at least 1997, African Americans were systemically discriminated against in hiring and promotions in the Chicago Fire Department. (Cite to Hom, McNamara andBiondo) 

8. Thus, from 1977 until at least 2012, the number of African Americans hired by the City as firefighters and therefore eligible to seek further promotions was depressed by at least 134 persons. 

9. Beginning around the same time, the city of Chicago adopted a pre"hire physical test which had a demonstrated adverse impact upon female candidates for Fire suppress ion. That physical test therefore reduced the number of women hired as firefighters many 6fwhom we,e African American women who had made it past the discriminatory written test. The double er.feet of the discriminatory pre-hire written test and the discriminatory pre-hire physical test therefore reduced the number of AfriCllll American women hired by CFO and therefore eligible to seek promotions to high.er positions. 

10.On the EMS side, from 2000 until 2012, the CFD continued to utllize a discriminatory pre-hire physical pei:formance test which substantially reduced the number of women hired as paramedics by the City of Chicago and which was subsequently found unlawful. Ernst vs City of Chicago, 837 F 3d 788 (7th Cir. 
2 
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2016) The same company whlch developed the EMS test was responsible for the Fire Suppression pre-hire test. Indeed, when the City was deciding whether to retain this company and_ the developer was asked whether the test would disparately impact female paramedics, the response was that it would but not as much as the currently used pre-hire test for firefighter applicants. I I.Because of the City's decades long practice of discrimination, the number of African Americans eligible to compete for pro.motions within the Chicago Fire Department was substantially reduced. 

12. The City recognized this fa.ct. It therefore included as part of every contract with the union since at least 2003 a statement that it would endeavor "as quickly as possible" to take action so that the department achieved a "goal" ofb.-i.ng at least 30% AfticanAmeclcim and at least IS% Latino. (Appendix G) 

13. The City further stated that it would review-promotion and hiring processes and procedures ru:id those processes and procedures which "imy elements which have the effect of discrimination against Blacks and Hispanics will be eliminated", 

14.H further stated a.nd has for every year slnce 2003 that it would audit and review all such procedures which would be submitted to and reviewed by a Community Advisory Boatd consisting of at least 1 l members at least an nu a 11 y. 

15. On information and belief, th<l City and Department never implemented the provisions of Appendix G. 

Effect of Continued City Discrimination. 

16.In 1996, the Fire Department prepared strength reports which identified the numbers of African Americans in various positions within the dep~ment. 17 .Similar reports are prepared at least annually by the Fire Department and are known and available to City and Fire Department senior management. 18.In 1996, the Fire Department reported that overa!J, of those employed as firefighters, 26% were AfricanAmerican. • 19.In 2006, the Fire Departi:n,ent reported that the percentage of those employed as Firefighters who were African American was 22% 20.In 2014, the Fire Department strength report found that 19.72% of those employed as firefighters wereAfrioan American. 21. The 2014 number of African Americans employed as firefighters was increased because the_ City was required to hire certain individuals because of Court orders and judgments. 
a) In March 2012, pursuant to Court order, the City hired 111 African American individuals as Firefighters. These individuals were denied hire based upon a l995 test whiob discriminated against African 

. 3 
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b) In November 2013 and March 2014, the City hired additional individuals who had previously been eliminated from hire due to a pre-hire test which discriminated against women. (Vasi ch). A number of those candidates wereAfrican American and :Hispanic. c) But for the hiring that the City was required to do by court order and settlements, the number of African Americans and Latinos in career service positions would be even lower than statecl above. . 22.In 2015, the Fire bepartment reported to the City council that the department personnel were 17.68% AfricanAmetica:n. 23. In 2015, the City of Chicago was again required, putsua:nt to a settlement of a discrimination case, to hire additional African Amerkan women. These women were member ofth.e Lew:is class who, although they attempted to be hired, were rejected due to a pre-hire physical test thiit discriminated against them as women. 24. In 2016, fue Fire Department reported to City Councj) that the Department Personnel was 17.55% African American. 25, Despite demographic changes in the population of the City of Chicago since 2003 which increased the percentages of minority residents antl decreased the percentage of non-minority residence, the Chicago Fire Department has never met the commitment made prior to or at least by 2003 that at least 30% of those , employed by the Fire Department were African American. 26, Instead, over the past 15 years, the percentage of African Americans hired by the Chicago Fire Department has declined even without adjusting the numbe,.-for those hired only because of court orders and settlements of discrimination cases . 
Career Progression of Africa11 Americans hlred by the CFO. 
27. Some African Americ;m men and women did manage to be hired by the City of Chicago as fireflghte,1rs. • 28. Over the years, some of this reduced cohort of African American men and women took and p!lst the tests for promotion to Fire Engineer, fire Lieutenant and Fire Captain. 
29. Acco!"ding to Fire Department procedures, to be eligible to apply to tal<;e a promotional e¾amination, one must hold fue lower rank at fue time of the announcement, i.e. to apply for promotion to Battalion Chief, an applicant must be an existing Fire Captain. · 30. ln 20l6, the CPD announced a new eirnmination for the position of Battalion Chief. Thirty African American Fire Captains applied and completed the examination process. 

31.By the close of the application period, the City was aware of the fact that a substantial number of African Americans had applied for the promotion. 32. By the close of the application period, tlie City was also aware of the fact that all of the applicants had maximum seniority meaning that all of them were going to receive 30 points in their final score for senl ority. 33. The City hired an outside consultant to develop additional tests to be given to the Battalion Commander candidates. The scope of the authorized work of that consultant iild not include .setting or determining a "cut" or "minimum" score fot the promotion process. 

Individual Complainant 

PAGE 08/14 
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34. I am an African American female. I am currently employed by the City of Chicago in the Fire Department as a Fire Lieutenant. 35.I was hired by the City of Chicago as a Firefighter on Oecember l, 1992. During my career with the Chicago Fire Department, I have been promoted to the position of Fire Lieutenant • by passing examination and promotion processes established. by the City. 
36. In 2016, in response to an announcement by the City, r applied for the positlon of Fire Captain. . 'JI. The announced procedure stated that the promotion process would include a written examination and oral assessment, each of which would count for 35% of the final score. The remaining 30% of the score was to be detennined by seniority pursuant to Section 9.3 of the Collective Bargaining Agreement between the City of Chicago and Local 2, Firefighters Union. 38. The announcement stated that applications with supporting documents needed to be submitted by a flited date and time. I submitted my application wi.tllin the stated and required.period. 

39. In 2016, I completed. the written examlnation portion of this testing process. 40.Subsequently, pursuant to notice from the City, r completed the oral assessment portion of the testing process. 
41.0n October 2018, the City finally announced the :results of the testing. Unlike prior examinations l have taken where I have scored well on the written and oral examinations, J was informed that I scored a total of 49.562 on the examination and was "ranked" number 403 on such eligibility listing. 42. 'rhe tecbnical report for the examination process noted that both the written and oral assessment test for Captain had an adverse impact upon African American Candidates. 
43. The oral Msessment process utilized for the 2016-2017 test was a new process and procedure which the City had never utilized before for any other promotion testing. Toe City revised the testing protocol and practice for the oral assessment after the a.t1nouncement and appl!cations. 44.Although study guides for promotion examinations are supposed to be made available 11t the time of announcement, the study guide for the oral assessment section was not made available. 45. One method of reducing adverse impact in such new testing procedures ls to prov/de candidates with an opportunity to practice with the new equipment and materials. This perm.its the candidates to become familiar with the computer and recording equipment to be utilized and further permits the employer an ' opportunity to pilot test problems that ttiight otherwise arise during test administration. 

46. The City did not provide any such practice opportunity for the oral assessment portion of the test. 

PAGE 09/14 

47. The results cf this were particularly found in the African Ameri¢an candidates where the consultant found the scores of African American test takers showed statistkally signifl¢ant differences than those of white candidates (Technical report, Volume 2, pg. 107) 
48. The City also permitted its consultant to "c111:ve" the exam n suits and reported score$ for the written and oral examination as "transformed" scores. The City utUize,d 4 linear "curve" which had the effect of increasing the disparate impact of the test on A:tl:ican American candidates and raising the scores of the mostly white candidates at the head of the eligible list. The "curve" operated as follows; 

6 
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a. First the consultant determined which candidate had achieved the highest and lowest scores on the written examination. b. The consultant then gave the candidate with the highest score on the written examim1tion - without regard to bow many questions he or she had answered correctly or incorrectly - 35 points ot the highest possible poin.t score. 
• c. The consultant then gave the candidate with the lowest recorded score a single point of 1 - again without regard to how many questions he or she had answered correctly or incorrectly. d. All other candidates were then given scores between 35 and 1 based upon their relative position on a graph of scores. e. This procedure, which was also followed as to the "oral" portion of the test had the effect of inflating the numeral score of those at the head of the list while deflating the scores of these at the lower sections of the Ii st. 49.Had the City either not "curved" the results or curved the results in a more sumdard, pro rata fonnat my score would have exceeded 70 and the scores of " those at the head of the list would have been reduced. 50. The City then increased the discriminatoxy effect cifthat decision by the way it chooses to select candidates from this list. The consultant had initially recommended that the City consider "banding" scores. The reasons for this suggestion are as follows 

a. All tests • even those without flaws - have a measurement error factor. Often, there is no meaningful statistical difference between scores within a range. • b. In the written test at issue in Lewis vs City of Chicago, the City's own expert reported that there was no statistically si!l))ificant difference between a score of 65 and a score of 89. Yet, the City decided to classify those achieving 89 as "highly qualified" 1IDd those below 89 as merely "qualified". Based upon that error, the City hired significantly fewer African Americans during the time it utilized that test. 
• c. In this instance, the consultant and City rejected banding because it would not eliminate adverse impact until after a substantial number of promotions were made. Thus, the City decided not to utilize a technique which would reduce adverse impact not because lt was incorrect but because Jt would merely reduce adverse impact:' . d. This decision moreover was and is affected by the scores which, because of the linear tni:nsforn1ation, gave lower scores than would otherwise be the case. 

51. The City further increased the discriminatory effect of the testing process by determining~ despite the fact that !ts consultant was not asked to determine a minimum or cut score - that it would utilize the results of the test by promoting ln<lividuals in strict rank order. 
a) The City elected to utilize a content validation fonnat for its study. b) The Dnifonn Guidelines on Employee Selection ofthe EEOC state that when one conducts a content validation study, and choses to proceed on a rank order basis, the user (City) is required to show that a higher score on the selection procedure is likely to result in better job performance, (Uniform Guidelines 14.D9. 
c) The City of Chicago generally requires candidates to achieve a total score• including seniority points - of70 or more to be deemed eligible for ptomotion. 

7 
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d) Given that all of the candidates in this group were entitled to maJ1.imum seniority points, this City process (which it did not request tbe consultant to analyze - effectively meant that any person with a score of 40 would be considered to have "passed" the test. e) The City has previously utilized rank order for the promotion of captains to Battalion Chiefs based upon a 2012 test and promoted or offered the promotion to all candidates who score 70 or more. t) The City has not measured the performance of those who passed the test in 2012 and were prom~d to determine whether there was any difference in the job performance of those who "passed" the test with a score of90 as compared to those who "passed" with a score of 70. • g) Neither the City nor its consultants have any data or analysis that there is any meaningful connection between the scores on the test and subsequent job performance particular when a straight rank order selection is utilized, 

PAGE 11/14 

and the'city imposes a "cut off score" of 70. . · SZ. Because of the City's use cf a promotional process wliich discriminates .. as .. 4 .. jn.,.s .. t_., _____ ,, -·--· 
African American candidates, I have been hmm. in that I will be denied pfomotion to . the posJt!on of Captain 53.Becauae of the City's actions, I will suffer lost wages, benefits, further promotional opportunities and have and will sustain emotional distress, humiliation and Wl.baxrassment. 
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U.S. Department of Justice 
Civil Rights Division 
NOTICE OF RIGHT TO SUE WITHIN 90 DAYS VIA EMAIL 

Ms. Sedalia Peoples 
clo Michael V. Marsh, Esquire 
Law Offices of Mayer & Marsh 
123 W. Madison Street 
Suite 700 
Chicago, IL 60602 

150 M Street, NE. 
Karen Ferguson, EMP, 4CON, Room 9.514 
Wasl1i11gton, DC 20530 

June 08, 2022 

Re: EEOC Charge Against City of Chicago, Chicago Fire Dept. 
No. 440201904008 

Dear Ms. Peoples: 

Because you filed the above charge with the Equal Employment Opporll.mity Commission, and more than 180 days have elapsed since the date the Commission assumed jurisdiction over the charge, and no suit based thereon has been filed by this Department, and because you through your attorney have specifically requested this Notice, you are hereby notified that you have the right to institute a civil action lmder Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 2000e, et seq., against the above-named respondent. 

If you choose to commence a civil action, such suit must be filed in the appropriate Court within 90 days of your receipt of this Notice. 

The investigative file pertaining to your case is located in the EEOC Chicago District Office, Chicago, IL. 

This Notice should not be taken to mean that the Department of Justice has made a judgment as to whether or not your case is meritorious. 

cc: Chicago District Office, EEOC 
City of Chicago, Chicago Fire Dept. 

Sincerely, 

Kristen Clarke 
Assistant Attorney General 

Civil Rights Division 

by Isl Karen L. Ferguson 
Karen L. Ferguson 

Supervisory Civil Rights Analyst 
Employment Litigation Section 
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'"' pnases at field tests of personal protective equipment will be subject 
to involvement by the Joint Committee before any resolution relative to 
acquiring such equipment, provided that such involvement is legal and in 
compliance with the applicable written ethical rules and regulations of the 
City of Chicago. Results of such test shall be provided to the Union 30 days 
prior to acquiring such equipment. 

C. Inoculations, Tests, Screening 

1. Upon notification to the Employer by the employee, all employees on 
a voluntary basis shall be granted, at Employer expense, prophylactic 

. inoculations for: 

a. Hepatitis B Virus (HBV), and 

b. As prophylactic inoculations become <!Vailab/e, for: 

(i) Additional strains of Hepatitis; 

(ii) Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) related conditions; 

(iii) Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (HIV) antibody 
positive conditions. 

2. Upon notification to the Employer by the employee that a bargaining 
unit employee is significantly exposed in the course of duty to the risk 

J 
of transmission of disease, as defined by the U.S. Center for Disease 
Control, from a person determined to have a disease process of a 
contagious or infectious nature, the employee on a voluntary basis, shall 
be granted, at Employer expense, medically necessary tests and/or 
screening, and prophylactic treatment. ., 

/l 
~ ,:a 

Section 12.3 - Pensions 

A. For the term of this Agreement, the Employer agrees not to exercise its 
Home Rule power to reduce the benefit provisions of the Illinois Revised 
Statutes, Chapter 108 1/2, Article VI, ''The Firemen's Annuity and Benefit 
Fund - Cities Over 500,000." 

B. Deferred Compensation 

The Employer shall continue to make available to bargaining unit members 
an I.R.S. qualified deferred compensation program. 

ARTICLE XIII. NO DISCRIMINATION 

Section 13.1 - No Discrimination 

Neither the Employer nor the Union shall interfere with the right of employees 
covered by this Agreement to become or not become members of the Union, and 
there shall be no discrimination against any such employees because of Union 

membership or non-membership, but this Section is not intended to interfere with 
the operation of Section 1 of Article Ill of this Agreement. In accordance with 
applicable law, neither the Employer nor the Union shall discriminate against any 
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employee covered by this Agreement because of race, creed, color, national origin, 
sex, age, religion or political affiliation. 

Section 13.2 - Gender 

Whenever a male gender is used in this Agreement it shall be construed to include 
male and female employees. 

Section 13.3 - Union's Duty of Fair Representation 

The Union recognizes its responsibility as bargaining agent and agrees to fairly 
represent all employees in the bargaining unit without discrimination, interference, 
restraint or coercion. The Union's duty of fair representation shall be carried out in 
conformity with the standard enunciated by the United States Supreme Court in 
Vaca v. Sipes, 386 U.S. 171 (1967). 

Section 13.4 - Affirmative Action 

A. The Parties agree to establish and implement an affirmative action 
program in accordance with the terms and conditions of the IAFF recruitment 
and equal opportunity programs as further described in Appendix G of this 
Agreement. 

B. Polygraphs 

The Employer agrees that no prospective employee shall be required to take 
a polygraph examination as a condition of employment with the Employer, 
and a prospective employee's refusal to submit to a polygraph examination 
shall not be cause for rejection for employment. 

Section 13.5 - Americans With Disabilities Act 

Should the Employer be required under the Americans With Disabilities Act to 
make a reasonable accommodation to the disability of an applicant or incumbent 
employee that may be in conflict with the right of any employee under this 
Agreement, the Employer shall bring this matter to the attention of the Union in 
writing. If the parties cannot reach an agreement on such accommodation, the 
provisions of Article X shall be available, and the Arbitrator shall consider the 
Employer's obligation and the Union's obligation (if any exists) under the Americans 
With Disabilities Act and under this Agreement, provided that no employee shall be 
displaced by such decision. 

ARTICLE XIV. MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONS 

It is the right of the Employer to unilaterally determine matters of inherent 
managerial policy and to implement decisions with respect thereto, which include, 
but are not limited to, the following: the right to determine services to be offered by 
its agencies; to establish its overall budget; to direct its employees; lg_ determine 
the content of examinations, the necessary requirements -
examination process, and the minimum qualifications for EXHIBIT 
or discharge employees for proper cause; to relieve its e I y 
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Appendix G-Equal Opportunity 

Section I - Compliance wilh Coon Settlements .and Decrees 

The Cil;Y of Chicago will immediately talce all actioo neci:ss:uy to assur~ .compliance 
wlth agreements reached and decrees issued in court proceedings affecting hiring, 
promotion and olhcr employment policies of.the Fire Department. In additibn, to the 
exteot not specifically required by, and not Inconsistent with, such agreements or decrees, 
and to the fullest extent consistent with applicable law, the ))epartment will impiement 
the pplicles and programs set forth in lhe following paragraphs. 

Section 2 - IDpng and Recruitment 

A.Goals 

The parti"'! agree that (!king and recruitment programs of t)ie Fire Department sball have 
as a goal to achieve in the shortest po$Sible time a total force in which approximately 
thirty perce11t shall be Black and fifteen pert:l'llt Hispanic. To this end, lhe ~g and 
recruitment programs shonld aim to atsure that at least 45% of all recruits added to the 
force Jiereafter shall consist of Blacks !l!ld Hispanics. Within 90 (lays <If the .effective 
date of this Agreement the City will publish the initial step$ it plans to take to !CTilOVe all 
racial inequalities in the Chicago Fire Department. 

B.Programs 

In addition to such olher recruiting-procedures and programs as the Fire Dep'IIll!lent may 
use, the Department will actively advertise for recruits.in communides prlm.arily 
popolated by Black and Hispanic residents and will seek the aiil of and will cooperate 
with church and community organizations in such areas. 

Section 3 - Transfers and Promptions 

A.Goal 

The partits .agree !hat the transfer and pwmotion policies of the Fire Deparl{llent shall 
have, as a goal, the inclusion of Black and Hispanic personnel in all caregories and all 
ranks ih order to reach as quickly as is reasonably possible a level as close to 459& as is 
reasonably achievable. 

B. Programs 

I.Training 

All members of the force shall b.e giv.e.n the training and special educational 
opportunity necessary to qualify them for promotion. This shall include in service 
training and educational programs as well as-opportunity for attendance at 

90 

educational institutions, where.necessary with ailequ~te arr.apgements for paid 
time to pennit the individual to participate-in such progi:ams. 

2. Equality of Opportunity 

Promotiplllll and mmsfer opporo:mities shall be made available to all qualifjed 
membera of lhe foree. l;lxaminations, where used, and any ot)ler standards and 
.dcscripfions of reguin,d qualifications, shall be reviewed and any.elements wblch 
have the effect of diserlmination agailJst Blaclcs or His~cs shall be elim,inated. 
Tile Department will taiq, ijllreasonable sreps, by posting and other means, to 
en~Ollrage Black .and Hispanic members of-the force and applicants for 
employment to apply for positions for which they show pore!ltial or desii:e, .and 
are, or can within a reasonable !lme, "=me qualified. 

3. Remedying Past Discrimination 

There shall be an immediate ll'view of lhe status of all lllack .and Hispanic 
firefighters in order to .determine those whose time in grade w.ould malce them 
eligible for promotion had not discriminatory practices t,xi~ted -in the past. Within 
90 days of each anniversary date of the signin_g of this contract, d,.e Depl!Itment 
sh.all review the status 9f all Black and Hispanic members of the ;force and prepare 
a written report stating whelher there is any re.ason .other than past racial 
discrimination for the failure of such individual lb achieve promotion, and, jf so, 
lhe facts supponmg the conclusion. Where it is found that there is a reason for 
.non-promplion which can be remediei! by appropriate training or educational 
opportm)ity, special.lllmngements shall be offered to enable such individual to 
have lhe neci,ssa.ty training or educauonal opportunity. Where no reason other 
than past discrimiiiation is found for non-promotion of such individuels, 
preference will be giv~n for the next promotion or promotions available. Where 
promotions are nnu;le on the basis of ex!llllination, sucb P'!S1 discrimination shall 
be r~medied by giving, in the case of those who achieve a passing grade in such 
examinations and otherwise qualifled, preferel)ce over olher candidates for 
promotion :with equal or lesser len_gtb of service. 

a. Establish of .Responsibility for !r:nplemeotntion. The-City shall assign a 
special Deparbnent Affirmative Action Officer to .assure implementation 
of the Chicago Fire Department Aff11111ative Action Plan. The Affirmative 
Action Officer shall be of equivalent.ran.le as an Assistant Commissioner. 
It-is "(ii!tin the Officer's scope of duties to assign responsibilities for the 
implementation of the plan on an intra departmental basis to assure that it 
is carried out in every phase of Department operations. The Officer Will 
report to the Mayor, initially on a bi-monthly basis for six monlhs, 
!hereafter monthly. The Officer is mandated from time to time to malce 
"on the spot audits" of the effectiveness of ti)e Aff'umativeAction Plan 
and shall recommend remedial and ~orrective action where such is needed. 
This Officer will serve as a li,iisbn between the City of Chicago a.u_d 
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Community Advisory Board of the Chicago F'tre Department, apprising that body of the progress of the Affmnalive Action Plan through periodic reports of areas which need attention and corrective action. 

b. AgreementProhlbits Sex Discrimination. Opportuni~es wi[Qn) th• Department and ~t i,!l promotional lev.cls shall be available to pernons, regardless of sel< and the same provisions.herein recommended sba!l be applicable for female candidates within the Depattment. 
Section4-Community Advisory :Soard 

A. Compp~ition . 
The City of Chicago shall invite each of ;i reasonable nwnber bf community and chQrCh organiZJltions representing a.broad segment of the Blaclc, Hispanic, Nati¥e American and Asian communities to designate a representntive to serve on a Fire Depa,:trnent Community Advjsory Board which sha!l have a total of eleven members. The Board shall include at least four (4) .representatives na(lled by organizations identified with the Black commnnities of Chicago and at least two (2) named by organizations identified with the Hispanic comn1unities of Chicago and two (2) named by Local 2 of the International Association of Fire Fighters. 

B. Duties and Powers 

The Community Advisory .Board sba!l have ·the duty 9f monitoring the progress of theFirl' Department in the implemenlntion of this affinnativc action section of this contract, reporting the facts with respei,t to sucli progress to the public and to the parties of'lhis contract, and maldng suggestions f<ir more effecti~e implementation. 'I'he Depaflment agrees to make a Progress Report to the Board at least once a year, containing full data as to the nature of the tecruillitent, hiring, transfer .and promotion programs-in effect, the progress made during the year towaid achievement of \he goals described herein, the nuniber aod percentage of Blacks and Hispanics hired, transfeued orpiomoted during l;he year, and the number, percentage and geographical distribution of Blaclcs and Hispanic holding positions in each i:ategory and rank. Copies of written examinations will be made available to !he Board for review and for such recomlll('ndations as lhe Board may mm for modifications to eliminate or prevent disctiminatoxy impact The Depmment will cooperate with the Board by roaldng.available such other infunnation, records and statistics as the Board may reasonably request for petfonnance of its duties. The Department will also make available such facililies as may be needed for performance of the Board's funttions; including meeting room,secretarial assistance, office supplies and assistan~c of n,sean,f,, technical assistance of research, technical assistnnce specialists and other pe<Soijnel. 
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in the reverse order in which they were rehired from the overtime 
distributions list(s), in the District, except that employees rehired from 
outside the District shall first be relieved from overtime assignments in 
the District. 

3. It is further provided that employees so relieved from rehire shall, 
upon arrival of their replacement, be permitted by their Company Officer 
to leave without loss of minimum recall pay, unless there is another 
overtime situation in the District to which the rehire may be assigned at 
that time. In case there is any question as to who should be relieved, the 
matter shall be discussed between the Business Agent or his designee 
and the designated Employer representative. 

Section 9.3 - Vacancies and Promotions 

A. Vacancies 

Promotional vacancies within the bargaining unit created as a result of death, 
resignation, retirement and discharge for just cause, and which the Employer 
must fill to maintain the minimum manning agreed to in this Agreement, 
shall be filled within forty-five (45) days of the last day the employee actually 
worked on duty or was discharged. Promotions which are required to fill 
vacancies shall be made from established lists resulting from job related 
examinations given to the employees in the classification immediately below 
the vacancy. Permanent assignments to vacant promotional positions shall 
be in accordance with the provisions of Article XVI, Section 16.7. 

B. Promotional Eligibility Lists 

1. No employee shall be eligible to take a promotional examination 
until the employee has completed the probationary period. The 
ranking of employees on promotional lists shall be based upon the 
employee's ascertained merit which shall be determined by promotional 
examinations consisting of the following three (3) criteria: written, 
seniority and oral/proficiency (hereafter referred to as the "administered 
examination"). Promotions shall be made on the basis of the 
administered examination, and effective for administered examinations 
given after January 1, 1997, promotions may also be made pursuant to 
a performance selection process as set forth in subparagraph 4. 

The weights to be accorded the criteria of the administered examination 
shall be consistent with the requirements of federal law, and are 
subject to review by the Justice Department. The City will announce the 
weights of the criteria of the adminisiered examination at the time the 
Department of Personnel officially announces the examination. 

Effective for administered examinations given after January 1, 2003, the 
total weight assigned to the written criteria shall be no less than twenty
five percent (25%); the total weight assigned to the oral/proficiency 
criteria shall be no less than twenty-five percent (25%); and the total 
weight assigned to the seniority criteria shall be no less than thirty 
percent (30%) of the final score of the administered examination. 

41 

Full mark for seniority shall be given, as follows: 

a. for promotion to Engineer or to Lieutenant - ninety-six (96) or 
more months; 

b. for promotion to Captain - one hundred forty-four (144) or more 
months; 

c. for promotion to Battalion Chief - two hundred four (204) or 
more months. 

Lesser amounts of seniority shall receive a pro-rata mark; for example: 

A firefighter l'lith ninety-six (96) or more months of seniority would receive 
100% of the seniority criteria specified for promotion to engineer or 
lieutenant while a firefighter with forty-eight (48) months seniority would 
receive one-half (1/2) of the specified seniority criteria (accordingly, if the 
specified seniority criteria is thirty percent (30%), the firefighter with ninety
six (96) or more months of seniority would receive the full mark, while a 
firefighter with forty-eight (48) months would receive one-half (1/2) of the 
thirty percent (30%) seniority criteria, or fifteen percent (15%)). The seniority 
mark shall be determined as of the date of the examination announcement . 

Additional credit shall be given to candidates who have at the time of the 
administered examination the following degrees or licensures: 

a. For promotion to Lieutenant and/or Captain. 

Any candidate who has an Associate's or Bachelor's degree in 
fire science or who has an EMT-B or EMT-P license and is being 
compensated as a result of such licensure will receive the full amount of 
credit; 

b. For promotion to Battalion Chief. 

Any candidate who has an Associate's degree in fire science or a 
Bachelor's degree will receive the full amount of credit. 

The amount of credit to be given for these degrees and licensures shall 
be described in the examination announcement. In no event shall a 
candidate with the required degree be eligible for anything less than full 
credit. 

2. Promotional vacancies shall be filled by the Commissioner from eligible 
employees certified from the applicable promotional eligibility list. After 
each promotional examination, the City shall develop an eligibility list based 
upon employees eligible for promotion based on their performance on 
the administered examination. No less than thirty (30) days prior to any 
promotions, the City shall provide to the Union a copy of the promotional 
eligibility list. Such list shall reflect each employee's full name, seniority 
number, race, gender, total score and rank on the list. Vacancies will 
customarily be filled by employees in the order of their r: 
eligibility list. 

Employees who are passed over on an eligibility list stril} 
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the preceding paragraph and who otherwise would have been promoted had promotions been made in rank order from the eligibility list shall have his or her name inserted at the top of the new eligibility list in rank order as it appeared on the previous eligibility list for the same promoted position, and shall be promoted from the new eligibility list to vacancies which will customarily be filled by employees in the order of their ranking on the eligibility list. 

It is provided, however, that irrespective of an employee's ranking on the eligibility list, an employee eligible for promotion to a vacancy in the position of Captain or Battalion Chief shall be passed over on the eligibility list and not be promoted if the employee has not completed_at least thirty (30) months in the classification immediately below the vacancy, and no employee may be promoted to the position of engineer or lieutenant, and shall be passed over on the eligibility list, without fifty-four (54) months in the classification of firefighter and/or engineer. 

An employee certified for promotion to a vacancy may be passed over for any vacancy on an order subject to the following conditions: 
a. No employee may be passed over on more than two (2) orders, unless the employee does not meet the time in grade requirements outlined above. 

b. No employee shall be promoted from a new promotional eligibility list until all employees who may have been passed over on a previous promotional order have been promoted, unless the employee does not meet the time in grade requirements. 
c. An employee may be passed over on an order only for the following reasons: 

(i) At the time the vacancy occurs the employee is on an injury leave of six (6) months or more for a non-duty-related injury; provided, however, that upon the employee's return to duty from such leave he/she shall be promoted on the next order. 
(ii) A major disciplinary infraction (i.e. charges resulting in a suspension of fifteen (15) days or more); provided, however, that if such disciplinary infraction is not sustained, the employee shall ·be promoted on the next order. No disciplinary infraction may be used for more than one order as a reason to pass over an employee on a promotional order. • 
(iii) In or,c;Je.r to c;omp!y.with any injunctive or final and 
unappealable order of a court, administrative agency, 
administrative law judge, hearing officer or arbitrator. 

The Employer shall specify the specific reason in the event that it decides to pass over an employee on an order. 

3. Each applicant for promotion shall be given a copy of his/her answer sheet following the conclusion of the written examination, prior to the candidate's 
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departure from the exam site. Each applicant will be allowed to challenge test questions on the written examination in writing. During the announced challenge period, the applicant will be allowed to review the written examination for that purpose. A copy of the correct answer key for the written examination shall be provided by the City to the Union after the promotional eligibility list has been finalized and approved by the Department of Justice. Upon request, the candidate shall thereafter have the right to receive a copy of the written examination. The City shall provide the Technical Report of a promotional examination to the Union within thirty (30) days of a promotion made from the eligibility list created as a result of such examination. 

4. Performance Selection Process 
a. Up fo sixteen percent (16%) of the promotions to the rank of Lieutenant, up to sixteen percent (16%) of the promolions to the rank of Captain, and up to sixteen percent (16%) of the promotions to the rank of Battalion Chief on each promotional order may be made by the Fire Commissioner on the basis of performance. The following criteria must be met by any applicant prior to being eligible for performance promotion: 

(i) passing the appropriate administered examination with a grade of seventy (70) or better; 

(ii) meeting the following time in rank requirements at the time of the promotion: 

(a) One hundred twenty (120) months in the classification of Firefighter and/or Engineer for promotion to the position of lieutenant; • 

(b) Seventy-two (72) months in the classification of 
Lieutenant for promotion to the position of Captain; 
(c) Seventy-two (72) months in the classification of Captain for promotion to the position of Battalion Chief. 

b. Battalion Chiefs may nominate candidates for consideration for Performance Selection Process for each rank of lieutenant, Captain and Battalion Chief. In addition, Exempt rank ~ersonnel in the positions of Deputy District Chief, District Chief and Bureau Heads may nominate candidates for consideration in the Performance Selection Process to the promotional ranks of Lieutenant, Captain and Battalion Chief as directed by the Fire Commissioner. Nominations shal) be made after the promotional administered examination is announced but before the examination is held. All nominations shall be forwarded to the Performance Selection Board, which will consist of the _First Deputy Fire Commissioner, the Deputy Commissioners, and the Director of Personnel. The City shall provide the Union with a list of nominees before the written portion of the administered examination. 
c. The Performance Selection Board will consider the nominations, taking into account each candidate's performance, awards and commendations, leadership ability, specialized training, relevant 
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education and experience, attendance tile, disciplinary file, and any 
other information deemed relevant to determine whether to recommend the candidate to the Commissioner. 

d. The Performance Selection Board will submit its recommendations to the Fire Commissioner for consideration. The City shall provide the 
Union with the Board's recommendations to the Fire Commissioner 
before any promotional order is issued. The Fire Commissioner shall 
make performance selection promotions from recommendations. The list of Nominees shall be void upon removal of the eligibility list. 
e. Only candidates nominated as per subparagraph b above may 
be recommended by the Performance Selection Board to the Fire 
Commissioner, and only candidates recommended by the Performance 
Selection Board may be considered by the Commissioner in determining performance selection promotions. 
f. The City will apprise the Union, in writing, of the identity of the 
personnel, if any, who receive performance selection promotions at the time of such promotions. 

g. Provided that the provisions set forth in subparagraphs 4.a through f 
are followed, the Fire Commissioner's performance selection decision shall be final and not subject to the grievance procedure. 

5. The City may charge an appropriate fee for all promotional examinations not to exceed the charge established by City Council Ordinance, which fee shall not exceed $75.00. 

6. In the event that any court of competent jurisdiction enjoins the City 
from making promotions pursuant to this Agreement, or issues a final and unappealable order that promotions be made in a manner inconsistent 
with the provisions of this Agreement, compliance with that order shall not be deemed a violation of this Agreement. In the event the City is unable to make further promotions without violating any such order, the City and Local 2 shall negotiate a resolution that permits promotions consistenfwith such order. 

C. EMS Positions 

1. Career positions within Emergency Medical Services (EMS) shall be: 
a. EMS Field Chief 
b. Ambulance Commander 
c. Paramedic-in-Charge (P.I.C.) 
d. Paramedic 

2. Notwithstanding Sections 9.3A and 9.3B, promotions for EMS employees shall come from lists as they may from time to time be established, provided that no employee may be promoted until completion of at least eighteen (18) months in the classification immediately below the vacancy, and for promotions to the positions of Field Chief and Ambulance Commander thirty 
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(30) months in the classification immediately below the vacancy. No list shall be used for more than eight (8) years. 

3. a. Field Chiefs shall be paid at the F6 pay rate, Paramedic-in-Charge 
(P.1.C) at the F3A pay rate, and Ambulance Commander at the F5 pay 
rate. There shall be appointed one (1) Ambulance Commander for 
each Ambulance Company. After the initial appointment of Ambulance 
Commanders, transfer vacancies in the Ambulance Commander 
position shall be filled pursuant to Section 16. 7C. Promotions to the 
position of Ambulance Commander shall be made to employees in the 
position of P.I .C., on the basis of seniority. Promotions to the position of Ambulance Commander shall be filled pursuant to 9.3.C.2. above. 
b. Ambulance Commanders and P.I.C.'s shall be on the same Overtime 
Distribution List. 

4. Promotions to the position of Field Chief shall be made to employees in the position of Ambulance Commander. 

Section 9.4 • Layoff and Recall 

In the event it becomes necessary to lay-off employees, for any reason, employees shall be laid off in inverse order of their seniority. Employees shall be recalled from layoff according to their seniority. No new employees shall be hirecf until all employees on layoff status, desiring to return to work, have been recalled. 

ARTICLE X. GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE 

Section 10.1 • Definition 

Any grievance or dispute which may arise between the parties, including the application, meaning or interpretation of this Agreement, shall be settled in the following manner. 

Section 10.2 • Procedure, Steps and Time Limits 

Step I. - The employee, with or without the Steward (or the Steward alone in the case of a Union Grievance), shall take up the grievance or dispute in wr_i\i[ig or orally with the Employer's authorized representative within ten (1 O) business days of its occurrence, or if later, the date on which either the employee or his/her Union Steward knew or reasonably should have known of its occurrence. The. Employer's authorized representative shall then attempt to adjust the matter,_and shall respond in writing or orally to the Steward within live (5) business days. 
_, ·--

Step II - If the grievance is not settled in Step I and the Union with or without the employee wishes to appeai" the grievance in Step 11 of the grievance procedure, it shall be referred in writing to the Fire Commissioner or his/her designated representative within five (5) working-days after the receipt of the Empl_oyer's answ'?r in Step f. The written grievance shall be signed and_ shall set forth. all relevant facts, the provision or provisions of the Agreement allegedly violated, and the requesied remedy. • 
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ADVERSE IMPACT CONCERNS 
The Uniform Guidelines stresses the importance of searching for a procedure that could minimize adverse impact, stating: 

where two or more selection procedures are available which serve the user's legitimate interest in efficient and trustworthy workmanship, and which are substantially equally valid for a given purpose, [emphasis added] lhf' 11sec should ,J,Jse the 13Feseeluro wbicb has been demonstrated ta have lesser adverse impact. (Section 3.B) 

Accordingly, an alternative selection procedure that results in less adverse impact must be used when it meets the following conditions: (a) it serves the user's legitimate interest, (b) it shows substantially equal validity for the given purpose, and (c) it has demonstrated less adverse impact. 

ORGANIZATIONAL CONCERNS 
Practical concerns for test development and implementation and general organizational concerns also were considered in the search for suitable alternatives. The Principles (SIOP, 2003) acknowledges the necessity of considering organizational variables. The Principles Q states that it is important to understand the organizational needs as they relate to the selection problem, specifically: 

0 

Before a selection procedure is considered, or a validation effort is planned, the researcher should be able to make a clear statement of the objective of the procedure. The statement of purpose must be based on an understanding of the work performed on the job and of the needs and rights of the organization and its present and prospective employees. (pp. 4-5) 

One objective of the Department was to develop a promotional process that would include measures in addition to traditional paper-and-pencil tests that could evaluate candidates' ability to apply job knowledge to situations that resemble those that occur on the CFD Fire Captain job. A closely related objective was to increase the perceived and actual fairness of the selection process by moving to a broader consideration of the candidate's job-relevant capabilities. Considering these objectives, the consultants identified and considered several relevant organizational variables in the search for alternatives, including the following: 
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23.449 with a standard deviation of 7.036. The coefficient alpha reliability, skewness and 
kurtosis estimates are unaffected by the linear transformation process, and subsequently 
remain the same as the raw score statistics following the score transformations. 

TABLE 10 
TRANSFORMED WRITTEN EXAMINATION SCORE DESCRIPTIVE RESULTS 

Overall, the psychometric results of the Written Examination do not suggest any substantive 
irregularities in the distribution of scores. Based on an examination of the general descriptive 
statistics, ·the reliability ofthe test, and the distribution 'of scores, and in ccinsideration of the 
pool of candidates taking the test, the Written Examination component of the Fire Captain 
Promotional Process, based on transformed scores for these 411 candidates, has acceptable 
psychometric properties. 

In addition, means and standard deviations were calculated for protected subgroups based 
on the raw and transformed Written Examination scores. Adverse impact for each subgroup 
also was evaluated using multiple methods. Table 11 shows the means and standard 
deviations and minimum and maximum scores for each racial subgroup. Comparisons of 
mean scores were performed only on White, Black, and Hispanic subgroups to avoid 
revealing individual candidate scores for the· Asians (n = 2) and American Indian 
(n = 1). To statistically compare mean differences between racial subgroups, a one-way 
ANOVA was conducted. The overall model for the ANO\/A showed a statistically significant -

- J effect in the differences between the s!Jl;lgro11p means, F(2.407) = _43.236, p < .oo:i., A post ,... 
J:ioc analysis using the Tukey method for p!!tiFzMise comparisons showed statistically 

. significant differences between Whites and Blacks (p < .00 ·cs and Bia s 
< .001 ), but nos atistically significant difference between Whites and Hispanics = .270). 

Accordingly, White and Hispanic su groups scored significantly higher than the Black 
• subgroup. 

,___::.__-;--
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TABLE 12 
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR RAW AND TRANSFORMED WRITTEN EXAMINATION C SCORES BY GENDER (N=411) 

Female 11 20.496 9.329 5.577 33.038 
Male 400 23.530 6.960 1 35 

Table 13 shows the adverse impact anal ses for the Written Examination for this group by decile. Analyses found that Four-Fifths Rule !BQ% Rule) viq ations were present for Black 
<' 

, test takers in all decile~~n other words, adverse impact based on the Four-Fifths Rule wa~ observed in the top 90% of test takers Similarly when 11siog the Bi□arnial, Fisber's, and Cb.i:_ -
Square statistics, adverse impact was present for Blacks in all deciles. Four-Fifths Rule 
✓ 

; violations were present for Hispanics in the top 30%, 40%, and 50% deciles. Adverse impact was observed in only the 50% decile group for Hispanics when using these three statistics to evaluate adverse impact. 

The numbers of Asian (n = 2), American Indian (n = 1), and female (n = 11) candidates in the population of test takers are extremely small; nevertheless, adverse impact statistics are presented. Because of the effect of one individual passing or failing in a particular decile on the adverse impact statistics, results for all three groups, especially Asians and American Indians should be interpreted cautiously. Violations of adverse impact based on Four-Fifths Rule were observed for Asian candidates in all deciles except for the 50% decile. Additionally, adverse impact violations for Asians based upon two of the three statistics were present in the 90% decile. The Fisher's test was not significant. Adverse impact defined by the Four-Fifths Rule was observed in the first three deciles (through the 30% decile) for American Indians. None of the three statistical tests was significant. 

!!'!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
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Adverse impact violations based on the Four-Fifths Rule for female candidates were present Q in the 50% through the 90% deciles. Adverse impact was observed in the 50%, 60%, 70%, 
and 80% decile groups for females when using the Four-Fifths Rule. None of the other 
adverse impact statistics was significant. 
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TABLE 13 
ADVERSE IMPACT STATISTICS (OVERALL AND DECILES) FOR THE WRITTEN EXAMINATION 0 (FINAL 411 CANDIDATES) 

I I 
I 

I d ~ 
Adverse Impact Statistics Al Selecte Pass Rate Subgroup Candidates Candidates 

o, KUle I ~1nom1a1 \ risners I <.ni-,quare 
--- ------------ - -- -------- ------ -- -~ ----------- ---~- -

Top 10.7% (N=411) (N=44) 
Race 

White 304 38 
Black 60 0 0.000 -2.862 MM o 004 Hispanic 44 6 1.091 0.228 1.000 0.832 Asian 2 0 0.000 -0.570 1.000 0,593 American Indian 1 0 0.000 -0.404 1.000 0.706 Gender 

Male 400 42 
Female 11 2 1.732 0.813 0.616 0.416 

Top 31.6% (N=411) (N=130) 
Race 

White 304 113 
Black 60 5 ~ -4.390 D..QQll. Q.MQ Hispanic 44 12 0.734 -1.320 0.241 0.201 Asian 2 0 Q.,QQ!! -1.127 0.533 0.278 American Indian 1 0 0.000 -0.798 1.000 0.442 Gender 

Male 400 127 
Female 11 3 0.859 -0.315 1.000 0.753 

0 
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transformation was to convert the raw Oral Assessment scores to a 35-point scale, which C) was required to calculate the Total Examination Scores in compliance with the percentages 
for each promotional process component outlined in the collective bargaining agreement. 
The linear transformation was conducted such that candidates having the highest raw score 
attained on the Oral Assessment would receive the maximum number of transformed points 
(i.e., 35 points). Furthermore, candidates with lowest raw score attained on the Oral 
Assessment would receive a score of 1 transformed point. These values were transformed 
to a 35-point scale using the equation for a straight line: 

() 

Y=bX+a 

In this equation, Y equals the score on the transformed scale (i.e., 35-point scale), X equals 
the value on the original scale (i.e., raw Oral Assessment score), a equals the intercept on 
Y, and b equals the slope of the line (Howell 2012). Scores transformed with this approach 
retain the same rank order as the raw scores. Based on the data points used in the 
transformation equation, the transformed Oral Assessment scores, denoted as 0

35 
were 

derived using the following equation: 

0 = .267716535433X - 17.2047244094 35 

The transformed score descriptive results of the Fire Captain Oral Assessment Jest for 
candidates who also completed the Written Examination are presented in Table 19. For the 
411 candidates taking the Oral Assessment, the average (mean) transformed score was 
21.33 with a standard deviation of 6.14. The coefficient alpha reliability, skewness and. 
kurtosis estimates are unaffected by the linear transformation process, and subsequently 
remain the same as the raw score statistics following the score transformations. 

TABLE 19 
TRANSFORMED ORAL ASSESSMENT SCORE DESCRIPTIVE RESULTS 
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Overall, the psychometric results of the Oral Assessment do not suggest any substantive irregularities in the distribution of scores. Based on an examination of the general descriptive statistics, the reliability of the test, and the distribution of scores, and in consideration of the pool of candidates taking the test, the Oral Assessment component of the Fire Captain Promotional Process has acceptable psychometric properties. 

In addition, means and standard deviations were calculated for protected subgroups based on the raw and transformed Oral Assessment scores. Adverse impact for each subgroup also was evaluated using multiple methods. Table 20 shows the means and standard deviations and minimum and maximum scores for each racial subgroup. 

Comparisons of mean scores were performed only on White, Black, and Hispanic subgroups to avoid disclosure of individual candidate scores for Asians (n = 2) and American Indians (n = 1). To statistically compare mean differences between racial subgroups, a one-way ANOVA was conducted. The overall model for the ANOVA showed a statistically significant effect in the differences between the subgroup means, F(2,405) = 18.942, p < .001. A post hoc analysis using the Tukey method for pairwise comparisons showed statistically significant differences between Whites and Blacks (p < .001) and Hispanics and Blacks Q (p = .021), but no statistically significant difference between Whites and Hispanics (P = .113) . . .f.ccordingly, White and Hispanic subgroups scored significantly higher than the Blac~ subgroup__ 
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TABLE20 
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR RAW AND TRANSFORMED ORAL ASSESSMENT SCORES BY RACIAL SUBGROUP (N=411) 

White 304 147.56 21.77 77.0 195.0 
Black 60 128.76 25.28 68.0 183.0 Hispanic 44 140.46 18.59 100.5 178.5 
Asian* 2 
American Indian * 1 

White 304 22.30 5.83 3.4 35.0 Black 60 17.27 6.77 1.0 31.8 Hispanic 44 20.40 4.98 9.7 30.6 Asian* 2 
American Indian * 1 

* Descriptive statistics were not reported in the table for the two Asian and one American Indian candidates to avoid disclosure of individual candidate test scores in this report. 

Additional analyses compared male and female subgroups. Table 21 shows the means and standard deviations and minimum and maximum scores for gender subgroups based on the raw and transformed scores on the Oral Assessment. 

An independent samples t-test did not show a statistically significant difference in means between males and females, t(409) = -.835, p = .404. However, because of the relatively small number of females and the imbalance in the number of male and female candidates, these results should be interpreted with caution. 
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0 
TABLE 22 (CONTINUED) 

ADVERSE IMPACT STATISTICS (OVERALL AND DECILES) FOR ORAL ASSESSMENT 

I I I [ Adverse Impact Statistics Pass Rate Subgroup All Candidates Selected Candidates I 
80% Rule Binomial Fisher's Chi~Square 

---- -------- - --- -- - ------ ---------~-------- - --~--- -~------- --~- - --Top 70.1% (N =411) (N =288) 
Race 

White 304 233 
Black 60 26 Q,§il. -5.407 lLl!fil! lLl!fil! Hispanic 44 29 0.860 -1.453 0.136 0.123 Asian 2 0 lLl!fil! -2.359 0.056 0.011 American Indian 1 1.305 0.509 1.000 0.581 Gender 

Male 400 279 
Female 11 9 1.173 0.862 0.517 0.389 

Top 90.0% (N=411) (N =370) 
Race 

White 304 285 
Black 60 41 Q,ill. -6.004 0.000 lLl!fil! Hispanic 44 41 0.994 -0.118 1.000 0.885 Asian 2 2 1.067 0.294 1.000 0.715 American Indian 1 1 1.067 0.208 1.000 0.796 Gender 

Male 400 360 
Female 11 10 1.010 0.099 1.000 0.921 

Note. Statistics that are bold and underlined indicate adverse impact is present in that decile for that specific subgroup. 

0 
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, Analyses found that Four-Fifths Rule (80% Rule) violations were present for the Black subgroup throughout all of the deciles lo othgr wards adverse impact was detected in aJI deciles including the top 90%. 0 r the Binomial, Fisher's., and Chi-Square statistical significance tests, adverse impact was not present for _Bla_cks in the top 10% decil~ Accordingly, upon adverse impact being present in the top 20% for the Binomial, Fisher's, and Chi-Square statistical significance tests, this trend continued through the rest of the deciles including the top 90%. 

A similar pattern emerged for Hispanics. Adverse impact was present for Hispanic candidates, with Four-Fifths Rule violations in all deciles until the top 70%. However, for Hispanics in regard to the three tests of statistical significance (i.e., Binomial, Fisher's, and Chi-Square), adverse impact for the Binomial and Chi-Square was present in the top 10%, but was not present for all three tests in the top 20% until the top 50%. Subsequently, the three statistical tests showed adverse impact in the top 50% and remained until the top 70%. There was no evidence of adverse impact based on the three statistics in the 80% and 90% deciles. 

As with the Written Examination, the numbers of Asian (n = 2), American Indian (n = 1); and female (n = 11) candidates in the population oftest takers are extremely small; nevertheless, adverse impact statistics are presented. Because of the effect of one individual passing or failing in a particular decile on the adverse impact statistics, results for all three groups, especially Asians and American Indians should be interpreted cautiously. No violations of adverse impact based on Four-Fifths Rule were observed for Asians candidates in all deciles until the 50% decile. Adverse impact was present in the 60% decile and the 70% decile based on the Binomial and Chi-Square statistics and in the 80% based on all three statistics. There was no evidence of adverse impact in the 90% decile. Adverse impact defined by the Four-Fifths Rule was observed in the first four deciles (through the 40% decile) for American Indians. None of the three statistical tests was significant in any decile. No adverse impact was observed for female candidates, who scored higher on average than male candidates. 
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TABLE 23 
MEAN PROPORTIONS AND CORRECTED ITEM-TOTAL CORRELATIONS 

FOR ORAL ASSESSMENT ITEMS (N=411) 

Topic 1 .72 .31 
Topic 2 .16 .07 
Topic 3 .75 .40 
Topic4 .83 .27 
Topic 5 .73 .12 
Topic 6 .69 .26 
Topic 7 .49 .25 

Oral Comm .68 .67 

Question .1 .54 .20 
Question 2 .54 .47 
Question 3 .61 .46 
Oral Comm .71 .61 

Question 1 .68 .30 
Question 2 .69 .50 
Question 3 .70 .54 
Oral Comm .70 .60 

As shown in Table 23, a wide range of mean proportions resulted, ranging between .16 
(Training Presentation Topic 2, First Arriving Company) and .83 (Training Presentation Topic 
4, Engine Company Tasks). This result indicates that the Oral Assessment items were not overly difficult nor easy, in that test takers were able to answer items correctly, but not to the level that the majority of candidates could regularly obtain the maximum points. 

Except for two low corrected item-total correlations of .07 (Training Presentation Topic 2, First Arriving Company) and .12 (Training Presentation Topic 5, FIT Equipment), the items had 
moderate to large correlations with the other items when computed as a scale. This indicates that, generally, candidates who answered those items correctly were more likely to score well 
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on the overall test. The low corrected item-total correlations do not show that same Cl discrimination, in that there was little to no relationship between candidates who scored well on those items and the overall test. 

0 

0 

These item-level results, in general, indicate that most of the items were discriminating in the assessment of candidate performance. The items were not so difficult that qualified candidates could not correctly respond, but not so easy so that all candidates would be able to gain maximum points regardless of their qualifications for the job. In addition, the candidates who performed better on items in one topic area or another were also able to score higher on the overall Oral Assessment. 

OVERALL ORAL ASSESSMENT RESULTS 
In conclusio_n, the Oral Assessment of the Fire Captain Promotional Process has acceptable psychometric properties when considering both the overall test as well as the scoring process. Given the re.levance of the test to the job (i.e., the content validity of the test), the extensive development and review activities conducted by SMEs, the rigor of the scoring process, and the results obtained from psychometric analyses, confidence can be placed in the interpretation of the results that test scores represent candidates' abilities assessed in the Oral Assessment. 
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FINAL SELECTION RESULTS 

The current rank-ordered Eligibility List for the Fire Captain Promotional Process includes the 
411 candidates who took both the Written Examination and the Oral Assessment. At the time 
of this report, no Fire Captain promotions resulting from the current process had been made, 
so no analyses of adverse impact calculations have been conducted for actual promotions 
made off the Eligibility List. However, adverse impact estimates have been calculated for the 
eligible pool of Fire Captain candidates, as described below. 

ADVERSE IMPACT ESTIMATES FOR FINAL RANK ORDER 
Table 28 shows the results of the adverse impact analyses, with estimates by decile for the 
candidates rank ordered on the final Eligibility List. The first decile consists of the top 10% 
of the final rank order. Each decile grouping afterward is cumulative and contains information 
about all participants above it. For instance, the second decile includes candidates in that 
group as well as all of the candidates in the first decile. Again, the text refers to the closest 
decile; Table 28 shows the exact percentage. 

As shown in Table 28, analysis of the 2017 Eligibility List for the Fire Captain Promotional 
Process revealed that adverse impact calculated by the Four-Fifths Rule was present for 
Blacks in all deciles. For the Binomial, Fisher's, and Chi-Square statistical significance tests, 
adverse impact was present based on all statistics in all deciles except for the Fisher's in the 
top 10%. 

Adverse impact was present for Hispanics in the top 10% of candidates for the Four-Fifths 
Rule and rem_ained through to the top 50%. In other words, CFO would have to promote the 
top 50% of candidates to eliminate adverse impact calculated by the Four-Fifths Rule. For 
the Binomial, Fisher's, • and Chi-Square statistics, adverse impact was not present for 
Hispanics in the top 10%. Only the Binomial statistic was significant for the 20%. For the 
remaining deciles beyond the top 20%, adverse impact as indicated by the three statistics 
was present in in the top 30% and 70%, but not for any of the other deciles. 

As noted above, the numbers of Asian (n = 2), American Indian (n = 1), and female (n = 11) 
candidates in the population of test takers are extremely small; nevertheless, adverse impact 
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statistics are presented. Because of the effect of one individual passing or failing in a 
particular decile on the adverse impact statistics, results for all three groups, especially 
Asians and American Indians should be interpreted cautiously. The Four Fifths Rule was 
violated in all deciles for Asians candidates in all deciles. Adverse impact was present in the 
60% decile based on the Chi-Square statistics and in the 90% based on Binomial and Chi
Square statistics. Adverse impact defined by the Four-Fifths Rule was observed in the first 
three deciles (through 30%) for American Indians. None of the three statistical tests was 
significant in any decile. 

The female group did not meet the Four-Fifths Rule standard in the 50% decile. However, 
no other evidence of adverse impact was observed for female candidates in any other decile. 
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TABLE28 ADVERSE IMPACT STATISTICS (OVERALL AND DECILES) FOR RANK ORDER C 
I I 

-----i-------i -----A-dv-e-,s-e-lmpact Statistics 
Percentage Subgroup All Candidates Selected Candidates 

1 So/~ Rule Binomial Fisher's Chi•Square 

------------ ------- ------------------- -~---- ------- --- ------------
Top 10% 

(N=411) (N =41) Race 

White 304 37 
Black 60 2 Q.lli ~ 0.064 0.043 Hispanic 44 2 l!clll -1.578 0.199 0.134 Asian 2 0 l!.,QJ!Q -0.572 1.000 0.599 American Indian 1 0 l!.,QJ!Q -0.405 1.000 0.710 

Gender 

Male 400 39 
Female 11 2 1.865 0.921 0.612 0.357 

White 304 108 
Black 60 7 Q.,ill .:liJl.!! !!,QQQ, l!.,QJ!Q Hispanic 44 8 !!.,ill. -2.348 0.026 0.023 Asian 2 0 0.000 -1.094 0.542 0.295 American Indian 1 0 Q,QQQ_ -0.775 1.000 0.458 

Gender 

Male 400 120 
Female 11 3 0.909 -0.195 1.000 0.846 
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